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Metaphors of Passage
(The Minoan ‘Horns ofConsecration’ and ‘Double-Axe’)
Surnmary
The Minoan “Homs ofConsecration” (HC) and “Double Axe” (DA) motifs are here examined through
their various stages of use, contexts and forrns in the Cretan Bronze Age. A typology is established for each
motif, and their interpretations ofthe last century ofresearch are presented. To these interpretations we finally
add our own, which find that HC represented a “Sacred Boat” which served in part to convey the dead to the
next world, and that DA was particularly significant through its relation to fimerary rites, the sea and a textile
industry. If our interpretations are valid, we surmise that the unified motif tHC+DA] ofthe later Bronze Age
may have represented a “Sacred Sailing Vessel”.
Key Words
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Metaphors of Passage
(The Minoan ‘Horns ofConsecration’ and ‘Double-Axe’)
Résumé
Les motifs Minoens des “Cornes de Consécration” (HC) et de la “Double Hache” (DA) sont ici examinés à
travers leurs parcotirs à l’âge de bronze Crétois, leurs contextes et leurs formes. Une typologie est établie pour
les motifs, et les interprétations du dernier siècle sont présentés. A ces interprétations nous joignons les nôtres
qui trouvent que HC était représantatif en partie d’un “Navire Sacré” qui transportait les morts au prochain
monde, et que DA tirait sa signification particulière à travers ses relations avec les rites funéraires, la mer et une
industrie du textile. Si ces interprétations sont valables, nous soupçonnons que le motif unifié [HC+DAJ de l’âge
de bronze tardif représentait un “Navire à Voile Sacré”,
Mots clés
Minoen. ‘Cornes de Consécration’, ‘Double-Hache’, Age de Bronze. Crète
List of Abbreviations and Relative Chronology
NL Neolithic 81h to 4th Millennia BC’
EN EarÏy Neolithic
MN Middle Neolithic
LN LateNeolithic
BA Bronze Age 4th to 2k1 Millennia BC
EBA Early Bronze Age
MBA Middle Bronze Age
LBA Late Bronze Age
EM Early Minoan c 3300 - 2100 BC 2
MM Middle Minoan c 2100
- 1600 BC
LM LateMinoan c1600-1100BC
EMB Eastern Mediterranean Basin
Variables:
HC “Homs of Consecration”
DA “Double-Axe”
[HC+DAJ Unified syrnbol: “Horns ofConsecration” with “Double-Axe” between
o
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Introduction: Symbols and Concepts
The present work examines two important iconographie motifs of Minoan Crete, the so
called ‘Horns of Consecration’ (1-IC) and ‘Double-Axe’ (DA). The use ofthe abbreviations TIC,
DA and [HC+DAj.3 the latter of which is the combinative symbol of TIC with DA placed
between its ‘bonis’, are here flot solely used as abbreviations of the symbols’ traditional tities,
but serve the ftmction of variables. The author lias opted for their use instead ofthe traditional
tities, as the latter were found both cumbersorne and conceptually obstructive. As these variables
are derived from their traditional titles they should cause a minimum of confusion for our readers
familiar with the Minoan world, while establishing a conceptual distance between traditional
titles and symbolic expressions for the unfarniliar. What we seek is a more descriptive definition
of these symboïs than their present tities and traditional interpretations afford them. The creation
C of a typological overview from their earliest appearances to the later stages of the Cretan Bronze
Age was undertaken to this end. The symbols we here discuss and the culture in which they occur
are examined through time. the length of which is difficuit to estab{ish. This time period covers
approximately three thousand years. i.e. the fourth, third and second milleimia. i.e. from the final
phases of NL to the end of LM.
HC and DA are arguably the most widely recognizable and diagnostically Minoan’ of
motifs. They are the most prominent cultural symbols ofMinoan Crete and yet remain to date
shrouded in abstraction. TIC is certainly the more ambiguous of the two as it seems not toC represent a clear, understandable or otherwise comparable thing’ beyond the horned or horn-like
object it itselfis, and bas consequently been accepted as an abstract representation ofhovid horns
from its earliest appearance in the archaeological record to the end ofthe Minoan BA. B3’
contrast, DA is so similar to a double-bitted-axe, and so ofien found in a metal double-bitted axe
form that it has been scarcely surmised to represent anything other than that in past scholarship.
Our initial task is therefore to establish what forms these symbols take, what sorts of decorative
patterns are applied to them, where and when they eau be found. as well as what other objects or
lIC and DA have heen employed in past scholarship, e.g. DAgata: 1992. as abbreviations. We use them here as variables, and addto these [HC+DAJ to represent the rnotifofthe ‘Horns ofConsecration’ with a hafled ‘Double Axe’ placed hetwcen it.
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motifs share in any of our symbols’ forms, decorations and contexts.
From EM through LM, a great variabiHty exists in the form ofthese symbols, which
needs to be both understood and put into context. Thus, the instances collected are not here
studied in isolation, but rather within a wider selection of objects from varions iocalities in Crete
to provide a materiai and iconographie context for the motifs. Subsequently, some concepts and
interpretations regarding Minoan Religion, such as atiributed ideas of Divinity and Sacrality
developed over the Iast century are addressed, as these symbols have oflen been tied to concepts
ofa fertility cuit or divinity ofsome sort.4 This then is somewhat more than a study oftwo
symbols arnong others, but rather a study of them in relation to their cultural environment. In the
case ofthese symbols, the cultural environment is predominantly ofa religious or sacred
character, but with connotations ofwealth, power and prestige, which bring with them additional
social, econornic ami poiiticaï facets. The present samples are representative of rnost types of
() occurrences, be they contextual, aesthetic, in material or technique. Through our analysis ofthese
samples a number ofnoteworthy pattems reveal themselves, which bring us doser to the
descriptive definitions we seek and to which we proffer our interpretations.
C
Èvans: 964: Nilsson: 1971: Rntkowsi: 1986; et al.
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Part I: A: Settiernent and Continuity
Crete is an island situated in the middle ofthe Eastern Mediterranean Basin. It is the
Ïargest island of the Aegean and the southernmost inhabited one of that region. It stretches
approximately 270 km from east to west, no more than 60 km north to south in its central region,
and as littie as 12 km at the Isthrnus of lerapetra. Within the context of the Eastem Mediterranean
Basin, it is second in size only to Cyprus. Crete has a third dimension to it, namely mountain
ranges, with several peaks surpassing 2000 m in height.’ As Rackham2 puts it, “Crete is a
miniature continent, with mountains higher than anything in two-thirds ofNorth America, its
deserts, jungles, and arctic, its Wales, Morocco, Switzeriand, England, and China.”
Crete has several differing microclimates within its contrasted landscape of plains.
plateaux, coasts, hiils. and mountains, each harbouring particular types of fora and fauna, and
much that is endemic to it.3 The fauna did not include Homo Sapiens tili somewhere between the
eighth and seventh millennia BC.4 Human beings brought along other non-indigenous species to
the island, such as domesticated cattie. goat, sheep, pig. donkey and dog.5 Domesticated caille are
only known to have existed at this early period in northem Greece and south-central Anatolia.6
Jarrnan7 states that this settiement phase ofNL was aceramic, and that the domestication ofthe
introduced fauna is suggested by their relatively small sizes, with a further deciine in size
stabilising by IVIN.8 These animais constituted economic staples from the onset of Cretan
civilization, and are the principle animal species which found expression in the various MinoanC
Mairs Geographiscer Verlag: 2000
2 Rackham: 2001: 7
Sec: Reesc: 1992 lhr Pleistocene fatina and fora of Crete, and Rackham and Moody: 1996 lbr an overview of Cretan geology. asweIl as Ilora and fauna throughout Crete’s history.
Evans, .1.0.: 1994:
Ibid.
Ibid. For a broader discussion of the domestication of floral and fatinal spccies in Central Anatolia with references to the SouthEastcrn origins ofsuch domestications sec: ‘l’odd: 1980: 116 and Yakar. Jak: 1991: 267. 271
.larman. Michael R.: in Reese: 1996: 212
8lbid.: 213
0
Arts and iconography.9
Man’s introductions were flot limited to fauna, but also included fora such as barley,
emmer and the pure bread-wheat, triticum aestivurn, the latter of which is only known
conternporaneously in Anatolia)° The earliest known settiers established thernselves at the site of
what was to become the palace of Knossos, roughly 5km inland and south of Amnisos.” from
the onset, the original settiers of Crete farmed and herded for their sustenance; hunting of
indigenous wild species such as deer is not thought to have been relied upon as a food source.’2 A
fair quantity of fish bones found in NL strata attest to the important role played by the sea in
these formative years,’3 and we need therefore add that these early sefflers were fisherman as well
as farmers and herders. These settiers made their home in this wild land, bringing food sources,
traditions, and technical expertise with them. As the island was yet uninhabited, an early scenario
ofMan vs. Nature rather than one of military conquest was the reality for these early settlers.’4
o Having brought stock, both animal and vegetal with them, they needed to have known of the
island’s presence and the particular value of the Knossian area, suggesting the island had been
explored to some degree prior to sefflement, and that they, both the explorers and settlers. had
navigational skills.
0f strata VIII and IX of Knossos dating to the seventh millennium Evans wTote,’5 “...it
was possible to reconstruct several complete vessels whose variety of shape and details reinforce
the impression made by the sherds from this and preceding strata that they are not the initial
experirnents of beginners, but belong to an already well established tradition ofpotting.” By M,
For an oveniew of Minoan Arts and iconography: Rutkowski: 1986. Rutkowski: 1991. Evans: 1964. Marinatos: 1960. Plalon: 1966
Evans. iD.: 1994: I and Yakar. Jak: 1991: 274
Ibid
12
Ibid.: 10 : No cvidence of reliance on gamc Ibr food.
15: Bmids increase in numbers sud ratio from 13% in strstum VIII to 22.7% in stratum V, peaking in MN to 50% and Caprids also increasethrouh lime but decline as s food source from 50
- 25%
Dickinson: 1994: 28 and Rose: 197-206 sud Wilkcns: 248: in Rcese: 1996: for natural and cultural remains ofïnarine 6tuna inCretes NL-BA.
Strasser: in Reese: 1992: 319
15
-Evans: 964: I: 7
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miniature vessels, as welI as figurines, beads, and spindie whorls are produced.’6 These may
suggest the developrnent ofritual and/or cuit activity. but without a doubt the spindie whorls are
testament to early textile production.
As Evans identified EN pottery from the earliest Knossian strata, while Jarman did flot,
one ofthe two must be wrong. However, given the iimited number of soundings made into NL
strata, the present author prefers to state that Evans found EN potteiy in bis soundings, while
Jarman did not, rather than stating that the early settiers of Crete did or did flot produce pottery.
Continuity from NL to BA is discernible within the materiai culture as welÏ as through the
introduced animal and vegetal species. The eariiest known figurine from the island, a maie
marbie anthropomorph dating to the seventh rnilienniurn,’7 clearly illustrates a continuity when
compared to EM and even LM maie anthropomorphic figurines,’8 particularIy in the positioning
of anus, stance and codpiece. In NL, we also begin to find zoomorphic figurines, particuiariy
r bovids,19 but also those ofgoat, sheep and birds, which are the most prominent zoomorphic
figurines in the following BA.2° The presence ofthese figurines attests to the importance ofthese
animais in ail periods of Crete’s prehistory. Bird figurines and vesseis in their form, iikeiy a dove
species, appearing as early as MN21 and continuously produced through to LM,22 might reflect a
degree of domestication or an early exploitation of these animais for their meat or eggs.
Regardiess of the particulars. ail these animais comiect those first settiers who introduced either
their exploitation or iconographic representation on the island, with the BA peopie who
continued to breed, need, use and depict them. An NL ovoid cerarnic bowl ofa dark burnishedo
6
Ibid 12-3: Fie. 10: spindle sborls and cla spools; 44: Fig. 11 zoomorphic figurines
17Cat. A: I: PLI
Cat. A: I L 12: PL. I and for an LM example see Bosanquet and Dawkins: 1923: PL XXIX
Cal A: 3: PLI
20
Rutkowsi: 1986: 68-71. 96-8 and tbr Petsophas in parlicular: Rutkowski: 1991
— Cyans: 1964: 1: 44: Fig. I
22
g• Cal. A: $1. 103. 125: PLS V. VI. VIII
ware,23 with its rounded HC-like protrusions at either end also sets an eariy precedent for horned
burnished wares common to later sacred sites ofEM and eariy MM,24 which is not surprising as
an incremental deveÏopment of cerarnic production has been obseiwed in Crete from NL through
LM by Betancourt.25 We then already observe an evident continuity from NL through to LM in
three ways:
Î.) Within the ceramic record isa progression offonns, decorations and techniques.26
2.) The form ofanthropomorphic and zoomorphic figures exhibits traditional
renderings in the Minoan ails beginning in NL.27
3.) The introduced floral and faunal species ofNL become the principle Minoan staples (i.e.
bovids, caprids, sheep and swine, as well as wheat, badey and ernrner).28
B: Navigation
C The original settiers of Crete. evidently mariners and fisherman as well as farmers and
herders, must have corne fiom a coastai region in the Eastern Mediterranean Basin.29 Aiready in
NL. navigation. besides being estabiished apriori by the isiand’s very settiernent, was also
practised for the acquisition of desirable material such as obsidian found in NL Knossos. This
obsidian has been shown to be Melian by its high Barium and low Zirconium content.3° Thus,
these early Cretans were already accessing the minerai wealth of an as yet uninhabited extra
insular Ïocaiity. Wherever the original settiers came from, they flourished on Crete for severat
rnillennia. Without the threat ofcompetition for resources or invasion, thanks to the island’s
2 Cat. A: 2: PL. I
24
e.g. Cal. t\: 4. 5. 23. 21. 43: PLS. I. Il. III
Betancourt: 1985: 13
- Ibid.
Evans: 964: I: 4445
28
Evaus: 1994: in Evely: t. 10. 19
The nearest Anatotian coast s al lcss than 300 km. as s the Norlh African coasl from Kommos. Éhe Nue Delta is approximately550 km ftom Zakros
Cyans: 1964:1: 239. Melos s approximatcly 165 km from Amnisos as the crow 111es.
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relative seclusion due to its distance from other cultural areas in the Eastern Mediterranean
Basin, they were afforded a certain arnount of security. The island’s central position within that
basin did, however, allow access to other cultural areas when desired. By the beginning ofthe
Cretan BA, the Aegean and the Eastern Mediterranean at large seem to have already been well
trafficked.
By EM, depictions of sailing vessels appear on Minoan seals,3’ and though they represent
a termimispost quem for the importance ofthis type ofcraft, in trade and commerce, veriflable
by the increase in imported materials,32 they also represent a terminus ante quem for the use of
sailing vessels and sailing itself for the simple reason that for sailing crafis to have been playing
an important role in the island’s economy from EM to MM in suppïying luxury materials such as
tin and ivo1y,’ there had to have already been a tradition in the use of such navigable vessels, as
well as preexisting contact with those localities where those materials were being acquired.
C. furthermore, an infrastructure of some sort need have existed prior to EM in order to build
ships and man them with capable hands, and maintain harbours as well as diplomatic and trade
relations.31 By EM II, we have documented instances of amethyst stone and elephant ivmy on
Crete,35 and as attested by Muhly.36 tin is evidently being irnported into Crete, albeit in small
quantities. as early as EM I. Given this, it would be difficuit to maintain an absence ofsailing
technoïogy on Crete between the late fourth and early third millennia, potentially providing
access to the Levant, North Africa, the Aegean. Cyprus and Anatolia.
What actual seafaring crafis were like in Crete from NL to EM37 is hinted at within theo
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Evans: 1964: I: I IX: Fia. 87.7. in 10e presenl work: e.g. Cal. A: 49. 50. 52: PL. 1V. anci in Fig. 6 from a Piatanos ossua’. 010crexampies incitide: Cat. A: 45. 46. 53. 56. 57. I 15: PLS. IV. VIII
Kccszkotvska: Î 983: t 6$: Fiflen 10 t\\enty tusks worlh of ivory extant frein pre—patatiai contexts. spread over 0M Ii — MM la
which rcprescnts 10e importation ofone tusk cvery 30-4f) vears; or if 0M III-MM la then one every 25 ycars. (i.e. 8— 10 clephaiils
“...iinply a kind of socio—economic deveiopment which could not only organize the acquisition of the materiat but also promote Ihe distributionofthat material on arrivai on Crctc.” and Geseli: 1985: 7
Op. Cit.: Krzvszkowska
Warrcn: 1987: 50
35 Cherry: 1983:41
Muhiy: 973: 334
37
Casson: l9b4: I I-7
5o
BA iconography, suggesting relatively smafl embarkations,38 the largest ofwhich, shown with
oars or paddles do not depict more than eleven to a side including steering oars.39 Within the
Eastern Mediterranean ofthe fourth arid third millennia, both Bass and Casson4° agree that small
navigable craft were ofien constructed of bides stretched over a wooden frame, also considered a
worldwide primitive technology by Leroi-Gourban.41 This type ofboat construction bas been
demonstrated to be sturdy enough for transatiantic passage by Tim Severin who proved that St.
Brendan could feasibly have crossed that ocean in such a hoat as early as the sixth centuiy AD.42
If such a ship, constructed of wood and hide could withstand the more turbulent and icy seas of
the North Atiantic, sirnilar ships would certainly have been practicable in the Eastern
Mcd iterranean.
0f symbolic importance in the depiction of Cretan navigable vessefs, besides the early
representation of rnasts and yards which suggest early use of sails, are the horned stems, prows
and overali horned profiles of ships. In the historie periods, when ships are certainly of wooden
construction, homed projections continue to be applied to stems and prows, along with beaked
prows and painted eyes in the Aegean, suggesting the ship to metaphorically represent a living
beast.43 The Minoan practice ofdepicting their ships with homed projections at stem and prow,
as well as the overali horned form of these ships, may set a precedent for the construction of
ships in this form within the region in the historical period. The reasons for the Minoan ships to
have been depicted with such decorations and in such forms may be related to the use ofhides in
their construction.
38 Cat. A: 2. 15 u, b. 6, 45-50, 52. 56. 57. 112, 115. 130. 131: PLS. 1.1V. VIII, IX
eg Cat. A: 49. 52. 57. 115: PLS. IV. VIII
Ibid. ancl Bass: 1972: 12-3
41
-Lcroi-(jourhan: t 971: I I-7
Scvcrin: 1977: 769-97
Op. Cil.: Casson: as weII as myths relating to tOc ship Argo. itsclfconsideted u pseudo living entit. ami tOc I-tomcric cpithet Forships: cîtoç: I-IuehecI. Wesl ami Hainsworth: 16’)
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C: Industry and Trade
By the EBA. a major trade opportunity presented itselfto the island, narnely the
possibility to import tin for tin-bronze production, and archaeologicaÏly heratds in an Age. Prior
to this, arsenical-bronze had been produced, not by the addition of arsenic to form a copper alloy,
but from naturally occurring arsenic in certain copper ores, known to have existed within the
confines of the Aegean.44 Among the earliest of copper tools produced in Crete were awis and
punches which were probabÏy used in leather-working according to Branigan.45 Given the
diversity of herd animais introduced and rnaintained in early Crete, leather production may have
certainly been practiced and of sorne importance. One of the many applications of leather in BA
Crete. as in other areas of the Mediterranean at this time, was in the making of leather ropes and
stays for ships.46 This practice lingered well into the historical period, and even attested to have
O been the case in Homer.47
Tin-bronze production requires the addition of tin to copper, ai3d one therefore needs to
have tin for the process. This metal is rarer than gold, ai3d in its alluvial form, i.e. gathered or
prospected from riversides, riverbeds and flood plains rather than mined, even rarer. Neither
Crete nor the Aegean have ever counted tin amongst their minerai wealth. Tin therefore made its
way to Crete via the Eastern Mediterranean seas, but whether it was through Anatolia. Cyprus.
the Levant or Egypt is uncertain. At present the only known sources of alluvial tin to have been
exploited between the fourth and second milleirnia are to the east ofthe Zagros Mountains in theO Lake Urmia region of modem Iran. This Iranian tin is presently thought to have made its way to
Crete as early as EM L but by EM III we have what 1\4uhly daims to be, “the real beginning ofa
Minoan industry.1S These same Iranian sources are supposed to have originaHy supplied Sumer
Cosmopoulos: 1991. o[Trs a complete overview ofAegean sources ofores in the EBA.
Branigan: 988: 87
46
HucbccL. Wcsl ami l-Iainsworlh: 157
Muhlv: 1973: 334
7O
in the fourtb to third miHennia BC.49
The uncertainty involved in locating tin sources is due to the simple fact that the isotopic
composition of tin is volatile; every time tin is smelted or heated, certain ofits isotopic elernents
will volatilize, hindering any attempt of locating its geological and geographical origins for Iack
of a consistent signature.5° However, from the fourth to second milleimia. this Lake Urmian tin
remains the most probable candidate for supplying Mesopotarnia, the Levant, Egypt, and the
Eastern Mediterranean Basin generally.51 Non-alluvial Anatolian sources are known to exist in
the Troad, but Ïikely remained unexploited in the BA, as even by the early second millennium
(i.e. MBA), Assyrian merchants are reputed to bave supplied the area with tin at a substantial
profit.52 Sources from Cornwall and Wessex, England possibly served Late to Sub-Mycenaean
interests in the 12111 and 1h centuries.53 while Iberian sources of alluvial tin, are known to have
been exclusively exploited and exhausted under Rome in the historical period.54 Hence, at present
the rotite of the tin trade between the fourth and third millem1ia begins in the Zagros area and
makes its way westward.55 By the 141h and 13rh centuries, we have irreftitable evidence ofweÏl
established Eastern Mediterranean Basin trade routes for pottely, copper and tin amongst other
trade goods, as evidenced by the Ulu Burun shipwreck.56 One might imagine that trade relations
may have attained a more political level than had existed prior to the MBA in order to secure the
necessary access from the east for tin, as no other sources have yet been identified for these early
periods. Warren suggests that Mari served the Minoan interest for tin at least by MM IIIa-b.
considering Crete to constitute the most western end of a larger geographic area, stretching from
19
Ibid.: 262
- 335
50 Namiiton: 75- $9
51
—Op. CIL: Muhis: 27
s,
ibid.
ibid.: 251. 343-350
Ibid.: 253
ibid.
56 Ptriak. Cernai: I 9$8
o $
the Eastern Mediterranean Basin to Mesopotamia, and,” functioning by essentiafly the same
system.”57 An even greater geographic BA coinrnunity may be observable through the dispersai
area of bronze axes, from the Indus to the Danube as put forward by Deshayes.58
By EM II, we have the earliest evidence of irnported ostrich egg-shells, arnethyst stone
and ivory.59 Between MM I and III, we have direct evidence of exchange between Crete and
Egypt in the form of a statuette of User (XIIth-XIIIth Dynasty) found with MM IIb sherds at
Knossos, an alabaster lid with the cartouche ofKhyan dating to the 2’ intermediate period
c.1650) with MM Illa sherds also at Knossos, and of course, Minoan Kamares Ware pottery,
dating to MM I-II, found in late XIIth dynasty deposits ofthe Egyptian sites Kahun, Harageh and
Abydos.6° Besides a trade in pottery and its possible contents, the Minoans likely traded in
textiles and leather goods. Support for the exportation of textiles has been sought arnongst the
tombs of Egypt where, according to Barber6’ and others, the painted ceilings of certain tombs
c exhibit particularly Aegean designs which are not found as designs on ceramics, but are known in
depictions of clothing in Minoan and Theran fresco. In short, Crete exchanged what it produced
for what it could not, exchanging its specialties for either raw materials or the specialties of
others.
As we have mentioned above. spindle-whorls from Knossian NL strata attest to textile
production from at least MN. The nature of that textile. whether animal. vegetal or both, is as yet
not entirely determined for lack of any surviving textiles and the undeciphered Linear A script,
but flax is thought to have been used in this transformation long before wool in the EasternO Mediterranean Basin.62 Indirect evidence for the production of linen does however exist in the
Warren: 1987: 50
58
Deshaves: 1960
Cherr: I 083: 1, Krzyszkowska: 1983: 164. 168
60 GesclI: 985:4
61
Barber: 1990:31 I
Stout: 1970: 75 and Yakar, .Ia: I99L 269. 279.
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form of fiax-wetting bowis from EM Il Myrtos Phournou Koiyphi.63 However, from late NL
throughout BA, both linen and wool were likely produced,64 the former being particularly
important in the production of sails.65 Between EM and MM, as suggested by Burke,66 textile
production attains a level of specialization, and in the latter period seems to be under palatial
control as suggested by the concentration of Ioom-weights particularly within the area of
Knossos, but also known from those of Mallia, Vathypetro and Archanes. This concentration of
loom-weights coupled with the paucity of spindle-whorls is again evidence of specialized
activity, in that weaving took place within such areas as the South House of Knossos amongst
others,67 while the spinning of thread must have been executed elsewhere and by others. for
MM-LM, Van Effenterre68 sees the possibility of a linen industry at Mallia where a great
quantity ofspindle whorls and loom weights were found as well as about forty ctuges doubles’.
He considers these trough-like containers to have been used in the treating ofvegetal fibres, “On
pense donc au lin qui est bien ctcciirnaté en Crète et don ‘t nous avons vu nous—même naguère des
champs dans Ï ‘arrière-pays de Mailla (..).“
The dying of textile is evidenced by deposits of crushed murex sheils from MM II
Kouphonisis and Palaiokastro as well as MM III Knossos,69 for purpie hues. Other material used
in the dying of cloth was surely of vegetal matter such as saffron. The earliest facility potentially
identifiable as a ‘dyeworks’ is from EM II Myrtos Phournou Koryphi.7°
Decorative motifs applied to the textiles produced can only be identified tbrough the
o
[3arber: 1990: 73-6 and For such a howi ktind al Knossos: Evek. 2003: 193
I3arher: 1990: 3)3, I3urke: 997: 413. Evcly: 2003: 193
6
Barber: 1997: 517
(,6
Burke: 1997: 411-9
l3urke: 2003: 195
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Van lElïenterrc: 1980. 72-3
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l3arber: 199f): 228
70 Wawen: 1972: 26-7, 53g. 75
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examination of their depictions on potteiy and ftescoes.71 The earÏiest of these are from female
anthropomorphic pouring vessels discussed further below, and female anthropomorphic figurines
generally. The earliest design, found on the EM II ‘Myrtos Goddess’,72 is a simple cross-hatched
pattern which likely denotes the fabric’s weave rather than the decoration thereon. from EM II
onwards, other of these pouring vessels, namely from Koumasa,73 Mochlos74 and Mallia,75 as
well as figurines from Petsophas,76 afford us with the earÏiest glimpses into the types of
decorative motifs applied to textiles. These decorations ma)’ be simple bands or motifs set within
bands which include toothed unes, triangles, twin-triangles, sets of rivet-like dots, S-spirals and
vegetal sprays.77 Representations of textiles are by far more plentiful in LM when frescoes as
well as faience figurines and objects afford us with a better glimpse of what Minoan clothing and
textiles were like. Though the LM examples are more elaborate than those of EM cited above,
the same use of cross-hatched patterns, banded decorations and vegetal motifs can be found.78
According to Barber.79 the intricate patterns and lavish use of colour seen on Minoan depictions
ofclothing is in contrast with the less omate ones of Egypt and Mesopotamia in the BA. This is
particularly the case when band woven textiles are concerned. The Minoan pattems. and band
weavÏng itseW finds parallels, flot within the Mediterranean, but in NL and BA of the European
mainland.8° where fabrics woven on portable band looms are recognized by Barber8’ to be ofthe
71 Sec Branigao: 1988: 89 for EM-MM pattems and Barber: 1990: 314. 317-8. 320-3. 327 for MM-CM patterns
0 72 Cat. A; 6h: PL I
Cat. A: 26: PC. II
Cat. A: 2$; PC. li
Cat. À: 40: PC. III
76
Cal. A: 27: PC. II
Branigan: 1988: 0g. 2 I. rnost ofthese illustrated corne from tUe items noted above. i.e. Cat. A: 26-8. 40: PLS. II. III
78Barber 1990: Ogs. 15.6 and 15.14
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80
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same sort ofbanded textiles as depicted in Minoan fresco. The Minoan technique points to a
greater likelihood of a southeastern European origin for the Minoans rather than a southeastern
MeditelTanean one. Considering that the earliest evidence of both the dornesticated Bos Taurus
and Triticum Aestivum are in Anatolia, this southeastern European on gin ofthe early settiers of
Crete is certainly the most plausible to date.
In surnmary, Crete is settled sometirne between the eighth and seventh milleimia BC, and
shows a progression from then on to the culture we cail Minoan. These first settiers are primarily
herders, agniculturatists and fisherman. These people were already experienced seamen in NL as
evidenced both by the island’s settiement and presence of Melian Obsidian in NL strata. Between
EM and MM, we cari discern a steady increase in overseas trade.82 This trade permitted the
importation of tin arnongst other precious matenials. What Crete traded for those matenials is
uncertain, but cerarnics, agricultural produce, leather goods and textiles are certainly prime
ç candidates. The marine iconography of BA Crete, which includes the depiction of ships on seals
as well as a plethora of sea fora and fauna depicted on vanious media including cerarnics, fresco
and textiles, is so consistently found throughout the BA that one must conclude that the sea
played a major role on the Minoan stage.83 lndeed, the sea was the way to tEe island’s settiement,
supplied fish for sustenance, provided protection, perrnitted access to foreign ports oftrade, and
even ffimished the murex sheils with which to dye their more prestigious cloths in purpie hues of
wine-darks and sea-blues.
C
82 Cherry: 1983: 41
Sec CaL B: Aqilatic motil. l3oat Images. etc..for eampIes. For Marine Style Palatial wares: (Bctancourt: 985: 144-5)
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Part II:
A: The ‘Sacred’ and $acred Zones
The ‘sacred’ may be defined as a place or state ofmind from which a une of
communication is opened to a conceptual or spiritual ‘other’ world. It is a place of altered
perspective, consciousness and being, as objectively difficuit to define as is Religious Experience
itself. The performance of ritual within a gÏven space transforms its area into a sacred zone for at
least the duration of the ritual. When a given space is repeatedly used for the performance of
ritual, or exclusively used for that purpose, it retains its sacred character even when a particular
ritual is over. The principle places which may be deerned to have been sacred in EM, and
recognized by their ritualistic pattems of use, are caves, tornbs and peak sanctuaries. from MM,
we have ail these types of sacred sites, added to which are palatial centres, which harbour a high
C concentration of sacred shrines and spaces, tombs, as well as votive deposits’ and freestanding
shrines in the vicinity ofpalatial sites.2 By LM lI there is a drastic decline in the number ofpeak
sanctuaries, and ofthe dozens ofknown sites only six continue to be frequented.3 Caves on the
other hand. which began to be frequented as early as NL and EM. as refuges, habitations,
sepuichres and ritual spaces, continue to be frequented as sacred sites throughout and beyond the
BA.4
The material evidence examined cornes from what are generally considered sacred
contexts, as definable within Renfrew’s ArchaeoÏogicaÏ Indicators ofRitual.5 Within his scherne,
HC and DA would fulfihi the role of sacred rnarkers and attention-focusing devices in Minoan
ritual settings for the following reasons:
tbid: 119-153
2 SakcllaraIis and Sakellarakis: 1980: 331-92. cg. Ihe Aneniospelia shrine s in the vicinity of the settlenient ofTourkogeitonia. tOc
cemetery ofPhourni. and peak sanctuaiy of.Touktas
Rutkowski: 1986: 96-8
Ibid.: 68-71
Renftew: 1994:51-52
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(1.) They are found in areas with special and natural associations, such as caves and mountain
sanctuaries
(2.) They are found in special buildings, which were set apart for sacred fiinctions, scich as shrines
and shrine rooms within palaces, peak sanctuaries and tomb structures.
(3.) HC and DA adorn altars, ritual objects and architecture, often in a redundant manner.
(4.) KC within architectural settings creates a symbolic contrast between the buildings it adorns
and those it does flot.
(5.) When placed at the entrance ofa sacred local, UC creates a visual boundary, if not between
the natural and supernatural spheres, certainly between mundane and ritualized locations.
(6.) When applied to funeraiy paraphemalia, HC and DA make this notion ofa boundary and
passage between two reaims rnost striking as they mark a definable passage, narnely Death.
As for ritual activity and spaces generally. Renfrew states:6
cE (1.) Ritual may involve both conspicuous public display and expenditure, as welt as hidden
exclusive mysteries, whose practice will be reflected in the architecture.
(2.) Ritualistic symbols may relate to those seen also in flineraty ritual and in other rites of passage.
(3.) Worship will invotve prayer and special movements - gestures of adoration- and these may be
reflected in the art, iconography, decorations, or images.
(4.) Ritual may employ various devices for inducing religious experience. (e.g. dance, music.
drugs, and the infliction of pain).
(5.) The sacrifice of animaIs or humans may be practiced.
(6.) Food wid drink may be brought and possib]y consumed as offerings or bumed/poured away.
(7.) Other material objects may be brought and offered. The act ofoffering may entail breaking
and hiding or discard.
(8.) Great investment ofwealth may be reflected in the equipment, the offerings made, and the
structures and faci lities thernse Ives.
These criteria are applicable and observable within the contexts oCtÏie Cretan BA.
Minoan ritual settings and syrnbolisrn. The symboïs HC and DA are shared between funerary and
other ritual settings, adorn architecture and architecturally defined spaces. as well as settings with
6 1bd
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naturai associations such as caves and mountain sides, ail ofwhich served ritual purposes such as
processions, congregations, burials and animai sacrifice. As Renfrew states, “It is flot the
presence or absence of specific diagnostic criteria of this kind which are significant, but rather
the documentation of repeated actions of a symbolic nature which are directed, it may be
inferred, towards non-terrestrial and therefore transcendent forces.”7 Indeed there are no other
symbols from Minoan Crete applied as conspicuously, abundantly. diverseiy and continuously as
HC and DA within rituai or otherwise sacred contexts.
B: Caves
Caves are inherentiy places ofreftige and provide natural habitable spaces. Hundreds
were frequented as such and as sepuichral areas already by the NL inhabitants of Crete,8 thus
estabiishing a tradition of use which the BA inhabitants inherited and likeiy buiit upon. Caves are
in themselves representative of a passage into dark other woridiy depths and provide a setting to
communicate with that other world.9 Sucb sites were popuiar in Crete throughout and beyond the
BA. It is not surprising to find caves used for burials and generaily considered sacred sites, given
this idea of passage and communion with another world. Rutkowski1° acknowledges the clithonic
character of caves and grottoes, their otherworldly connection, and holds that the cave supplies a
bridge for communication with that underworld through rites held therein. Some caves have
successive stages of use including that of dweliing spaces, sepuichres, and cuit piaces. Others are
used solely as sepulchres in EM. or solely as cuIt piaces as of MM I. 0f the thirty-three Cretan
caves iisted by RutkowskL’ at least seven show signs ofNL use. with continuai or sporadic use
tili LM III and beyond, suggesting a degree of continuity and tradition. At least fourteen ofthose
Jbid: 52
$ Tyrec: 65
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thirty-three caves are frequented as sacred sites well into the Classical Period.’2
The sacred character of caves may likely have arisen from their natural ‘otherworldly’ or
‘underworldly’ aspects, prompting their use as sepuichral sites, i.e. depositing the deceased in a
space considered to be directly connected to an under/other worM. However, their traditional use
as dwellîng spaces, shelters aiid refuge for the living members of NL Crete, possibly BA herders,
and the natural characteristics of caves,’3 certainly puts their use as cuit centres in MM and LM
into perspective. Without the need to attribute unsubstantiated divinities to them, there is an
evident tradition behind the frequentation of caves directÏy coimected to the functional and
spiritual attributes of caverns, as weli as to their psychologicai and physioiogical effects on
human biology and imagination. The name and character of the divinity/ies who oversaw events
unfolding at this type of site rnight be hinted at by an inscribed DA from Arkalochori, read as Da
Ma-Te and interpreted as Demeter.’4 According to a Horneric Hymn to Demeter, when the
C goddess rests in the house of Caleus in Eleusis from the search for her daughter Persephone. she
daims to have been pirated away from her home in Crete,’5 a lie also ernployed by Odysseus
upon reaching Ithaca incognito.’6 However, Derneter’s connection to Crete does not end here in
Greek myth, as the Theogony unites her with lasion in a ‘thrice plowed fallow in the rich land of
Crete’ to bear Plouton.’7 However, the inscribed DA from Arkalochori was part ofa larger metal
hoard, and as such it can not be said with absolute certainty that this DA was fabricated and
inscribed to be deposited directly in this cave, but may have corne to rest here following a period
of use elsewhere. Though DA has a more intimate relationship with women rather than men in
BA Crete. which wilI be elaborated further below, to attribute a divine persona to DA remains
conjectural at present. Suffice it to say that HC and DA objects and motifs are common to
2 Ibid.
13 i.e. absence ofnatural light and constant tempcrature w’hich Icads b temporal and spatial disorientation
14 Rutkowski.: 240: n. 50
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caves.18
C: Tombs
Early Minoan burial sites, whether the tholoi of the Messara or the rock-cut tombs of
Mochios, are of a communal nature and create a dichotomy between the living communities in
settiements and the departed communities in necropoli. 9 The finds at burial sites are dominated
by ceramics, most ofwhich are pouring, and drinking vessels, which suggests rituals involving
libation, pouring and drinking took place.2° Whether these liquid oriented activities involved
water, rniÏk, wine, herbai infusions, ou, honey, blood, a combination of these, or other, is again
unknown.
By far the most common finds in the tornbs are clay vessels of various sorts, the majority
O ofwhich are cups.- The fol lowmg most common ceramics from these sites bemg, in order of
frequency from EM I-MM I: jugs and teapots, dishes and bowis, two-handled jars, pyxides, and
ftuit-stands/lids.22 Functionally. the ceramics found within tombs are not differentiated from
types used in settlements,23 but they differ in shapes, wares and decorations (e.g. Pyrgos Wares
and other bumished varieties, horn-rimrned cups, as weli as zoomorphic and anthropomorphic
rhyta). Horn-rimmed cups provide the earliest examples of HC variants not only for their obvious
outward appearance,24 but also for their sacred contexts, i.e. tombs and caves. As tombs harbour
the earliest evidence for pureÏy ritualistic ceramics and/or offerings, such as rhyta and pitchers inQ zoornorphic and anthropomorphic forms, boat models as welI as pyxides and pouring vessels in
18
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the form ofboats25 they are the places in which the earliest HC and DA examples should be
found, as they scem to be. Buli rhyta are known from MM la Koumasa, Porti, and Mochios;
triton sheils and imitations ofthem of MM II date from fttneraiy contexts in Palaiokastro and
Gournes.26 The boat models and boat shaped ceramics, found in HC-like forms27 and decorated
with UC variants,26 have few parallels outside of burial contexts and found throughout the BA
(EM-LM) within funerary sites.
HC then seems to have originally been a predominantly funerary ceramic application,
marking those ritual implements or votives which served rites related to the dead in EM in the
form of horn-rimrned cups, boat models and other cerarnics.29 However, we also have examples
ofthe symbol’s use outside of ftinerary contexts, though fewer, even in EM,3° thus testifying to
an already generalized sacred significance of HC for this early period. As late as MM II we have
at Ieast mie fragmentaiy example ofa horn-rimmed cup from a MaHiote shrine,3’ which is the
Iatest example of this sort of ceramic decoration. and one of the few outside of a funeraiy context
known to the author.
The earÏiest DA documented in this work is also from a funeraiy context and dated to EM
jj•32 Metal DA examples are also known ftom the EM I and II tornbs of Mochlos,33 and MM lb-II
tombs of Platanos.34 The DA motif appears on seals deposited in tombs as of EM iII, and
25
e.g. Cat. A: 15, 16, 18, 20, 22. 33, 36: PLS. I, 11, HI
26 GeselI: 1985: 15-6
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commonly depicted on later 1M Larnakes, which creates an undeniable continuity in the
symbol’s funerary application.
Marinatos36 observes that in EM, the exceptional role ofthe dead can be deduced from
the richness of burial gifts, as most known luxury items of the period, such as gold, ivory and
stone objects, corne from funeraiy contexts. Cemeteries were thus ritual foci ofthe communities
from EM to MM, while from MM to 1M, a substantial amount of luxu;y items are found within
palaces, cave and peak sanctuaries, no longer necessarily connected to funerary practices.
However, in EM, caves were also used as sepulchral spaces, and they too had a religious
fiinction; it would seem that ritual focused around an idea of death, ideas of passage from this
world to another, or communication between the world ofthe living and another. rather than
cemeteries or tombs in a strict sense.
Xanthoudides37 suggested a link between NI round huts and EM tholos tornbs, in that
originally the Minoan’s house in death had the sarne form as his bouse in life. The tholoi ofthe
Messara, and the EM tholos structures of the Phoumi (Arkhanes) cernetery, were certainly
conceived to be the ‘houses’ ofthe dead. However, the rounded tombs, with their small entrance
ways and presumed dark enclosed spaces may, rather than representing round buts for which
there is little evidence, be metaphoric expressions for caves, and in this way may link the NL
habitational and EM funerary firnctions of the cavem with the creation of tholoi in the latter
period and beyond. as well as to the rock cut tombs of 1M, as these latter tombs are artificial
cavems.38 This connection between cave and tholos tornb seerned evident to Faure39 who wrote:o
t ‘époque sttbnéotithique, où apparaissent tes tombes circulaires entièrement voûtées de pierres,
et / ‘époque prépalatiate MA-MMIa (ie. EM-MM la), qui en t’oit le plus grand développement,
sont aussi celles où l’on enterre te plus dans des cm’ernes en Crête, soit dans près d’un tiers des
cas. Lequel imite / ‘autre: le tombeau naturel ou le tombeau art ficiel? .]e suis d’autant plus fondé
36
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à voir dans les cavernes crétoises les modèles des tholoi crétoises que nos listes nous fournissent
au moins clix cas de sépultures néolithiques sous ,-ocÏies, antérieures aux premières tombes
construites.
As for the continued use of tholoi and other communal tombs, Walberg4° observes that
from EM into MM, though there is a generaÏ trend for larger communal tombs to go out of use
and individual hurials become more frequent, in East and Central Crete, chamber tomhs were
stili built for multiple burials. Until MM III the normal burial form for aduits in Crete was not in
individual tombs.41 Furtherrnore, there is evidence in the Messara for continued use of old tholoi.
as well as for the building of new ones (e.g. Kamilari, Phourni). Many tholoi built in earlier
periods go out of tise only afier MM III and new tombs which were built in MM III continue to
be used throughout LM. Generally, these tombs are slowly replaced by individual burials in
larger collective cemeteries, but not exclusively.42 In the end. cornmunity members, when theyÇJ passed on, were moved from town to tomb and from thence to the next world. A cemetery of
individual burials may be seen as less communal than a tholos which serves many, but then the
tholos itself is a sort of mini-cemetery which serves a small community. When the main centres
grew, perhaps there was need to expand notions related to the requirements of the dead, their
burial and rest, as tholoi do not go out of use but rather become one of several types of places
used for the treatment ofthe dead. In short, we have evidence of diversification and coexistence.
as opposed to a replacement oftraditional forms in favour of newer practices, suggesting a
degree of continuity within the funeraiy sphere.
‘Pitchered Ladies’ and Breasted Pots’, i.e. female anthropomorphic pouring vessels, of
which this work documents ten examples,43 are primarily found in EM—MM tombs. Tlie
exceptions are the so-called ‘Myrtos Goddess’11 which was found within a shrine complex
40 Walberg: 1992
41 Ibid: 133
42 Ibid.: 134
CaL A: 6-9, 26. 2$, 29. 40. 4i: PLS. L II, III
CaL A: 6h: PL. I
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containing a human skull fragment, and the example fomd in the Trapeza cave,45 which was
itselfa sepuichral cavem. The ‘Pitchered Lady’ type was popular within the tombs ofthe
Messara and Mochlos46 from EM-MM and also fotmd within the tornbs of Mallia.47 What ail
these have in common, including the Myrtos and Trapeza examples, is a bulbous feminine form,
relation to death, ftinction as ritual pouring vessel, and discontinuation by MM iii. Their
flinction, that of pouring vessels, suggests these to have been ritual implements rather than
representations ofdivinities, and their discontinuation suggests a change in fashion with regards
to ritual pouring vessels rather than the depiction of some divinity. Given the overali continuity
in BA Crete, a change in the forms that ritual implernents take are certainly more common than
changes in beÏiefs or rituais, and it is unlikely that an existing divinity, or divinities, within a well
established tradition of use and application from EM to MM from the Messara to Mallia and
Mochios, suddenly disappears. It is possible that these vessels had some metaphoric correlation
to the passage ofthe deceased to the next world, or for ritual participants to a ‘sacred’ space,
whether physical or psychological, but this does flot necessitate a directly divine attribution for
the vessels. The passage ofthe dead to the next world was a concem for the BA Cretan, as
several types of ritual implements, sacred iconographies and architecturai constructions were
dedicated to that passage, but what might have been the nature of the divinity which had
jurisdiction over that passage is as yet an unknown.
If we continue to consider these ‘Pitchered Ladies’ divinities, an atternpt might be made
to ascertain what form these pitchered goddesses rnight have taken if the change in fashionC resulted in a spiit between the functionai aspect of the pitcher, from the metaphorical ‘Lady
Provider’. Only item (26)of Catalogue A, the so called ‘Snake Goddess ofKoumasa’. has been
associated to any later possihly divine figurines. i.e. the LM I ‘Snake Goddesses’ ofKnossos.
This connection however is based on the interpretation ofthe banded decorations along the top of
Cat. A: 6.a: PL. I
46
Soles: 1992: 91
47Cat. A: 40: PL. III
Further canin-ion attrihutes between these Pitchered Ladies include: hreasts. painted representations of textile and textiledecorations. as welI as necklaces.
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the ‘Pitchered Lady’s’ arm flaps as snakes, and of course the supposition that the LM snake
handiing figurines are representations of divinities themselves. b take the banded decorative
elements as representative ofactual reptilian snakes rather than sirnply ‘clay snakes’, applied as
decoration as part ofthe object’s overali textile decorative motifs, is a perilous supposition, as
neither do these snakes have recognizable heads or tails, nor is there any other evidence to
corroborate a connection between any ‘Pitchered Lady’ with a faience ‘Snake Goddess’. The onty
type ofLM figurine which can in some way be directly associated with any ‘Pitchered Lady’ of
EM-MM, according to the author, is that of an LM I votive figurine who holds a breast in each
hand49 in the manner ofthe ‘Pitchered Lady’ here found as item (28) of Catalogue A. The LM I
figurine is classed as a votive, but could she have been more than this? Figurines found in the
Levant, in forms similar to this Minoan figurine, specificaily the held breasts, have beeii
interpreted as representations ofthe Goddess Asherah, dating to c.1 iOO.° Whether the Minoan
figurines have any conriection to these is certainly a lead to explore in future research on the
topic. At present the Minoan figurines remain nameless. As there existed contemporary female
antlwopomorphic figurines to our ‘Pitchered Ladies’ from EM to MM, the later figurines of MM
and LM therefore have antecedents which were not functional pouring vessels. It is thus difficuit
to establish whether who or what these ‘Pitchered Ladies’ represented survived in some other
form into later periods.
To conclude, the finds from tombs. like in so many societies, suggest that rituals look
place involving food and drink preparation, and the consumption and/or offering ofthese
beverages and comestibles, which also become common to later MM and LM shrines and
sanctuaries. Titi MM Ta cave and tomb sites are the principal archaeoiogical sources upon which
we may reconstruct cuit activity in Crete. Peak sanctuaries are also in use from late EM through
to LM, creating overlaps. diversifications and elaborations of cuit activities and ritual settings. By
MM II, we then have well developed rituai settings outside of funerary contexts, which by this
period also include sÏwines within towns and palatial settings.
Platon: et. Al.: 1983: Fig. 147
Scham: 2005: 36-40
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D: $hrines
The identification of shrines rests on the presence of a combination of ceramic deposits of
fine wares, votive figurines, storage of food-stuffs, altars. benches, hearths, foodldrink
preparation areas and of course the conspicuous presence of such symbois as 1-IC and DA.51 Most
shrines identified are dated between MM and LM. The tripartite shrine of Anernospelia, dated to
MM II, contained most ofthe above rnentioned types offinds which included a large stone HC.52
Aiso fi-om MM II, le sanctuaire aux cornes of Mallia, was found to have the balustrade at its
entrance decorated with the earliest known HC architectonic elernents.53 Architectural moUds
found at Knossos and the peak sanctuary of Piskokephalo54 have been identified as those of
shrines based on the architectural HC elements applied to them, dating to between MM IIb and
III, as weii as by association to their find spots, i.e. a palatial centre and peak sanctuary
C respectively. One of the earhest depictions of the DA motif outside of a funeraiy context is also
fwm a Malliote MM II shrine55 contemporary with the earliest architectonic HC examples. By
LM I, monumental bronze DAs are known from Nirou Khani,56 which may have been destined to
be exhibited out of doors as depicted on the Agia Triada Sarcophagus and elsewhere, as
emblems, standards or otherwise sacred markers.
Sanctuary XVIII57 in the palace of Mallia, also from MM, and the tripartite shrine of
Anemospelia58 both contained a pair of life-size terracotta feet, which may have served as the
insertable bases of now disintegrated wooden cuit statues. Their identification as representationso
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of a god or goddess is certainly possible, but the nature of that divinity or divinities is yet to be
established. At present we may content ourselves with the idea that, by MM, the Minoans may
have had a divinity or divinities who was/were worshipped within sacred enclosures and in the
form of anthropomorphic-statuary. However, how to differentiate the adorant from the
hierophant, and these from the divinity is an ongoing task which needs be addressed by the entire
community of Minoan scholars tbrougli expanded researcli, debate and consensus.
Ah in ahi, by MM, shrines and sanctuaries are rarely found without some HC or DA
element. Whether rightly or wrongly, when rooms or buildings are found to contain these
symbols, they are identified as sacred sites, as the syrnbolically sacred elements are neyer lirnited
to J-TC and DA, but usually include other recognizabiy sacred objects and architectural elements
as noted above. Support for the direct association between the symbols HC and DA with ritual
activity and sacred spaces is graphicahly portrayed on Knossian frescoes such as that ofa
C tripartite shrine decorated with HCs on the ‘Grandstand fresco’,59 the Agia Triada Sarcophagus,6°
various carvings on stone rhyta,61 monumental HCs present in Knossos, such as that over the
‘Temple Tomb’,62 and various seals and sealings.63 This suggests that between MM and LM these
symbols were incorporated into some form of official iconography by the palatial authorities.
There is less evidence for shrines of EM date, the earliest shrine recognized dates to EM
II and did not contain any HC or DA symbols. Excavated by Warren, Rooms $9-92 ofMyrtos
Phoumou Koiyphi are widely accepted to constitute this early shrine complex.64 The
identification of it as such rests on four principle points. firstly, Room 90 contained grinding and
draining equipment for the preparation of consurnable and/or libationaiy liquids. with remains of
Vasilakis: 200
60 CaL A: $7
61
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grapes.65 Secondly, Room 91 contained a stored assortrnent of fine cerarnic wares. Thirdly, Room
92 housed a stand/altar placed against its east wall, near which a female-anthropomorphic
pouring vessel, canying a pitcher which served as spout, the ‘Myrtos Goddess’,66 was found.
Lastly, a human skull fragment was found near the hearth of Room $9 which likely served as the
shrine’ s storeroom.67
The interpretation ofthese rooms as constituents of a shrine complex would however be
weaker if it were flot for the interpretation ofthe ‘Pitchered Lady’ as a goddess of the spring or
fresh water divinity by Warren.68 Other examples of SUCh female anthropomorphic pouring
vessels include one from the Trapeza cave,69 which is cruder than the ‘Myrtos Goddess’ but stiil
hailed as no less divine a figure, and associated with that ofMyrtos by Peaffield.7° These vessels
then would be used in ritual, according to Warren and Peatfield,71 in the pouring of water
symbolizing a primal nourishing goddess of fertility. This may be arguabte for the Trapeza lady,
C but as for that of Myrtos, the entire grinding and draining equipment in Room 90, flot to mention
grape remains, seem pointless if the central pouring vesse! in the shrine’s equipment was to serve
in the pouring of plain water. While there is no question that these Pitchered Ladies’ were sacred
ritual implernents, as they are found exclusively within ritual areas of a dominantly funeraiy
character, a divine attribution might be going too far. Though we have seen that statues of
divinities may have existed on Crete by MM II, this does flot mean that every anthropornorphic
figure or figurine found within ritual settings need represent a divinity, as the Minoan seems to
have depicted the adorer, whether priestly or simply piously, of some divinity to a greater degree
than the divinities thernselves. Naturally. sorne portion of anthropornorphic figurines will
65 Rutkowski: 19$6: 158
66
Cal. A: 6h: PL. I
67
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represent divine beings, but which? By late LM III scholarship is more concordant in that the
Gazi BelÏ-skirted idols, and others like them, have been considered representations of divine
beings,72 but to what extent these figures represent pre-existing concepts of divine representation
such as the Malliote and Anemospelia feet, Mycenaean influence thereon, or simply a sign ofthe
tirnes is unclear.
E: Peak Sanctuaries
Peak Sanctuaries are physically the opposite of Cave Sanctuaries, as the former are found
on mountains and the latter inside them; one affords a view ofthe world, the other bides from it.
Like most other things, Peak Sanctuaries must have had a functional reason for their dedication
to the sacred. The fttnctionality of Cave Sanctuaries, innately places of refuge and dark depths,
rests in their use as shehers, habitations and places of burial from thence acquiring their sacred
character. The tomb is sacred for the fact that the dead are there treated, and are hence ritualized
locations. A town-shrine may be made sacred in terms of its service in gathering comrnunity
members together, in the storage of goods and produce for use within the community, and as a
place to commune with the sacred through rimais which may concem aspects best set within the
settlement (i.e. internai social, political, religious, economic arnllor organizational concems)
rather than outside it. Peatfield73 suggests that the sanctity of the Peak Sanctua;y rests on the
worldwide phenomenon of mountains being considered sacred. Elevations of Minoan PeakC Sanctuaries vaiy between 99 in and 1160 m above sea level, giving an average of 573.6 m for the
eighteen sites listed with their elevations by Rutkowski,74 suggesting accessibility was a key
elernent in their frequentation. The Peak Sanctuaiy is recognized as early as EM 11/111. That of
Jouktas has shown to have EM II sherds which would make it the earliest of such sites,75 but the
Petsophas sanctuary is firmly dated to EM III by a large repertoire ofceramics and terracotta
72 Marinatos: 1960: PLS. 128-32. 135-7
Peatfleld:19$7: 89
Rotkowski: 1986: 96-8
75peattield: 1990: 119
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figurines.76 The bulk of such sites belong to MM, but of the thirty-seven sanctuaries documented
by Rutkowski,77 no more than six are in use past LM I.
Rutkowski78 remarks that Peak Sanctuaiy enviromnents provide good pasture for flocks,
and that the pastoral character of Peak Sanctuaries is accentuated by domestic animal figurines.
He further states that offerings of grain, and clay miniature votives representing plates with
baves are representative of the agricultural aspect of these sites. Among the finds from Peak
Sanctuaries, are various anthropomorphic figurines, both male and female, zoomorphic figurines
including those of livestock and other domestic animais as well as beetles, birds and double
buils, stone offering tables, architectural models with HC decoration, bronze DAs and more.79
Peak Sanctuaries are connected to the palatial centres. or at least to palatial order, in that
the same iconographies and rituai implements are common to both,8° as well as representations
recognized as peak sanctuaries such as the Zakros Sanctuary Rhyton81 and the steatite vase
fD fragments from Ghypsades82 having been found exclusively in and around palatial centres. The
relationship between the Peak Sanctuary and Palatial centre is flot an exclusive one, as several
types of votive gifts and ritual paraphernalia found on peak sanctuaries are also common to cave
and tomb; these include anthropomorphic and zoornorphic figurines, DA’s, HCs, offering tables,
etc...83
The particular importance of these elevated sites may have been due to the view they
provided over the waters surrounding Crete. These sites provide ideal locations for lookouts to
sight both fliendly and hostile sails on the horizon, and this creates a rapport between palatial
76 Rtitkowski: 1991
Ibid.: 1986: 96-8
78
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centre and sanctuary that is more than symbolic. Economically, incorning ships oftrade could be
welcomed and taxed as they arrived into harbour; politically, incoming emissarial ships could
receive their due welcorne; strategically, a fleet could be signalted to intercept any hostile crafi
before it could land on Cretan sou.84 The nature ofapproaching ships would have been
discemible by the weave, eut, and colour ofthe most visible part ofa ship. the sail. at vaiying
distances from the coast depending on the sites elevation. Signais could be sent by light (i.e. fire),
hence serving as rudimentary Iighthouses, or smoke to either the local settiernent and harbour, or
when drastic measures were called for, sent from peak to peak in order to sound a general alarm
to ail major harbours and towns, which would account for the ashen deposits cornmonly found at
peak sanctuary sites which served some unknown function.85 Their sacrality may very well have
sternmed from the necessity and practicability of such lookout points, the security they provided,
and their general accessibility ftom and to the settlements/palatial centres they served.86 The very
C real social collaboration required to maintain such a system on the isiand also favours their
palatial orientation. The relationship between palatial centre and peak is in this way an
expression of collaboration, safety. and defence; their sacrality deriving itself from utility rather
than a generic veneration of mountains. As Crete is an island, the funetional purpose(s) of Peak
Sanctuaries may therein be contextualized and conceptualized with topography in mmd, withotit
needing to abandon a notion that sorne sort of divinity need sureiy have been the patron of ritual
activities held on these sites. However, until such a divinity can be identified we limit ourselves
to proposing this more practicai function.
b conclude. ail Peak Sanctuaries have remains ofFirst Palace date (MM Il-EM Ta). but
only six of Second Palace date (i.e. post LM lb), which are Gonies, Jouktas, Kophinas,
Petsophas, Traostalos and Vrvsines.87 from LM lb omvards, extra resources were channelled
This idea blcnds itselfwcll mb an island culture which shows littic by way oflbrtifications. From thc historical period:
Thucydides: 1.4: p. 15: RernarLs on the coninson hclicf in a Minoan Thalassocracy.
Rutkowski: 1986: 91
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towards the elaboration of these Peak Sanctuaries at the expense of the others.88 Peatfield sees
this as, “...a deliberate centralization of cuit, a religious dimension to the political and economic
centralization which also marks the Second Palace Period.” If however, these were used as
lookouts or signaliing stations, a centralization ofthe commercial andlor militaiy ftmction of
certain harbours may be reflected in association to certain palatial sites. harbours, sea ways,89
mountain passes and/or internai roadways. As part ofthe elaborated fomis ofboth Jouktas and
Petsophas was the addition ofarchitectonic HC elernents, either crowning the roofs ofthe
structures or decorating walls and/or niches,9° as occur at the palatial centre ofKnossos, seen on
terracotta models,91 as weB as carved depictions ofrnountainous sanctuaries.92
f: Palatial Centres
c The Minoan palatial centre served multiple functions. It was a religious centre, with
rooms opening onto the western side ofthe central court, primariiy harbouring a concentration of
shrine rooms, votive deposits and, of course, open courts which would have served poiltico
religious gatherings and ceremonies, as depicted on Knossian ftesco.93 These courts may have
also been used as rnarket spaces ofsome sort. The Palatial Centre’s economic importance is
irrefutably attested by the vastness of storage magazines for dry and liquid comestibles. The
quantity of iuxury materials and objects of prestige stored within what are usualiy the religiously
oriented rooms of the west wing, iink economy and religion together. Its ftinction as anO administrative centre is attested by the presence oftablets in both Linear A and 3 scripts. which
were used to econornic, religious and political ends. though until Linear A is deciphered this
$8 lhd
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remains conjectural, however reasonable. The palatial centre may have also served as residence
for certain members of the cornmunity, probably those with the economic, religious, political and
administrative powers and responsibilities. Added to these, it is a centre of ceramic production,
particularly fine wares, as well as articles ofstone, ivoiy, metal, faience, textiles, and generally
iuxurious materials.94 finaily, it is also a trade and/or redistribution centre for those goods stored
and produced within it,95 which may in tum aiso represent some forrn of taxation, investment
and/or insurance, whether of the ruling class or cornmunity at large.
As Lindgren96 observes:
...there was a Minoan society already in EM before the great palatiat centres, and there existed a society
ocitside and parallel to them in later periods. Though life was certainly aiways quite different in the smatl
settiernents and farmsteads, the palatial centres from the moment they were built constituted the
administrative centres ofa society, which through the very existence ofthese palatial centres, had taken on a
new appearance with regard to essential parts of social organization and administration, compared to its
previous state.
b this we may add that the very structure of any given Minoan palatial centre is related
to some degree to conternporary easteni Mediterranean and Mesopotamian palaces, e.g. that of
Mari. which were designed in part to accommodate diplomatic receptions.97
The separation of cultic and secular functions of palatial centres is impossible to define;
though they served as collective sanctuaries they also served ail of the above mentionedÇ functions. Moody98 states that, “...ifthe existence ofa palace means the existence of an dite, it
then foilows that the phenomena which cluster around these centres, more or less to the exclusion
of other types of sites, are characteristic of that elite.” In order to guarantee its social position, an
Clu-ysoulakis and Platon: 1987: 83 lhr Zakros. but Phaestos conlains a kilo east ut t1e Central Court. and another west ut the WestCourt, as vell as work shops having been idcntilicd in most palatial centres. For textile production sec: Barber: 1990 and Burke: 1997, 2003
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ebte must control public access to ail sources of prestige. One way to control access is to control
production: both material production (as in raw materials, labour, technology, foreign exchange)
and theatrical production (as in the location, goods and knowledge required to conduct a rituai),99
which palatial centres seem to have been capable ofdoing, and likeiy did.
For Warren,’°° the Minoan palatiai centres, like EM building complexes, are the visible
expression of social structure and organization, and states that:
“... the emergence ofthe Knossian palatial centre must be attributed to either a powerful,
dominating farnity or a collective co-operative effort, as it is hard to believe that an open,
unfortified central building would have been possible without collective acceptance ofit by the
leading members ofthe society. The hypothetical powerful farnilies (and greater social ranking)
appear to have established themselves with relatively little conflict, there being littie evidence for
major breaks or destruction horizons in EM HI and MM la.”01
C
In further support of this non-conflictual rise to power is the fact that the new paiatial
Crete does flot differ greatiy from the former pre-palatiai, “...everywhere towns and cemeteries
continue, while at three known sites a larger. more compÏex building joins the pre-existing
buildings, which suggests an incremental social trajectory rather than one ofpunctuated
equilibria.”°2 Indeiicato’°3 is in agreement with Warren in that the palatial centres did not emerge
ftilly formed, nor emerge simultaneously at different places in Crete. She further suggests
c Knossos to have been the first to be eÏaborated out ofexisting buildings in situ.
Renfrew’°4 suggests that, in die palatial centres, cuit was not celebrated in temples set
apart, as in so rnany early civilizations. Rather the palatial centres were used, on special
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occasions, for the celebration of cuit. The number and diversity of shrine rooms within palatial
structures, however, suggests that they werc used on more than special occasions; attendants of
cuit would have certainly performed rites which did flot require direct participation ofthe entire
citizenry and thus may have prompted the ernergence of a hierophantic class, as weJl as the
palatial centre’s partial function as temple-complex.
In short, palatial centres seem to be ail these things. They are religious centres, as attested
by the quantity of shrine rooms, courts and votive deposits, not to mention the quantity of DA
and HC symboïs and objects with which the palatial centres, particularly Knossos, were
decorated with and stored. They are econornic, administrative and trade centres as aflested by
their vast storage facilities for foodsmffs. luxury materials, and tablets in both Linear A and B.
They are also locations of manufacture, as attested by various workshops and kiins contained
therein, and of course political centres which oversaw the whole. To hold one of these aspects
c above another is to deny the palatial centres their evident panoptic character.
Until we can gain a clearer insight into who that ‘Elite’ was that resided or worked out of
the palatial centres, i.e. what they were responsible for arid what actions they undertook, it is
impossible to determine whether these centres are predominantiy palaces, storage facilities,
redistribution centres, temples, temple-complexes, or even to what degree they were private or
public property.
G: Summarvo
We have then found that rituai implements used in caves are similar to those found in
funeraiy contexts. ami burials are indeed found in many a cave. The votive deposits of caves also
have significant paraliels with those found in Peak Sanctuaries. and which both find parallels
with those found in paiatiai centres. The town shrine from Myrtos may well serve as a precursor
to the shrines found within paiatiai centres, as do the storage facilities within that site hint at the
type of organization found in the tater palatial centres. In short, these various sites are iinked
together within a single culturai tradition and continuity on Crete from its eariiest settlements to
the end of the RA. In MM there arises an organizational power that mobilizes the citizenly to
rC
create palatial centres. This power also concentrates luxury goods and their production within the
palatial centres, and hence seerns to control the trade in those goods, including metals such as
gold, copper and tin, as weÏl as ivory, serni-precious stones, textiles, cerarnics and their contents.
Archaeologically we have relatively littie evidence for cuit and ritual activity outside of
ftinerary contexts besides the Myrtos shrine and caves for EM, but this poverty, a common
phenornenon for the EBA, is probably due to our present ignorance. The Myrtos shrine may be
the sole representative of its kind, for this early date, due to its abandonrnent and hence
preservation; similar shrines may have been present in EM but rernain unexcavated or
undiscovered, as the sites they occupied may flot have been abandoned, but rather developed into
palatial sites. The concentration of shrine rooms found within palatial structures may suggest
they deveÏoped from pre-existing sacred areas within these sanie sites, as the palatial centres
largely developed from pre-existing buildings rather than having been built from scratch.t05
There is evidence for cuit statues by MM, but what those statues represented is unknown
as the onÏy testament to their existence are clay feet which were presumabÏy inserted into
disintegrated wooden effigies. Some sort of divinity/ies were certainly worshipped, but their
nature is yet indefinable. Minoan art seerns to concentrate on the portrayal of ritual activity rather
than divinity, and this makes it difficuit to determine where a une is to be drawn to differentiate
the two. As a clear methodology is yet to be estabïished with regards to the differentiation
between mortai and divine figures in Minoan iconography. the sole personae the author accepts
as probable candidates of divine figures or parts thereof are: the MM clay feet found inG wrnospeIia and Mallia mentioned above, the late LM 111 bell-skirted idols from Gazi and others
like them which often bear decorative sacred emblems on their person (e.g. HC, birds,
poppies),106 composite creatures such as griffons. man-bulis and man-lions, mostly from late LM
111,107 but cynocephalic creaturest08 are known from as early as MM II (i.e. contemporary to the
05 indelicato: 1990: I t
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clay feet from Mochios and Anemospelia). Lastly, the authoritative staff bearers such as the
‘Lady ofthe Beasts’,’°9 a srnall male figure on a gold seal ring,”0 and the ‘Master Impression’
from Kydonia,” ail from LM I, may each represent some kind ofpowerful or divine entity,
though the staff bearer on the Chiefiain’s Cup, also of LM I date, is doubtfttlly divine.112 future
research will certainly shed greater light on both the identification ofdivinities and rulers of
Minoan Crete.”3
We may state that a death was an occasion for rituatized activity, the places where the
dead were treated or celebrated were sacred, and that the rituals and ritual implernents used
within ftmerary contexts were also applied to ritual activities beyond the funerary. Furthermore,
the emerging palatial order incorporated those ritual activities and implements, as that palatial
order was no less Cretan than any which preceded it. Ail in ail, we surprisingly have, if the
observable material culture is reliable, one culture from NL to LM, with a religion and social
organization which remains stable, despite natural catastrophes within the BA millennia,
throughout its growth, diversification and elaboration, at least tiil the final stages ofthe BA.
Consistently throughout these periods, and elaborating along with this society. are the symbols
HC, DA and [HC+DA] within sacred zones, and ritual paraphernalia.
By LM. HC and DA are found in profusion as painted motifs on ritual terracottas which
include larnakes where they are ofien found cornbined into the single symbolic expression:
{HC+DA]. ‘‘ The common application of these motifs on larnakes. which includes the Agia
Triada Sarcophagus, is evidence oftheir continuity within ftmeraiy contexts well afler they had
been applied to non-ftinerary articles and sites fiom MM to LM. Indeed, their application to non
funerary objects and spaces represents a diffusion, diversification and elaboration offtmction and
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significance as opposed to a shift in their religious focus. The evidence suggests that as religious
practices became more complex and diversified, something in the symbols’ original nuances
made them applicable and relevant to ail things and activities reiigious, white a funerary
application was retained and was itself elaborated. These symbols can be seen to have enjoyed a
stability in their symbolic significance and use from their earÏiest applications to their latest.
Hence, the meaning, variational forms, prominence and value placed upon these symbols simply
grew over time.
We may then add to the three points made in Part 1 concerning continuity in Crete, four
more:
1.) The use ofsymbols such as HC”5 and DA, as well as ritual practices in general, change tittte
over time.
2.) Funerary practices and iconographies do flot undergo any drastic shifts or changes in their foci,
but rather seern to evolve ftorn NL practices.
3.) Following the seismic shock ofc. 1780 (MN ILb/ tua) there was a large scale rebuilding
program which took place over the succeeding century , and presumably” after the designer’s
original concept.hIb Attempts to idcntii’ such a ‘designer’ are however fraught with difficulties,’’7
as is the establishment ofclear destruction and rebuilding horizons between MM lI and LM lb.8
Similarities between the various palatial centres. in terms of architectural layout, rather than being
attributable to any single ‘designer’, are tikely due to shared concepts of organization. traditions,
beliefs and the common needs of BA Cretans. which are also borrowed from and/or shared with
other architectural traditions in the Eastem Mediterranean Basin.118
4.) As for evidence ofeither disruption, destruction or abandonment in early periods, we know ofO only three sites to have been abandoned in late EM to early MM. these are Myilos Phournou
115 ibid.: 57: 0f the EM HC from Mochios ( Cat. A: 2 I: PL. ii). “Thcre s areat probabiiity...that we have in this horned object liseprecursor ofthe ‘Homs ofConsecration’. gencraiiy forrncd ofclay with a piaster coating. that mark thc lister Minoan sanctuaries... 111e dtuai
ciements ofMinoan cuit cnn thus he traccd back to tise horders of the Neohthic Age.
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Koryphi, Vasiliki, and Debla.12° 0f thcse sites only Myrtos, dated to EM 11,121 neyer sees any
permanent re-occupation after its abandonment. However, it already exhibits, according to Warren,
the type of organization of production and storage that will be employed by the later palaces)22
implying a continuity of ideas related to the construction, organization and functionality of storage
areas and techniques between a discontinued site ofEM II and the patatial centres that emerge in
the MBA.
To conclude, HC and DA are religiously charged symbols across the island’s central and
eastern regions throughout the Cretan BA, as they are primarily found within ritual sites. Not
only are the two symbols well represented within shrines and sanctuaries, but they mark those
locations as shrines and sanctuaries for the archaeologist by their redundant and conspicuous
presence. The symbols are usually found repeated within a given space and together with other
recognizably sacred objects, symbols and contexts. These objects include various types of votive
gifts such as fine ceramics, figurines, and of course objects in precious materials such as metals,
semiprecious stones and ivory. The symbolism is usually related to domesticated livestock, sea
life, vegetation both terrestrial and marine, as welÏ as antlwopornorphic figurines in attitudes of
prayer or otherwise of an obvious ritual function of some sort as are female-anthropomorphic
pouring vessels. Their contexts include tomhs, caves, peak sanctuaries, shrines and palatial
centres. Throughout the Minoan periods HC adoms objects used within funerary rites which, it
may be surmised, aid the dead in their passing to the next world or are representative ofthat
passage; from EM II onwards as much can be said for DA.123 Conceptually, HC and DA areC bound within Sacred and Ritual Activity generally, as well as an implied organization ofthat
sacral and ritual activity by a political. econornic. administrative and religious body, whose
influence and power is seen to expand, as the palaces in which that influence and power mar be
said to have resided, also expanded.
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Ritual activity attempts to establish a Iink with an other world, whatever that ‘other’ is
believed to be, and for whatever reason. Whether it be within tomb, cave, mountain side, grove,
or architecturally defined shrine, ritual atlernpts to create a bridge to a sacred sphere over which
to interact with it. Ihe symbols HC and DA begin as markers of locations and objects that serve
in communicating with the sacred, by acting as attention-focussing devices, whether for the
mortal or divine eye. This seems to have evolved into a more political and economic
advertisement ofwealth. power and prestige of an organizational and formalizing hody Iikely
responsible for the rise ofthe Minoan palatial centres. As political and economic power had a
sacred ai-id religious facet, exemplified by the concentration of shrine rooms and religious
iconography found within those centres,’4 it would be futile to attempt a separation ofany single
aspect from the others. HC and DA were recognizable symbols to the eyes of the Minoan and
Minoan divinity alike, but what they were recognized as, is of course the question.
.
24 Rutkowski: 1986: Cli VII
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Part III: 1-IC, DA and [HC+DA]: Typologies and Traditional Interpretations
A: HC: Typology
HC is usually fonned of a pair of protrusions, in the manner of homs, which rise fiorn the
ends ofa horizontal section or base, and is most commonly symmetrical. The base itself is
usually a straight horizontal section, but is also found curved. It is found mainly ofteiracotta and
stone, and as a painted motif on terracottas and frescoes, its size varying from the miniature to
the monumental. However, the earliest EM examples are mostly plastic extensions on the rims or
shoulders ofceramic vessels; these hom-like extensions taper towards their peaks in a smooth
curvilinear fashion following the profiles ofthe vessels they decorate which may be defined as
(Tapered Horns),1 but these honied protrusions are also found splayed to the sides (Outwardly
c Splayed).2 A peculiarity which begins with architectonic HC elements in MM and continued
through LM are (Book-ended)3 sides, i.e. the exterior sides ofthe objects are flattened as opposed
to curved or rounded homs, usually perpendicular to the base and set in sequential rows.1 These
may be (Inwardly Cuiwed)5 exhibiting a curvature from the protrusion’s peak down towards the
centre, and may even exhibit single rather than double prominent protrusions. Those with single
prominent protrusions are thus also (Asymmetrical), but examples with dotible protrusions can
also be asymmetrical.6 HC may also be forrned without curvatures, the base straight and fiat. the
outer sides oflen perpendicular to it, while the inner sides of the protrusions slope towards the
centre slightly and are thus definable as (Inwardly Sloped).7 A further variant is stouter. bas a
‘e.g. Cal. A: 2, 5, 16, 23h. 24: PLS. I. Il
2
e.g. Cat. A: 4. $9.b. 122: PLS. I. VI. VIII
e.g. Cat. A: 44. 54. 61: PLS. 111.1V
e.g. Cat. A: 44. 54. 61, 102, 105, 122-4. 127: PLS. 111,1V, VI, VIII
e.g. Cat. A: 43. . 58. 61. 99. lOI: PLS. 111.1V. VI
e.g. Cat. A: 21. 54. 103: PCS. II. IV. VI
7e.g. Cat. A: 124. 129: PC. VIII
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more rounded base with protrusions that taper towards the top; these are what Gaerte called the
(Bergtypus).8 Sorne objects may display a combination ofcharacteristics such as an example
from the cave ofPatsos,9 which is both Inwardly SÏoped and Outwardly Splayed. Further sub
variants exhibit a (Saddle-like Curvature) between peaks,’° in these cases, the centre ofthe object
is rounded like unto a saddle or quadrupeds back, otherwise, as a painted motif rather than a
freestanding object, this ‘saddfe-Ïike’ curvature may be expressed by those variants depicted with
a (Convex Centre)1’ between the protrusions. As of LM I, we begin to find HC examples which
are (Socketed).12 While free standing HC examples of this socketed type have lost whatever staff
rnight have been inserted into them, they are abundant as painted motifs from LM I onwards with
vegetal sprays or staffs sprouting from their centres. Those said vegetal sprays or staffs oflen
support a DA atop them. However, HC examples ofthe (Socket-less)’3 types continue to be
produced and depicted throughout the BA. A fttrther LM variation is differentiated by a
C (Protruded Base),’4 a peculiarity shared with boat and ship depictions.’5 A notable LM
composition exhibits a (Perched Bird),’6 either resting directly between the peaks of HC, in flight
above a set ofHCs. perched on a vegetal stock which rises out ofHC. or placed in proxirnity.
The bird is one ofthe few motifs, besides the vegetal stalk and DA, found between the peaks of
HC motifs and objects)7 From LM hIc, variants are found decorating the headdresses of bel!
skirted idols from Gazi, and are the first examples wbich directly connect an anthropornorphic
S Gaerte: 1922: 74. For Gaerte this LM variant vas supposed to represent a twin peaked mountain and also HC’s essence as ornant,
C Cal. A: 84: PL. V
10
e.g. Cat. A: 44, 54, 66, 99, lOI: PLS. III-Vi. For an example ofa HC-like saddle see Vasilakis: I 58-9: iraklion ArchaeologicalMuseum Room X, Case 13$. This conneclion further cxtends the relation bctween HC and Ieather/hidcs. and transportation.
‘e.g. Cat. A: 21, 89, 90e. 96. 97. 103: PLS. II, VI.
p
c.g. Cal. A: 73, $1. $4. $6, $9: PLS. V. VI
e.g. Cal. A: 21. 66. 104, 120, 129: PLS. Il. V. VI, VIII
e.g. Cat. A: $6.b. 123: PLS. VI, VIII
e.g. Cal. A: 15, 47. 91: lYs 11V. V
t6
e.g. Cat. A: $1, 103. 125. 127: PLS. V. VI, VIII
Cal. A: 34: PL. III: a miniature voIve from Pelsophas. is thus far unique in that it exhihits a howl-like applieaiion beiwcen thehorns.
c
form to the motif. These variants may be (fish-Tailed),18 ofthe Inwardly Curved variety with
Book- Ended sides,’9 or otherwise: Outwardly Splayed.2° A final variant, ofwhich only one
example is known to the author, exhibits a (Multiple I-IC)21 construction where five distinct HCs
form the object.
1-IC objects and motifs are rarely decorated. Iwo examples, both from LM22and both of
the Socketed type wlll serve as examples. The first of these is one of a composition which
includes three HC motifs found on a votive plaque; this MC is decorated with vertical unes along
its base and horizontal unes on either ‘horn’. The other, a terracotta MC from the Patsos cave. is
more elaborately decorated with hands of zigzagged unes along the base and protrusions, beneath
the socket at the centre of the base is a spiralled chevron motif, while between the protruding
socket and either horn are plastic loops.23
Several of these variants are concurrently observable throughout the Minoan periods to
the exclusion of socketed and decorated MC variants, which are limited to LM. The earliest of
those found on ceramics of EM, are principally from ftmerary contexts.24 The association
between funeraiy cuIt and early fom2s of HC. with their later abundance on Larnakes of LM II-III
leads to an undeniable relationship between funeraiy symbolisrn and this abstraction, as well as a
continuity therein which ultirnately stretches over more than two millennia (EM-LM). As of
MM, MC is applied to connote sacred zones and objects generally, which includes an
architectural application to sacred buildings25 and locations where sacrifices and ritual activities
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Cat. A: 125.b: PL. VIII
9Cat. A: 125.a: PC. VIII
20 Cat. A: 125.c: PC. VIII
il
Cat. A: 66: PC. V
1)
Cat. A: $1. 84: PC. V
23
DAgata: 1992: 254: briefly discusses decorated terracotta HC objects of CM hIc from central Crete. One partctiIar HC ftagmcntfrom Agia Triada is painted with vertical unes going tin the extant ‘hom.
24
e.g. Cat. A: 2.4. 5. 23. 24: PCS. I. Il
25
e.g. Cat. A: 44, 54, 61: PCS. III, IV
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were performed.26 This non-funerary application ofthe symbol is already evidenced in EM,
though it is artefactually less widespread in this early period.27 Ail in ail, the motif enjoys a
diversity ofform from EM tbrough LM. It is applied to funerary objects and spaces from EM
through LM, and is commonly found in a variety of sacred contexts such as caves, peak
sanctuaries, palatial centres and shrines from MM through LM.
In surnmary, HC is then associated to ftinerary rites and/or symbolism beginning in EM
through its application on cerarnic vessels deposited in tombs,28 and through LM as depicted on
larnakes, or as a free-standing object within tornbs.29 Similar ‘horn-rimmed’ cups may also be
found in caves ofthis early period though more rarely,3° and in shrines by MM.31 Also in EM, the
HC motif is found to decorate a boat mode!,32 and the earliest depictions of boats on seals are
also decorated with horned prows an&or stems.33 Otherwise, boat models and depictions ofboats
are also found in HC fonns.34 from MM through LM, HC may adom buildings, architectural
spaces, or architectural models.35 From MM through LM, the motif is present where depictions of
animal sacrifice and other rituals are performed.36 In LM, the motif is found with vegetal stalks
growing out of its centre or placed between its ‘homs’,37 and of course that ‘stalk’ may be a staff
26
e.g. Cat. A: 55, 58, 69. 87: PLS. W, V
27cg Cat. A: 4.21: PLS. 1, 11
4 28 Cat. A: 5,23.24: PLS. 1.11
29
Cat. A: 87-90. 96. 104. 106. 118. 123: PLS. VI, VIII
Cat. A: 4: PC. I
31 Cat. A: 43: PC. III
3)
— Cat. A: 16: PC. I
e.g. Cal. A: 49. 50. 53: PC. IV
e.g. Cat. A: 15, 91: PCS. I. VI
e.g. Cat. A: 44, 54, 61. 69, 127, 128: PCS. 111,1V, V, VIII
36
e.g. Cal. A: 55. 87: PC, 1V
37e.g. Cat. A: 81, 107, 122. 123. 127: PCS. V, VI. VIII
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or haft which supports a DA atop it.38 By LM, it is also coupled with birds and fish,39 and may
also, by LM 111e, even adorn headdresses of female anthropomorphic figures.4°
B: HC: Variants
The folÏowing typological list illustrates the variability of forrn with reference numbers to
Catalogue A and their respective illustrations in the Plates.
HC variants: 2, 4, 5, 14- 19, 21, 23, 24, 29, 30, 34, 43, 44, 54, 61, 66, 69, 81, 84, 26, 88- 90, 96-
107, 109, 113, 116-125, 127- 129
HC from fiinerary contexts: 2, 5, 14, 16, 18, 19, 23, 24, 29, 41, $6, 8$- 90, 96, 104, 106, 118,
123, 124
HC frornnon-fiinerary contexts: 4, 17, 21, 30, 34, 43, 54, 61, 66, 81, 97- 103, 105, 116, 117, 119,
122, 125, 127-9
Asyrnrnetrical: 21, 23.a. 54, 86, 88, 96, 103, 106, 113, 123
Bergtypus: 106, 120
Book-ended:44,54.58,61,66,84.98-101, 117, 118, 121, 129
Convex Centred: 89, 90 b and e, 96, 97
Curved Base: 2,4,5, 16, 21, 23, 24, 43, 103-5, 11$-20Q fish Tau: 125 b
Inwardly Curved Single Protrusion: 54
Inwardly Curved Iwin Protrusions: 43, 44, 58, 61, 66. $6b. 90 bande, 96, 99- 102. 117(?). 125
a. 127, 128 a
InwardÏy Sloped Twin Protnisions: 5, 21, 34. 69, 81, 84, 90 a, 98, 11$, 124, 129
Multiple: 66
e.g. CaL A: 86. $8. 89, 90e. 96. 97, 114. 116, 122: PLS. VI. VIII
e.g. Cat. A: 81. 97, 103. I25. 125.h. 127: PLS. V. Vi. VIII
Cat. A: I25.a, b: PL. VIII
42Q
Outwardly Splayed Twin Protrusions: 4, 16, 19, 55, 81, $4, $6 a, 89, 97, 104, 107, 119, 122, 123,
125 b, 125 c, 12$ b
Perched Bird: $1, 103, 125a, 125b, 127
Protruded Base: 86b, 123
Saddle-like Curvature: 44, 54, 58, 61, 66, 99- 101, 106, 117, 120, 121
Socketed HC: 81,84,86,88,89,90 c, 96- 98, 107, 114, 116, 118, 119, 122, 123
$ocket-less HC: 2,4, 5, 16, 21, 23, 24, 43, 44, 54, 58, 61, 66,90 a and b, 99- 106, 113, 117, 120,
121, 124, 125, 127, 12$ b, 129
Straight Base: 44, 54, 58, 61, 66, 84, 98-102, 129
Tapered Horns: 2, 5, 16, 23.b, 24, 119, 120
freestanding HC or painted/carved representation of: 21, 34, 44, 54, 5$, 61, 66, 69, 81, 24. 86,
fD 89, 90, 96- 107, 113, 116- 124, 127- 129
HC-like decoration on ceramic rims: 2, 4, 5, 23, 24, 43, 105
HC with Marine elements: 16, 81, 97, 125 b
C: HC: Past Interpretations
Past interpretive theories ofHC have ofien looked to Egyptian motifs with sirnilarities to
the Minoan symboL as well as generally maintaining that the motif is an abstract representationO of bovid horns. As these past theories of interpretation do not oflen base themselves on the
Cretan symbolic associations and contexts ofthe motif, they cannot serve in shedding any new
light on HC’s meaning. We present them here with the sole intention of informing our readers as
to what some of these theories have purported.
Williams11 found a striking similarity between the position ofthe arms of certain idols,
presurnably the bell-skirted idols ofLM III date who hold their arms up in an HC-like position,
such as those from Gazi,42 and the forrns of the sacred horns, comparing these to an Egyptian
Williarns.: 1904 t 4$
= Cat. A: 125: PL. VIII
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Predynastic figure whose raised arrns resemble horns. from this Egyptian connection she
proposes that it is flot impossible that in Crete, as in Egypt, there prevailed an early worship of a
Great Mother in the forrn of a cow goddess and that a reminiscence of such a goddess is
preserved in the curious attitude. The Egyptian figurines referred to hold their crescent-shaped
arms well over their heads,43 and while they do look like homs, they do flot look like any HC
variant, and precede the bell-skirted idols ofCrete by nearly three millennia. As 1-IC motifs
appear between NL and EM. associations should first be sought locally within these earty
periods. However, these idols, which may have headdresses decorated with HC, have been taken
for representations of divinities, and as such the HC motif has been tied to this supposed
Mother/EarthlCow Goddess. Although these idols may represent a relation between images of
feminine divinities and the HC motif by LM hIc, there exist no comparable examples prior to
them to suggest the relation to have existed in earlier periods. In LM, women are depicted
c presiding over ritual activities near representations ofHC motifs.44 As early as EM, we have our
‘Pitchered Ladies’ to attest to a prominent position ofthe feminine figure within sacred rites.
However, a direct connection between women and HC, as seen on the bell-skirted idols of LM
111e. is lacking from any prior period.
Za1rn45 took up William’s suggestion in the opposite sense, considering the horns to be
the sign of the raised arms ofthe goddess. This, however, is again unlikely as HC variants pre
date these figures by more than a milleirnium.46 If anything, the raised arms may be an
abbreviated symbol for HC, and flot HC an abbreviation for the raised arms, but, as we have
noted, taking this to equate a goddess with HC is presently untenable. though possible.
Newbeny,47 referred to certain Egyptian symbols with two to six protrusions which rise
from horizontal sections. Those with two protrusions represent the word-sign for ‘hill’ or
Ucko: 1968: Figs, 44. 47. 4$ dating to the 51 to 4m millennia.
Cat. A: 69. 87. 107: PLS. V. VI
45Zahn: 1914:34
46 Sec: Marinatus: 1960: PLS. 12$. 129. 136. 137. for full illustrations ofthese idols dating to LM III, i.e. tise laie 2 mittennium.
47Newberry: 1908: 24 (Sec Figure 12 for illustration)
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‘mountain’, and those with three the word-sign for ‘foreign country’. However, this pertains to
the Egyptian motifs, or a little known divinity ofthe NW delta,48 and flot to any Cretan evidence.
Admittedly, some of the Egyptian symbols are very similar to HC, but the presence of the symbol
on Crete as early as EM j,49 if not NL,5° suggests two culturally distinct symboïs with similar
forms. The nature of Creto-Egyptian relations in the fourth millennium could scarcely be Iess
clear, as it is only by the third miflennium that Egypto-Cretan relations can be truly
substantiated.5’ However, these Egyptian symbols fiom the NW Delta are relatable to funerary
symbolism and rimai activity. They are found as two to six crested motifs mounted on standards,
and appear as the rnastheads of boats figured on the decorated potteiy of Prehistoric Egypt, itself
rnostly ftinerary. We find EM equivalencies with both the funerary and boat associations ofthese
Egyptian symbols, as the Minoan HC is also found to decorate boat models within ftinerary
contexts, as well as boat models themselves being found in HC forms.52 By c 1250, in Egypt, as
attested by the Papyrus of Ani,53 there existed symbols more sirnilar to the Minoan HC. One of
those illustrated in figure 12 below, more so than the NW Delta glyphs, is extremely similar to
Minoan examples, as well as with a Minoan association to HC, in that a bird, here the falcon of
brus, is perched above the HC-like object. The homed object itseÏf is depicted with a granulated
texture suggestive of stone, which is in keeping with the material of several Minoan examples of
late LM. Beyond this, there is little to corroborate an Egyptian origin for, or coimection to, the
Minoan HC. Like most scholars ofthe early twentieth cenmry AD, Gaerte,54 also folïowed an
Egyptian connection to HC, believing the motif to represent a mountain or hill, directlyC transposing an Egyptian significance to Crete. In his opinion, the sacred homs represent the earth
48
Ibid.
e.g. Cat. A: 4. 5. 16, 21: PLS. I. Il
Cat. A: 2: PL. I
GeselI: 1985: 4: MM 11)
- II: Kamares Warcs found in Late Xllth Dynasty Egypt : Kahun, Harageh and Abydos. Statue of User.Xllth
- XllIth Dynasty. found with MM 11h sherds at Knossos. An Alabaster lid with cartouche of l(hyan. a Hyksos king e. 1650 of SecondIntemiediate Period found with MM Illa sherds at Knossos. Sec also. Kernp and Merrillees: I 9$0.
52
e.g. CaL A: 15, 16. 45. 46. 49. 53: PLS. 1. IV
Faulkncr: PLS. 18 and 34. (Sec alto Figure 12 below for illustrations)
Gaerte: 1922: 72-9$
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and are symbols of the Great Minoan Earth Goddess who is akin to Magna Mater. For Gaerte, the
sacred homs represented mountains, but he did observe that there are various forms ofthe object,
many of which are flot ‘mountain-like’. He admitted that the differences of age (several types
occur at the same time and in the saine place) created a logistical problem. Furthermore, the bulk
of the instances cited by Gaerte belong to LM II and III, and several of his examples are from
Mainland Greece, the Cyclades and Cyprus. As Nilsson55 put it, “This series would only prove
something, if it really represented a continuous development from older to later forms, but this is
flot the case.” Equating the Minoan HC with mountains remains unsubstantiated, as no
morphological une can be locally traced in that direction, nor can a Great Minoan Earth Goddess
be satisfactorily identified, let alone equated with HC.
More evocative of Minoan HC variants are the objects illustrated in Fig. 12, from EBA
Beycesultan, in South Eastem Anatolia.56 These objects are, to the author’s knowledge, the sole
examples of their kind outside of Crete in the early third millennium within the Eastem
Mediterranean Basin. They not only share the forrn of Cretan HC objects, but also a conspicuous
placement within shrine areas.
Other motifs and objects within the greater Mediterranean area, which share HC’s form
and contexts within ftmerary or otherwise sacred areas include boat models such as one from
Fara.57 However, other HC-like objects from the Anatolian site ofAlishar HUyiik are likely
utilitarian pot stands rather than sacred objects as they were found within hearths but flot from
identifiable funerary or otherwise sacred contexts.58C The earliest freestanding terracotta example of HC from EM I Mochlos.59 Seager and
Evans held to be the prototype ofthe Minoan HC. The base is high, long and curved, while the
55 Nilsson: 187
Lloyd and Melluart: 1902: 37-51. Sec Fig. 12 below for illustrations.
Cat. A.: 133: PC. IX
Sehmidt: 1932: 202
59Cat. A: 21: PC. II
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thin horns are small and pointed, leading Nilsson6° to state that, “If this interpretation is correct,
the hypothesis of Gaerte is undoubtedly wrong.” Indeed, though there are similarities to be drawn
between HC and mountains as ML Ida is twin-peaked, the sirnilarities do flot apply to most HC
examples, particularly the above mentioned EM HC and the earliest examples from horn
rimmed cups. However, the HC from Mochios is a rather crude exarnple and need not represent
the prototype of HC, as it is one among several early expressions of the symbol from EM.6’ The
Mochios example exhibits two notable peculiarities. Firsfly, it is asymmetrical. Secondly, its base
is flot forrned by a straight horizontal section, but is convexly curved in the manner of a boat
model from the same site,62 and akin in shape to a boat’s huil halved lengthwise. Both the
asyrnmetry ofthe object and the curvature of the base find comparable examples as late as LM.
One such HC from Agia Triada,63 exhibits both asyrnmetry and a curved base, suggesting, as
many other instances in the material record, a degree of continuity from EM to LM, as well as a
variability in the symbol’s expression. which includes this asymmetry and cuiwature. The
curvature ofHC’s base on other EM examples is due to its placement on the rims ofceramic
vessels. It is possible that this curvature, dictated in those early instances by the shape ofthe
vessel from which HC extended, was transposed to HC motifs and objects whose form was no
longer dictated by the shape ofa vessel. Whatever the reasons, a cuiwed base is one ofthe many
elernents which could be used in HC’s expression.
The earliest recognized architectural application of HC also exhibits an asymmetrical
forrn, and cornes to us frorn an MM II shrine of Mallia.64 The HCs found on the balustrade,C leading into the open space before the small shine complex, have but one prononnced peaked
end with a flat side against which the next adjacent HC rises, creating a sort of overlapping effect
described by Van Effenteiie as. “ impies, emboîtées en quelqtte sorte les unes dal?s les
60 Op. CiL Nilsson: I $8
61
e.g. Cat. A: 4,5. 16. 23, 24: PLS. 1,11
62 Cat. A: I 3a: PL. I
63 Cat. A: 103: PL. VI
64 Cal. A: 54: PL. IV
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autres.”65 These examples are the earliest architectural application ofthe symbol without the
rnost commonly recognized feature of HC, namely twin peaks or protrusions in the manner of
horns. Overali, we need to admit that the asyrnmetry ofthe EM HC ftom Mocifios, these single
horned examples from Mallia arid the votive set from Agia Triada, lead to the notion that ‘horns’,
in the sense of animal horns, are somehow not the defining element of the symbol’ s significance,
though somehow remain inextricable from its metaphoric essence as HC remains a horned
obj ect.
Within an interpretation of HC, the addition of DA, tree, or plant between HC’s homed
peaks must also be exarnined. These elernents are flot part of the original HC symbol, but their
appearance and persistence from LM I onwards, must have had a logical and understandable
correlation to HC, as well as a significance. With these vegetal elements added to and sprouting
from HC we may corne back to notions of Earth and Mother, but if it were the case we certainly
c would have corroborating evidence for EM. which is lacking. Furthermore, single-peaked
examples ofHC must also be accounted for,66 as does the entire spectrum ofHC’s variability, for
any theoiy to hold. As Niisson pointed out: “The use and significance ofthe sacral homs are
established with certainty through the testimony ofthe representations...They are neither cuit
objects venerated in themselves nor the place for offerings 67 What the evidence testifies to is
that these objects are rightly what Renfrew terms:68 Attention-Focussing Devices, which depend
heavily on dominating the view through redundancy. marked visibility, and a consistent and
understandable metaphoric correiation to the sacred, and this from EM through LM. Given thatC HC is predorninantly applied to ftineraiy oNects and locations, both mountain and cave shrines,
as well as palatial structures, this symbol seerns linked both to a particular rite of passage, narnely
death, as weIY as to a general socio-religious iconography, and thus also bas econornic nuances.
as it is also found on seals and sealings.
To summarize, HC bas been taken for buil horns, mountains, a symbol ofthe Earth,
65 Van Eflntcrrc: 1980: 440
66 i.e. cat. A: 54: PL. IV
67 Nilsson: 183
68
Renfrew’: 994: 47-54
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fertility, and raised arrns. There is a hint of truth to ail these suppositions but none are adequate
enough to take the symbol’s variability into account, nor do they rely on the Cretan associations
to the symbol, tending to look to Egypt or elsewhere for answers.
At present, we consider HC a Cretan symbol which should be defined within a Cretan
framework. Its prominent and frequent application on objects offiïnerary character mark it as a
symbol related to the final passage from life to death. Indeed, the importance of the MC motif
within Minoan iconography begins with its application to this most important rite of passage. It is
therefore not surprising to begin seeing this symbol atso applied to ritual locations in general by
MM, denoting locations where passage from one state ofmind or being to another is attained, as
in initiations into particular social, religious and/or political groups, which are inherently more
exclusive in character than fimnerary rites, and finally as elitist advertisernents of social, religious,
political and economic staflis, authority arid prestige by LM. This diversification of use and
diffusion of the motif has been seen by sorne as evidence of its ftmctional transformation caused
by catastrophe and mainiand immigration.6 However, as we see an incremental development in
the motifs application and a variety offorms from its earliest to its latest instances, it is best to
speak ofa ftmnctional diversification with a continuity oftraditional ftmctions, forms and
applications. The most striking change in the symbol’s depiction is the addition ofa socket to
support a staff. hafi or vegetal sprig in LM. This conjunctive symbol may certainly have been
instigated by sorne palatial authority, and must have added a nuance to the motifs significance.
However, as this new MC form is also found on funeraiy objects and their contexts, within caves,
shrines. palatial centres and on mountainous sanctuaries, it rernains a part of one and the sarne
tradition.
D: DA: Typology
Buchholz7° bas established a typology for metal examples of DA, including within that
typology both potentially ftmctional double-b itted axes and votive types made of sheet metal. He
69
D’Agata: 1992: 254-5
70 Buchholz: 1959: 7
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also deals with painted examples ofthe motif, but these are limited to LM, and restricted to those
motifs which fa!! into bis Grundforme III, which are differentiated by the blades ofthe ‘axe’
being much broader than the centre. We therefore present a general typo!ogy ofthe DA motif
found in ail manner ofmediums, from metal examples to painted, stamped and carved
depictions.
n EM, as a painted or carved motif, DA is found in the form of (Twin Triangles),71 these
both cross-hatched and plain. These twin triangles may aiso be (Concave Ended),72 describable
as an abstracted (Butterfly). However, even in EM, though more commonly from MM onwards,
the symbo! is formed of either (Twin Triangles) or (Twin Trapezoids),73 which are supplied with
a transecting vertical elernent.74 The twin4rapezoids, supplied with that transecting element,75
seern to be transitional variants between twin-triangular forms and the axe-like ones which
follow, the transecting une developing into the hafis of axe-like DAs. However, these twin
triangular and trapezoidal forms can not be considered abstractions of double-bitted axes, as
meta! examples of DA are aiready common to tomb deposits of EM and even found in twin
triangular forms, albeit with convex blades.76 Metal examp!es are most commonly found in
tombs, cave deposits,77 peak sanctuaries,78 various shrines,79 and in palatial contexts.8° The
symbol, as an independent object and flot as a painted or starnped motif, is found predominantly
71
e.g. Cat. A: 25: PC. 1]
C 72 e.g. Cat. A: 37: PC. 111
e.g. Cat. A: 37. 39. 51. 62. 76a. 78. 86. 109. III: PLS. 1111V. V. VII
74PlaIon: 971: 100
e.g. Cat. A: 39, 62: PCS. III. V
76 Soles: 1992: 230 tbr a Plataos Qssnar ofEM II date; sec GesclI: 981: PC. $0 for an illustra0on ofa DA from Platanos and PC.$7 lbr au illustration ofa twin-triangular metal DA froni Karphi with convcs hladcs. Sec Dietrich: 1988:13 for EM I and 11 DA cxarnples fromMochliote tornbs.
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in bronze, but goÏd,8’ siÏver,82 and lead83 examples also occur. Other materials used include
ivory,84steatite85 and terracotta,86 the latter of which are principally from Subminoan times (LM
hIc), and found in great numbers in the cave ofEiÏeithyia at matos.
As painted, carved or stamped motifs. (Convex Ended)87 twin triangles and twin
trapezoids, which are more readily recognizable as axes than some ofthe preceding forms
become more common by MM II, and developed into an indisputable (Double-Axe) form.88 It is
in this latter forrn that it is found as an independent sheet metal object through LM.89 Independent
sheet metal DAs are aiways supplied, if not with a metallic haft,9° then with a siot or groove for
the insertion ofa haft or supporting staff.9’ As of MM III-LM I, further elaborations ofthe
symbol are notable; firstly, internai axe-tips may be added to the DA motif,92 and secondly, these
doubÏed tips may be elaborated into fiuigreed curves.93 We catalogue the former as (Doubled),94
and the latter as (Filigreed). The third notable elaboration ofthe DA motif, this in LM, is its
G depiction as a vegetal or floral motif. The haft is often decorated with either upward or
81
e.g. Cat. A: 108: PL. VII
82
Rehak and Younger: In: CulIen: 2001: 416
8
EveI: 2000: fig. 171
op. CIL: Platon :131 and Evwss: 1964: Il: 338
85
Cyans: 1964: 11:339
Ç $6 Eileithyia examples: Iraklion Archaeological Museum: Room Xl: Case 149. Sec GeselI: 984: PC. 88 fora fragrnentaterracotta
exarnplc from Agis Tri ada.
e.g. Cal. A: 62: PC. V
Cal. A: 42. 59. 70. 73- 5, 76b. 79. 85. $8- 90. 96, 97: PC. III. V. VI
89
e.g. Cat. A: $2. $3.108: PL. VII
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downward pointing toothed/leafy unes in the manner of a stalk of flax, or flanked by shorter
grass-iike unes on either side ofit. In short, the ‘hafi’ is ofien depicted as a sprig ofvegetation.
The fourth notable change in LM is the combination of DA and its hafi to the HC motif. In this
latter variation DA and its hafi are either planted into HC’s centre or otherwise grow out ofit,
thus fonning the [HC+DAJ motif. It is with this combination that DA’s floral and vegetat
qualities are most evident, as HC motifs may aiso be combined with simple vegetal sprigs
growing out ofthem without the DA ‘bloom’. Related to these are abstracted forms ofDA,
reduced to linear motifs which are simply expressed by a vertical staff or une transected by two
curved horizontal unes,95 which may retain a vegetal quality to them. In LM, amongst ail these
variations, we continue to find the eariier twin-triangies and trapezoids of EM and MM. Ail these
forrns are found as painted motifs on larnakes and other ceramics. while metal examples, whether
miniature or monumental, are ofthe true (Double-Axe) form which may aiso be (Doubied) or
Q (fi1ieed).
The DA motif not oniy lias a variety ofoutward forrns, but various decorations and
patterns may be appiied to its ‘biades’. The earliest twin-trianguiar examples from EM II and
MM Ta are fiuled with a cross-hatched pattern,96 and this type of decoration applied to twin
triangular DAs is found into LM.97 However, the DA motif is also found with undecorated
‘biades’. but with a hafi or transecting elernent added to it from EM/MM.98 The blades ofthe first
example of a true doubie-bitted-axe motif from MM II. is likewise undecorated, as is a hafied
twin-trianguiar DA from MM IIb.10° The DAs represented on a seal and a sealing from MM III
are also lefi undecorated but for the doubled axe-tips.101 Severai ofthese undecorated DA motifs.
e.g. Cat. A: 116. 122: PC. VIII
96
cg. Cat. A: 25. 37: PLS. II. lit
97e.g. Cat. A: 78: PC. V
e.g. Cat. A: 39. 51: PLS. III. IV
e.g. Cat. A: 42: PC. III
Cat. A: 62: PC. V
Cat. A: 59.a. h.: PL. IV
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from EM through MM, are interestingly produced in a similar medium. Although some are
carved on seaistones while others are starnped motifs or sealings, they are ail in the end produced
as carved motifs for the purpose of stamping some other obj cet. We are at times lefi with the
seal, while other times with the sealing or stamp. As such, the DA motif. although imbued with
some sacred and/or votive significance, as it is found within funerary’°2 and shrine contexts from
EM through MM, must also have had an econornic and/or socio-political significance by virtue
ofthe very fttnction ofseals and sealings upon which it is found in these periods.103
By LM, as in so many other things, the DA motif attains its apogee in the number of
instances, variety of find spots, forrns and decoration. Variants which hearken back to EM and
MM forms104 persist, these being twin triangles and trapezoids which may also be found with
cross-hatched interiors, but increasingly rendered as plant-Iike.105 DA may stiil in LM be lefi
undecorated, either plain or filled a solid black, particularly as a painted or incised motif on
C ceramics.106 As noted above, its form may be decoratively expressed with fihigrees, whereas in
MM, the motif had double axe tips, but even in these instances the body of the motif may be a
solid undecorated black.’°7 However, in LM, the motif may also be decorated with simple dots,’°8
some ofthese rivet-like,109 as well as with banded motifs.11° These banded motifs may be simple
intercrossing unes, or otherwise. interlocking spirals. wave-crests and leaii sprigs contained
within intercrossing bands, at times in intricate patterns that fili most ofthe objects body)1’
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Besides a variety of forrns and decorations from EM through LM, the motif also had
associative elernents, i.e. motifs and symbols found represented with DA on the ceramics and
seals upon which they are most cornrnonly fourni. The EM II bowi from a tomb of Moch1os2
depicts cross-hatched DAs alternating between curved linear bands on the vessel’s rim, whule
within the interior, DAs alternate between cross-hatched rectangles and vertical bands. The inner
bottom of the bowi is painted with a cross-like composition of four cross-hatched trapezoids.
Between EM and MM, seals with hafied twin-trapezoidal DAs ofien combine the motif with that
of fish.113 $eals which combine DA with fish are rnostly found in tombs and are thought to
represent a kind of formula due to its common recurrence.”4 From MM, the motif may be found
isolated, as in the cases ofa stamped double-bitted-axe DA flom MM 11 MalÎia and a seaistone of
a hafted twin-triangular DA from MM IIb of the same site.”5 or simply accornpanied by banded
decorations on ceramics as with ajug from MM la Knossos.”6
C Fmm MM III, we have a seaistone and a sealing, the former from Knossos and the latter
from Zakros, which both depict similar scenes. The seaistone depicts a figure wearing a long
skirt carrying a flounced skirt draped over one arrn and carrying a large hafted DA in the other.
Extending from the figures leg between the buttock and calf, a banded motif stretches out
towards the seal’s edge. On the sealing we sec one figure wearing a long skirt carrying a bundie
ofcloth similar to the flounced skirt carried on the seal, while a second figure. also wearing a
long skirt, stands with one of its hands raised towards the forehead before a DA set upon a pillar
in an attitude ofprayer known from bronze votive figurines from Minoan Crete. In this attitude
of prayer, i.e. standing with the hand raised towards the forehead. men are aiways portrayed
wearing a simple loincloth or kilt, whereas in a similar attitude of prayer, women wear a long
I I
- Cat. A: 25: PC. Il
113 Cat. A: 39. 51: PL$. III, 1V
114 Gnimach: 1968: 12
IlS Cat. A: 42. 62: PLS. 1H. V
116 Cal. A: 37: PC. Iii
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skirt, flounced or otherwise.’ 17 Thus, these figures, on the seal and sealing, are in ail likelihood
women, as is most certainly a similar figure on an LM mould from Palaiokastro wearing the
flounced skirt and carrying a DA in each hand.118 As Buchholz put it, “Wfr sehen in der
Doppelaxt cm urspringlich weibÏiches 8ymboÏ.”9 Another variation in DA’s association to
textiles is found with carved or painted examples which depict a ‘sacral knot’ or rope passed
through the motif to form an ankh-like symbol.12°
Further associative motifs are found from MM III/LM I. A terracotta vessel depicts four
fihigreed DAs, their hafts set between curvilinear bands which surround the image ofa boat.’21 A
jar from Pseira’22 is decorated with several different DA motifs. One ofthese lias a crocus-like
flower growing from its top and is set between the horns ofa bucranium, but seerningly flot
connected to that bucranium by a staff or haft. This same combination of a hafted DA placed in
suspension between the horns of a bucranium rather than planted into the skuil, as would rightly
c 5e the case if the bucranium was equivalent to HC, is seen on another terracotta vessel from
Palaiokastro, dated to MM 111.123 An LM 1115 ceramic fragment depicts an [HC+DA] motif
juxtaposed with images ofaÏgae and a fishi24 This connection between DA and fish was already
present in EM and MM, as noted above. Finally, the DAs set upon tapering pillars depicted on
the Agia Triada Sarcophagus’25 ail have dark coloured birds, Iikely crows, perched atop them.
As DA is commoniy decorated, while HC is not, we retum to those decorative pattems
applied to it. At first glance the decorative patterns do not appear to carry any special significance
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as they are common enough in the Minoan Arts. Vegetal and floral pattems are found in
abundance, cross-hatched pattems so rudimentary that it seems barely worth considering these to
have any significance at ail. As much could be said of spirals, waves, simple linear bands and
even the more intricate banded decorations. In any case, DA motifs are also found undecorated.
However, as this work deals in part with this motif, we wilI examine these decorative patterns
and see whether any possible significance might be attributable to them which would allow for
ail of DA’s decorative patterns and associative iconography to fit into any single concept.
Beginning neither at the beginning nor at the end, we wondered whether the MM III seal
and sealing, from Knossos and Zakros noted above, with their wornen, DAs and bundied fabrics
had anything to do with DA’s decoration and significance generally. As we have seen, DA’s
relation to women does not end with these two objects, as a representation from Palaiokastro also
depicts a woman carrying a DA in each hand, we have an inscribed DA from Arkaiochori
potentially inscribed with Da-Ma-Te, numerous votive DAs ftom the cave dedicated to
Eileithyia, and of course the depiction of wornen presiding over the rites being perforrned on the
Agia Triada Sarcophagus where both DA and HC objects are prominently exposed. We can
therefore state that at least from MM III to LM III women are directly associable to the DA motif.
However, whether women are associable to DA’s decorative patterns is another matter.
We then remm to the beginning, where we have DA as a twin-triangular motif which may
be found cross-hatched by EM II. As we have noted. this cross-hatched patterning of DA is found
even into LM, so perhaps it may offer a due. Interestingly, contemporaly to those EM II DAs, we
find that cross-hatched pattems are also applied to the so called ‘Myrtos Goddess’ to depict the
figure’s clothing in squares and rectangles, and in a triangle to denote its pubis. One therefore
may vonder whether the connection noted in MM III between women, textiles and DA may have
already been present by EM II, but so far this connection may be purely coincidentat, as between
EM II and MM III, DA is mostly found undecorated. These DA examples, primarily found on
seals and sealings, Ïikely had some sort of economic significance, though what aspect of the
economy they might have represented is of course unknown. However, the common conjunction
of DA with fish on certain early seals may suggest a maritime concern.126 As marine elements
126
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and decorations continue to be applied or associated to DA throughout LM in the form of wave
crests, fish, algae and even ships, the sea doubtlessly played sorne role in DA’s significance.
Whether this role was economic, political or religious is again an unknown, but a combination of
these is probable.
In LM, we find the most intricate decorative pattems of our motif, narnely the
intercrossing bauds of unes, spirals, wave-crests, dots, and leafy sprigs. Banded decoration is
now common in the Minoan Arts, where it is found on ceramics, fresco borders, and even
larnakes. 0f course, in any of these various types of occurrences, DA and HC motifs may also be
inctuded. The question is whether we are dealing with a general decorative trend, or whether this
type of banded decoration had its foots in any one parti cular medium, or otherwise used to
express something specific. In any case. it would have to be applicable to ail periods, from EM
through LM, in order to have any chance of validation.
Returning to EM and early MM. we find that such banded decorative motifs are found to
decorate certain terracotta vessels and figurines. bterestingly, these banded designs are applied to
female anthropomorphic pouring vessels and figurines to connote either clothing or textile
designs.’27 We therefore once again have a connection between wornen and decorative textile
patterns with DA. Even so, we find that such banded decoration is applied to poffely without
necessarily including either DA or HC motifs. Amongst the pottery groups of the Knossian Old
Palace Period, and dating to between MM I and II, we find pottery decorated with such banded
motifs similar to those found on both the aforementioned female figures and LM DAs. These
belong to pottery Group D, and ate interestingly labelled as being of the Woven StyleS as the
patterns are thottght to have been inspired by woven textiles.’28 However, the banded decorations
applied to the DA motif are from LM, not from either EM nor MM. The question then is whether
we find such decorative pattems on depictions of clothing andlor textiles in LM contemporary to
those applied to DA. Indeed, we do find such handed patterns on depictions of clothing and
textiles in LM, and these in full colour fresco and faience pieces, which again usually pertain to
women’s clothing. or in the case of ‘sacral knots’, which are essentially pieces of folded fabric,
27 Cat. A: 8. 26-8. 40: PLS. l-III. and sce Btanigan: 1988: fig. 21
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are again exclusively handled by wornen)29 We then say with a degree of certainty that DA is
related throughout its period of use to textile patterning, women, and some economic concem
which bas itself something to do with the sea. furthermore, the motif is of great religious
importance, literally connected to HC by LM, and of course, its religious significance is related
to ritual activity and location generally, which, like HC, lias its begiimings within a funerary
sphere but is not limited to it.
In surnmary, DA, like HC, enjoys a variety of forms throughout its period of use, and like
HC which can hardly be defined in terms of ‘Abstracted Horns’, DA is not definable as a ‘Ritual
Double-bitted Axe’, as both motifs are each emblematic of something as yet indefinable. DA, as
a painted or carved motif, seems to progress from twin triangles to twin trapezoids and finally to
a double-bitted axe motif, but the earlier forms persist throughout that progression. Added to this,
the early abstracted forms have ftinctional and votive metal examples contemporary to them
throughout their periods of use from EM to LM which are also predominantly found within
fiinerary contexts. DA’s decoration includes cross-hatching, bands and banded motifs, and ftom
LM I is ofien expressed as a vegetal element. Within the iconography, the motif is found coupled
to marine elements, whether fish, algae or boats, as well as to textiles, women, birds, bucrania
and of course HC.
HC appears first and forernost within ftmnerary and ritualized settings of EM. and although
DA is also found within funerary assemblages ofthat period both in its metal fonTi and as a
painted or carved motif, it is commonly found on seals and sealings from EM to MM. These
seals may be found within ftineraiy contexts, but the veiy nature of such obects precludes some
sort ofeconomic significance.’3° However, DA’s religious significance can hardly be ignored,
and although its fabrication in precious materials such as gold and bronze certainly represents an
ever-present econornic and prestigious facet to the motif, a sacred nuance existed which allowed
or required its presence within fttneraty or otherwise sacred contexts, as well as seeing it coupled
to HC by LM.
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E: DA: Variants
The following typological list illustrates the syrnbol’s variability of forrn, decoration and
instances, again with reference numbers to Catalogue A and their conesponding illustrations in
the Plates.
Asymmetricals: 38, 39, 111
Butterfly: 37, $0
Concave Ended Twin Triangles: 37
Convex Ended Twin Trapezoids/Triangles: 62, 75. 78, 97, 108, 111, 114, 126
Cross-hatched: 25, 37, 78
Double Axe fom:42, 59, 70,73,74-76 b, $2, $3, 85, $6, 8$- 90, 96, 97. 10$. 109, 111, 114,126
Filigreed: 59, 73, 74, 85
Hafi-less: 25, 37, 38, 77, 85, 109
Metallic: 82, 84, 108
Miscellaneous: 37. 38, 77, 109 a, 111. 116, 122
Monumental: $2
Textile decoration (i.e. banded decorations observable in the treatment of textiles represented on
early figurines and later fresco) : 25, 37. 78, 85. 108 a-g,
Transitional Axe-like forms: 39, 62, 75, 78
Twin Triangles: 25, 51, 62. 7$. $6
Twin trapezoids: 39. 51, 62, 75, 76 a, $6. 109 b
Vegetative: 73, 75, 77- 9, 96, 97, 108 e, g. 122
[HC+DA]: 86. 8$? 89,90e, 96, 97. 114, 122
DA’s from funeraiy contexts: 25, 39, 51, 86, $8, 89, 90, 96
DA in Isolation: 37, 42, 51, 62, 85, 108. 111
DA with marine elements: 39, 51, 74, 97, 10$ a and b
DAvariants: 25, 37-9. 42, 51, 59, 62, 70, 73- 80, 82-3, 85- 90, 96, 97, 109- 111, 114, 116, 122
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F: DA: Past Interpretations
Interpretations of DA’s significance have principally restricted themselves to it
representing a ritual or sacred axe of some sort. La Grange’3’ proposed that certain Pvin
triangular motifs with a transecting vertical une, dating to the third millennium from Susa,’32
were at the foot ofthe Cretan motif ofthe sanie form. The ‘blades’ ofthese eastern motifs are
decorated with horizontal unes and were thought to represent both metal and lightning. He states,
“C ‘est donc à ces très lointaines origines qu ‘on devrait faire remonter le symbole de la double
hache.” He ftwther suggests that in Crete, DA may have been a symbol for lightning, connecting
the later Greek Zeus Labrandeus and Dolichenos who carry double axes to BA Crete. However,
as we have seen no male figure is ever represented carrying DA in BA Crete. As the material
available for study at the begûming of the twentieth century was far more lirnited than it is today,
c he further stated that, as there are no DA motifs prior to the final phases of MM, the motif was
introduced through a foreign invasion. As we have seen, this is not the case.
Grumach’33 has deait with the DA motif in terms of its conjunction with other motifs,
particularly the fish or sepia, within what has been terrned a ‘libationary formula’ on seals dating
to between EM III and MM la.’34 Due to the frequency that DA is combined with a ‘fish’ motif,
he suggests that this is flot a simple decorative or ornamental combination, but rather a
significant conjunction. As rnost ofthese seals are from ftmerary contexts,’35 hence deposited into
tombs with the dead and eventually transported with their rernains into the ossuaiy, ;neans that
the beneficent power ofthe ‘formula’ was taken from the living and given to the dead.’36 He
proposes that this was either a magical formula which was flot only for the living, in terms of its
La Grange: 1908: 80-1
‘32Ibid.: 80: fig 56
33
Gturnach: 1968
Ibid. 12
135
Ibid. 9
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use as an amulet or talisman, but also for the dead or perhaps specificafly designed for a ftinerary
purpose. Going flirther, he suggests that DA was the cuit symbol of a deity of the underworld,
stating, “At any rate, from the Early Minoan period until Late Minoan and even Subminoan times
we find the double axe in close association with death and buriai.”37 He sees the connection
between DA, fish or sepia and death in relation to an idea that the dead had to, “cross the sea or
the river of death in order to reach the Islands of the Blessed, a conception which the Minoans
passed on to the Greeks, and which they themselves had taken from the Egyptians.”38
Hodge,139 on the other hand, believes that the religious significance ofthe DA motif can
only be sought if we first accept that its frmnctional aspect is at the root of that sacred origin, and
identify what that function was. He suggests that a military function is unlikely in the Minoan
context, suggesting that the motifs original essence sprung from its use in the fefling and
spiitting oftrees and lumber, as in modem times the double-bitted axe is used for such a
C function. However, there is a lack of Minoan evidence either to support or deny this therny.
Dietrich14° also sees DA to have been derived from a functional aspect, namely a weapon
or tool used in ritual sacrifice. However. he admits that it is curiously neyer depicted as such in
the Minoan iconography. He notes that the earliest occurrences ofrnetal DAs are from tombs and
the earliest metal mould for the fabrication ofa DA is from a cave sanctuary.’4’ He holds that the
irnpracfical dedicatory DAs. those of sheet metal which range in size from the miniature to the
monumental, obscure rather than efface DA’s fiinction as a sacrificial tool. and notes that the
c symbol is invariabiy associated with a goddess or her priestess. He takes both DA’s
representation with vegetal hafis and with sacral knots passed through them in an ankh-like forrn
14as evidence ofthe motifs significance as one ot renewal.
- To this element ot renewal he adds
Ibid. 23
13$ Ibid. 24
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the Butterfiy-like forms ofearly DA forrns and an LM fi.mctional DA incised with a butterfly
motif from Phaestos as further evidence ofthis aspect ofrenewal and rebirth tied to the motif’43
Furthering his case, he cites the numerous and varied DA objects found in a cave known to have
been dedicated to a goddess of birth in the historical period, that of Eileithyia at matos,’44 which
we have mentioned above.
DA as a weapon, though well suited to sacrificial contexts, is neyer represented as such.
DA is depicted alongside sacrificial beasts and bucrania, in the hands ofwomen, and in the form
of miniature gold arnulets deposited at sacred sites (caves and peaks), omate monumental
bronzes, and bronzes ofvarying sizes.’45 It is interestingly neyer shown to be used in sacrifice, as
daggers are,’46 nor involved in the death of animais, such as arrows or spears are found to be.’47
By LM, DA was a symbol which marked areas where ritual activities were to be performed, was
deposited as a votive gifi in sheet metal form, but was flot strictly speaking a weapon or tool.
Q As noted above, between the fourth and second millennia, axes. and particularly bronze
axes have been demonstrated by Deshayes to represent a symbol of power and prestige, whether
political, military or religious, from the Indus to the Danube. However, Deshayes’ axes are ornate
singie-bladed axes, and for the most part functional weapons rather than tools or abstractions,
connoting a sense ofmilitary and/or political might.”'8 Doubtlessly, ftmctional axes also served as
symbols of power and prestige in Crete as any weapon rnight, but it is difficuit to establish to
what extent the syrnbolism ofthe axe proper relates to the DA motif Cast metai examples of
potentially functional double-axes are also known within votive deposits, but may stiil shareC some ofthe sarne iconography as the symbol DA, in relation to textiles’49 and the butterfty. It
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seems that if DA is indeed a double-axe, it represented power and authority of a political,
c economic and/or religious character rather than military might in BA Crete. Indeed, depictions of
military activities are scarce for the entire Cretan BA. A noteworthy peculiarity is DA’s exclusive
depiction in the hands ofwomen rather than men.’5° The LM hIc deposit of terracotta DAs found
in the cave dedicated to the goddess Eilieithyia, in use into the historical period, is certainly
interesting in terms ofDA’s close affiliation to wornen. To what extent the examples from the
cave ofEileithyia are representative ofa preexisting state of affairs from EM titi LM IIIb, as the
cave deposit included anthropomorphic figurines of pregnant women, copulating couples, as well
as nursing and cradled infants,151 is difficuit to ascertain, as there exist no known precedents to
link DA directly to feminine fecundity except to say that the motif had a generaily feminine
character. This feminine relation ofthe symbol, suggests that DA needs be relatabie to a
feminine sphere of activity with connotations of power and authority, whether political,
C economic and/or religious, in coimection to the syrnbolism ofthe axe proper, while remaining
congruent within the ftmnerary sphere to which it is inextricabiy linked.
A definition ofthe DA motif must then take its connections to women, vegetation,
textiles, marine elements, and HC into account, as weli as the fact that there are DA examples in
ail periods which can flot rightly be called axes. At present, we may state that DA certainiy
represents some sort of power and prestige, but needs nonetheless remain an undefined
abstraction with the above mentioned connections and associations to death. sacrifice, and ritual
c location generaiiy, as does HC. DA, even in its metailic forms, was not intended to be used as an
axe. but rather may have expressed a metaphoric correlation to the axe in relation to the latter’ s
connotations of power and authority. The question as to what sort of power and authority we
might be dealing with, and to whom it belonged, can only be answered within the boundaries set
by its own associative links, connections and expressions.
koots or textile bondies sec: Rehak and Younger: 2001:417
e.g. Cat. A: 59. 126: PLS. IV. VIII
151 Vasilakis: 165
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G: [HC+DA]
from LM I onwards, we begin to find the symbols HC and DA combined to form the
unifted symbol [HC+DAJ.’52 In these cases, HC is provided with a socket either for the insertion
ofa staff which supported a hafied DA, a vegetal stalk, or both.153 This unification implies that
DA represents something beyond its axe-like form, and is relatable to HC, since the former can
be said to ‘grow’ and/or ‘bloom’ from the latter,’54 as vegetal stalks are seen to do even without
DA.’55 As independent HC and DA objects and depictions continue to be produced throughout
LM, the unified symbol is not a replacernent of either, but a new symbol of the two cornbined.
The question which arises is whether the two symbols, HC and DA, could have been united into
an intelligible third symbol without having a relatable significance to each other by that tirne.
Whether that relation could have been metaphoric, practical, or otherwise is to be seen. In any
case, [HC+DA] appears wherever HC and DA may be found, and may even appear on the same
object with them,’56 particuïarly on larnakes.
H: Surnrnary
DA has affiliations to textiles as early as EM ll, and js associated with aquatic motifs
beginning in EM and through to the end of LM.’58 Between EM and LM, it is found both in
abstracted as well as recognizable axe forrns, the latter of which is found monurnentalised by
152
e.g. Cat. A: 86. $9: PL VI
e.g. Cat. A: 73. $1. $4, 86. 88. 89. 90e. 96. 97, 98, 107. 114, I t6. 122. 123: PLS. V. VI. VIII
e.g. Cat. A: 97, 122: PLS. VI. VIII
e.g. Cal. A: 81. 107,123: PLS. V. VI. Viii
56
e.g. Cat. A: 90e: PL. VI
e.g. Cat. A: 25: PL. Ii
58
e.g. Cat. A: 51, 39: PLS. IV. III
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LM i.’ The addition of sockets to support a vegetal element and/or DA between HC by LM J
coincides with DA and HC’s incorporation into a symbolic language used by the palatial order, at
a time in which palatial centres were growing into greater influential entities. The transition of
painted and carved DA motifs from simple twin geometric expressions to that of an axe also
coincides with the risc ofpalatial centres, as well as the increase in trade which concentrated
luxury goods within those centres. By LM, both HC and DA seem to have been used as symbols
ofthat weaÏth, power and organization, whule both symbols continued to be applied outside of
palatial centres, within shrines, caves, sanctuaries and tombs.
A definite increase in the use of both symbols from EM to MM, and from MM to LM is
discernible, and the conjunction ofthese symbols into one, as {HC+DA], is an LM development.
This increase in use and conjunction is likely due to their absorption into the palatial iconography
from MM 11/111 onwards, as well as their long standing traditional significance within Minoan
Q culture generally, making the palatial use ofthese symbols not only desirable, but natural. The
palatial order incorporated and elaborated the symbols into its iconography, but without an
exclusive control over their use, nor imposing a strict iconographic form for either.
I: [HC+DA] Variants:
LM:81,84.86.88.89..90c.96-98.107,114.116,118,119,122.123
J: HC: Chronological Scherna:
NL: 2
EM: 4.5. 14. 16. 23. 24.
MM: 34, 43. 44. 54. 55. 58, 61. 66,
LM: 69. 73. 81. 84. 86. 87. $8- 90. 96. 97- 107. 113, 116-125. 127-9
e.g. Cat.A: 82
160
e.g. Cat. A: 73. 81: PL. V
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Figure 3: [FTC+DAJ \7ariants from LM I through 111.
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K: DA: Chronological Schema:
EM: 25, 51
MM: 37, 38, 39. 42, 59. 62
LM: 73,74,75-80,82,83,85-90,96,97, 10$-11, 114,122,123,126
L: Distribution of Catalogued Occurrences
HC DA [HC+DA]
Cave Sanctuaries 4, 81, 107 83, 10$ $4
Funerary contexts 2, 5, 14, 16, 18, 19, 23, 25, 39, 51,87 86, 88, $9, 90,
24, 29. 41, 87, 90, 104, 96, 97, 118, 123
106,124
Peak Sanctuaries (17, 30?), 34, 61, 66
In the vicinity of
towns andlor 58. 128 82
palaces
Within towns 44. 54, 55. 62, 69. 98, 37. 38, 39, 42, 43, 70, 73, 116
and/or palaces 101, 103, 105, 113, 116, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79,
117. 121. 125. 127, 129 80. 85. 109. 110,111,
114, 126
NB: As this is not an exhaustive study of ail occurrences ofHC and DA the table above illustrates the distribution of
the cataiogued material. Notably absent are bronze DAs not cataiogued in this work (Rutkowski: 1986: 96, 98) from
the Peak Sanctuaries ofiouktas and Viysines. Other lacunae would doubtlessly be fihied with an exhaustive study.
The present scherna ilitistrates: 1.) The syrnbols are flot exclusive to any sort of site or context. 2.) A greater
concentration exists within both firnerary and palatiai contexts.
o
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PartIV: Plates I-IX
The drawings which follow are a selection from Catalogue A,1 and were sketched
together by the author as a visual aid during research. They are flot drawn to scale, nor are they
meant to serve as exact copies of any object they depict, but do provide a fair idea of the material
under investigation. Catalogue A, which follows the plates, provides references, descriptions,
information and interpretations ofthe material.
The examples of HC and DA here outlined afford the reader with a solid overview of
observable variants through time and place ofboth motifs, as well as other pertinent artefacts.
Most of the painted examples taken from ceramic decorations represent one of several like
examples, but it should be noted that every paint stroke applied to a specific HC or DA symbol
creates a nearly unique example.
G Plate IX offers a few extra-insular depictions ofboats and ships from the fourth to second
millermia related to the fonris of Cretan boats and ships, their funerary application, and HC
forms. Further non-Cretan examples ofHC-like symbols or objects are found in fig. 12, while
the remainder of figures found in Parts III and V rnainly reproduce items illustrated in this
section.
G
Unilltistrated items from Cal. A arc items: 60. 63-5,67,68, 72. $0. $2, $3. 87,92-5 aid t 10. The rernaining 124 items are
illustrated cither in their entirety or selected pans.
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Part V: Catalogues, Commentaiy and Categories
This present part is primarily cornposed oftwo catalogues. The first is a list ofthe
material evidence collected, in a roughly chronological order from earliest to latest, constituting
the bulk ofthe material cited in this work. The items catalogued are provided with references to
either the museum, article or book in which they are exhibited andior published. The objects,
most ofwhich are illustrated in full or in part in the preceding section, are here generally
described and/or discussed. Objects listed without a bibliographical note are known to the author
from visits to the Cretan Archaeological Museums,’ personal notes, sketches and photographs
made or taken in Crete. The second catalogue, Catalogue B, groups the various artefacts
according to common features, genres andlor motifs. figures 4-12 which follow, illustrate a few
of those groupings. General observations regarding the symbols and artefacts here documented
are then made, and we conclude with an outiine of our underlying premises conceming the
interpretation ofthe EC, DA and [HC+DA] motifs.
A: Catalorue A: Minoan Material Evidence
1. EN (Seventh Millennium) Male anthropomorphic figurine; white marbie; Knossos;
Vasitakis: 45
Square shouldered, with arms bent in towards breast. Genitalia discernible in cod-piece-like
bulge. Surviving right leg well modelled. It is unique in form and material for its period and
geography. but may be considered a proto-type for later terracotta male-anthropomorphic
figurines such as represented by items (11) and (12) from EM, and for which we even have
comparable examples as late as LM III from Palaiokastro,2 illustrating a facet ofthe observable
continuity of material cuÏtural in Crete which stretches over several millennia.
l
Museums visited include: The Khmiia, Rethymnon. Iraklion. Agios Nikolaos. Siteia and Archanes Archacological Museums. Theitems are: Cat. A: 2.4, 16. 17.23. 24, 34, 58, 89, 90. 99, 100. 102. 105. 11$, 119. 122-4. 129
- Bosanquct and Dawkins: 1923: PL. XXIX
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2. NL Horn-rimmed ovoid bowi; terracotta; Irakiion Archaeological Museum # 76043
This bowi is one of the earliest examples of HC-like decoration and/or treatment of ceramic rims.
The peculiar ovoid shape may be described as boat-like in reference to the earliest embarkations
known for the Eastem Mediterranean Basin as far as Mesopotamia. These are round to oval
boats, known as quffas, and made of a wooden frame with a huli of stretched hide.3 The dates for
iconographic Egyptian and Mesopotamian types of this sort of boat fail between 3500 and 3100
according to both Bass and Casson,4 but the use of such embarkations certainly predates their
representation in the arts. As Crete was settled by the seventh millennium, sea going vessels of
some sort must have existed in the eighth to seventh millennia. The HC-like decoration ofthe
vessel’s ends is also congruent with representations of boats, as other hom-rimmed cups. horned
boat models and horned ships in the catalogue will elucidate (e.g. 4, 5, 16, 46).
(D 3. MN Bovid figurine; terracotta; Knossos; Evans:1964: I: 44: Fig. 11
Representative of the importance of the bovid from this early date5 and certainly marking the
beginnings of a tradition in their representation in the Minoan arts and religious iconography.
4. EM Hom-rirnmed cup; terracotta; Eileithyia Cave; Irakiion Archaeological Museum #
954$
The outwardly splayed protrusions may imitate goat rather than bovid homs. This is a rare
example of a horn-rirnmed cup outside of a funerary context, and outside of the Messara. When
associations between tomb and cave cuit paraphernalia are taken into account its presence in a
cave, though rare, is not incongruous as caves and tornbs have much in cornrnon with each other.
A similarity between this type of vessel and representations of ships with horned stems or prows
as noted above at (2) is noteworthy.
5. EM Horn-rirnmed cup; telTacotta; Lebena, Tomb II; Irakiion Archaeological Museum #
Bass: 1972: 12-3 and Casson: il-5
Ibid.
Evans. J.D.:1994:t-15
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Figure 4: Hornrimmed Cups
919$; Alexiou and Warren: 2004: # 110 A 69
This type ofdecoration on ceramics, also seen above at (2) and (4), is common elsewhere in the
Eastern Mediterranean Basin particularly Anatolia,6 where the cerarnic decoration is aiso applied
to ritual or sacred wares. Ail Cretan examples found by the author are exclusiveÏy from
incontestable sacred locations, namely tornbs, but also from at least one cave (4) and one sbrine
(43) . Given tlie continuity for Crete, these decorative HC-Iike protrusions may be more than
simple decorations, and carry some symbolic significance. The relationship between the cave and
sepuichral zones have aiready been related, and thereby the example from the cave ofEileithyia
is not incongruous to the mass ofhorn-rimmed cups from ftineraiy sites. These homed rims on
ceramic vessels may bc analogous to horns applied to the stems andlor prows of seafaring vessels
represented on seals and boat models as noted above and elaborated below. 11e similarity
between this type of decoration to the symbol UC is also of note and likely to represent the
beginnings ofthe symbol’s use within funerary contexts. 11e symbol seems to have developed
beyond a funerary and strictly ceramic application in order to denote sacred areas generally, but
neyer ceasing to be applied to ftmerary contexts as late as the final phases of LM III (e.g. 118).
6.(a) EM Fernale anthropomorphic pouring vessel; terracotta; Trapeza Cave; Peatfield: 1990:
Fig.14
This figure holds a pitcher-like spout in the crook of lier right arm, contrary to (6b). and (26) who
hold the pitcher in the left. The categoiy, ‘Pitchered Lady’, has been given this type ofpouring
vessel in this text. and includes even those vessels with spouted breasts rather than a pitcher as
spout: (e.g. 28. 29, 40, 41 a. h). As this particular cave contained a buriai,7 one need ask whether
this Pitchered Lady’ is directly related to the rituais invoÏving that particular burial, or if the
burial was the initial sanctifying act in the consecration ofthe cave to ritual and cuit activity into
which this rituaÏ implement was subsequently introduced. The predominance of sirnilar
6
LIoyd and Mcllaart: I: 1962 :40-52: The onlv Anatolian site which mav also be said to apply the symbol HC to an incontestiblesacred fimction is that of Beycesultan where in shnnes XIV “W’ and XV “A’an HC forrns pan ofthe altar construction as welI as containing avariety ofliom—rinimed ‘esseIs withiu Oie shrincs deposits.
7
TTee: 69
70
‘Pitchered Ladies’ within funerary contexts suggests an emphatic relation between funerary ritual
and these pouring vessels. The prescnce of sepuichres in cavems also suggests that common rites
andlor beliefs existed which connected caves and burial site types such as tholoi and rock-cut
tombs.
6.(b) EM Il Female anthropomorphic pouring vessel, ‘The Goddess of Myrtos’; terracotta;
Myrtos Phournou Koryphi; Warren: 1972: fig. 92
This vessel is in the form of a woman holding a pitcher in the loop of her lefi arm, a ‘Pitchered
Lady’. The right arm is stretched across the breast, the hand resting on the pitcher’ s handie. The
breasts are srnall rounded protuberances and the pubis formed by a cross-hatched pubic triangle.
Flanking the pubis, in the thigli areas are cross-hatched rectangles, of which a smaller one is
found above the breast area. The rectangLes are rnost likely representations of textile wares,
whereas the cross-hatched pubis depicts hair and gender. The head and neck of the figure are
formed out ofa single finger-like extension from the shouider area which forms the vessel’s lid.
facial features are pinched out of the clay and the eyes painted round their contours. Towards the
base ofthe neck are two painted bands undoubtedly representing neckiaces. The lefi side ofthe
vesse! is decorated with a vegetal branch similar to the decoration at the base ofthe Mochios
example (40). The back ofthe figure is also decorated with four other cross-hatched rectangles.
The decoration ofthe pitcher he!d in the lefi ai-m is rerniniscent ofpitchers of Agios Onouphrios
wares known from the tombs ofthe Messara.8 The sbrine she resided in, is the ear!iest recognized
town-shrine. and again a connection between this type ofvessel and death is stil! odd!y present,
as a human skull fragment was found near the hearth ofthe adjacent Room 89.
This Pitchered Lady’, though not !ikely to represent a goddess. may represent one ofthe
earliestfunerary cuit imp!ements applied to a cuit not direct!y related to burial or burial sites.
The equipment in Room 90, grinders and strainers, and the renmants of grapes within that room
suggest this vessel may have served in the pouring of wine.9 The interpretation of this and sirnilar
8 Betancourt: 1985: 29
L. Godart ami Tzedakis. RFIC 1991: 129-49: ami: E. 1-lallager and others. Kadmos 1992: 61-87 in relation to the Cretan Dionysus.
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Figure 5: Pitchered Ladies
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vessels as a goddess or goddesses is obstructed for two reasons: first, a pouring vessel of any
form found withïn a ritual area is first and foremost a rituat implement, and not necessarily the
focus of adoration or worship. Secondly, this type of pouring vessel does flot survive past MM II;
this discontinuity is limited to the form of such vessels, while pouring vessels continue to forrn
an important element in ritual contexts, making the contents ofthese vessels, e.g. wine, rnilk or
other, just as likely candidates for divinity as the pitchers themsetves.
Ibis and other ‘Pitchered Ladies’ suggest a correlation between women and the pouring
of liquids in ritual contexts, either as libations, in the service of ritital consumption, or as a
metaphor of woman as vessel i.e. nurturer or ‘Lady Provider’. Ihe functional coirelation ofthese
pouring vessels is relatable with the iconography on the LM III Agia Iriada sarcophagus (87)
where wornen are shown to be pouring libations ofa red liquid. 1f Minoan Religion may be
defined in what Warren ternis ‘Ritual Action”° the factor of import is the depiction ofritual
participants and activities rather than the receiver ofthose acts and gifts, i.e. the supposed
divinity. Besides being functional pouring vessels, these ‘Pitchered Ladies’, rather than being
identified as a divinity, may have simply served as attention-focusing devices, emptoying the
common device ofredundancy for the focusing ofthat attention. Ihe redundancy here is
expressed by the fiinctional pitcher that holds a pitcher (6 a, b, 7, $. 26). or the pitcher with
nippled breasts as spouts (28, 29, 40, 41 a, b ) which rnetaphorically associates breasts with
vessels. Furthermore, rittial contexts involving libations require that sorneone do the pouring.
Hence, placing the breasted or female anthropornorphic pouring vessel in the hands of an actual
C woman. as women are seen to do the pouring on the Agia Triada Sarcophagus. furthers the
redundance and heightens the focus of ritual participants by having a bare-breasted womari
pouring from a vesse! in the form ofa bare-breasted woman who is pouring from a vessel herself.
Considering their ties with the ftinerar ï elernent of Minoan cult. these vessels may very well have
something to do with death and life, the idea of something like a mother, nourisher or Fate tying
death and birth1’ together, not necessarily a divinity as such, but the expression of a belief
metaphorically put into redundant references to women as vessels and providers within a
‘o Warren: 1988
Murnatos, N.:1993: 147 and GescIl: 1983:95
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ritualistic context of passage, an end in a begiirning so to speak. Within this scherne the ‘Myrtos
Goddess’ amidst an abandoned village is rnetaphorically equivalent to the body of Pitchered
Ladies’ whose provenances are burial sites and hence re!ated to the cessation of one state of
existence and the passage to another, here at a community level, rather than a single individua!.
7. EM Female anthropomorphic pouring vessel; terracotta; Koumasa Xanthoudides: 1971 #
4993
This vesse! is from the ffinerary site of Kournasa and sirnilar to other ‘Pitchered Ladies’. This
figure holds a pitcher in the lefi arm and exhibits decoration round the base ofthe neck, sirnilar
to neckiaces worn by most ‘Pitchered Ladies’.
8. EM Fema!e antlwopomorphic pouring vesse!; terracotta; Phourni; Marinatos, N.: 1993:
o Fig. 24
This ‘Pitchered Lady’ is from the ftmerary site of Phourni. The figure is decorated with an open
bodiced robe-!ike gannent and a band across the necklbreast area. A pitcher is held before the
breast as opposed to one side. The head is adorned with a pointed cap similar to the later figures
from Gazi (125) but without any added decoration.
9. EMFragmentarypouringvessels; terracotta; Kournasa; Xanthoudides: 1971: #s 413$
and 4139
C Thougli incomplete these two anthropomorphic pitchers are much too similar to the above
mentioned ‘Pitchered Ladies’ to be considered anything but sirnitar types ofvessets. Their
provenance is the same as several like examples. a ftrnerary site. Number 4139, iI!ustrated in
Plate I, exhibits what may be a large neckiace.
10. EM Zoornorphic pouring vessel; terracotia; Koumasa; Xanthoudides: 1971: # 4141
The shape ofthis vessel is a cross between the Pitchered Lady’ type and the zoomorphic boats
(33 a-c). The spout is in the form ofa bovid head. The top of the vessel is arched with a handie
for pouring like the afore rnentioned zoomorphic vessels. This pitcher may attest to the pouring
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ofmilk within rituai settings, as may also breasted pots (e.g. 41). Biood or some other liquid
cannot be discounted for lack of any evidence in support of any particular liquid, except for the
grape remains in the Myrtos EM II shrine, and the depiction of sacrificial blood collection on the
Agia Triada Sarcophagus.
il. EM Male anthropomorph with codpiece and dagger; terracotta; Petsophas;
Rutkowski:1986: f ig. 99
0f note is the similarity in form with item 1, and the impiied continuity from EN to EM and
through to LM III as evidenced by a Paiaiokastro figurine noted above at (1).
12. EM Male anthropornorph with codpiece; terracotta; Piskokephalo; Rutkowski:l986: fig.
158
C $eelandli.
13. EM Kamares Ware bowi with figurai representation of three women; Terracotta;
Phaestos; Marinatos: 1993: fig. 120
The central figure rising from the rim towards the centre of the bowi has been taken by many to
represent a goddess emerging from the earth. The bulbous forms given to ail three women
represented are reminiscent of the above mentioned ‘Pitchered Ladies’ as well as figurines such
as (27) below. A vegetal or fertile affiliation has been given this central figure as she has been
C interpreted to be ernerging into the bowl’s centre as a plant emerging from the earth. Her Iimbs
are ail hidden, unlike the two flanking ladies whose arms are flayed out, the central figtire’s arrns
are hid beneath her robe, while her feet would be where the figure meets the vessel’s rim. The
only paraliel to this is ofrnuch later date but from nearby Agia Triada; the Agia Triada
Sarcophagus ($7) depicts the supposed deceased with bis arrns hid beneath a cloak. and his feet
below the ground levei in a sirnilar fashion as the centrai figure of this bowi. A second funerary
affiliation may be found with the circular form ofthe bowi, its heavy border and triangular ansa
are reminiscent ofthe circular tombs ofthe Messara valley overlooked by Phaestos. The figure
need flot be emerging, but may rather be receding and representative of a funerary rituai as
c
opposed to a rimai involving an as yet undefinable and unverifiable goddess of fertility.
Certainly, the implication of death is here suggestive of a cycle of birth, life, death and renewal
by the vety vegetat suggestions ofthis ernerging or receding figure, whether into, or out of the
ground.
14. EM Hut-like incense bumer t?); terracotta; Lebena Tornb II; Pot # 512; Aiexiou and
Warren: 2004
With the profile of a ‘Pitchered Lady’ and HC-like decoration on its perforated ansa, this vessel
may 5e interpreted in a mamier ofways. Its overali shape is like-unto the ‘Pitchered Lady’ type
but is flot a pitcher. An incense bumer or model of a round but, tomb or shrine may be suggested.
Its ‘Pitchered Lady’ forrn and HC element is in une with funerary paraphernalia of the period
and location.
o
15. EM Boat models; terracottas; ta.) Mochios; Tombs; Iraïdion Archaeological Museum #
5570; Betancourt: 1985: figs. 32 a. and (b.) EM II; Palaiokastro; r& EÀÀrvucc
ossuary; Bosanquet and Dawkins: fig. 4
Example (a) represents a flat-bottomed sea-faring craft with high prow and stem splayed
outwardly, a symmetrical construction rerniniscent of Outwardly Splayed HC and HC-like
decorations and objects (e.g. 4, 89b, 104, 122). Examples ofsimilarly shaped ships are
represented on seals such as (56) and (57), as well as with extra-insular’2 examples (e.g.132-137).
Also noteworthy are the protrusions at the base ofthe object’s prow and stem seen on other boat
depictions (e.g. 15h, 47, 91), and the pair of small protrusions on both port and starboard sides of
the boat which may represent rowlocks. The addition of srnaller protrusions to an otherwise
homed object. or boat model, is also seen elsewhere: (e.g. 16, 18 a, c. e. f 24 a).
Example (b.) represents a flat-bottomed sea-faring crafi with a high prow and rounded
stem. The single peaked prow of the moUd is similar to the model from Lambda XVII (48), an
LM boat model (112), and the boat on a gold seal (130) with a zoomorphic end. as well as
evocative ofthe later Malliote HCs (54).
2 Sec also Cat. A: 133 and Cat. B: Boat Images, for further boaUftincrai parallels.
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Figure 6: Boat and Ship Depictions
Protuberances at the bases of both prow and stem for ta) and at the stem for (b) find
parallels both with other representations of ships and later representations of HC (e.g. 86 b, 123).
16. EM I bat mode! pyxis; terracotta; Messara; tomb; Irak!ion Archaeological Museum #
10861
This littie boat model has the flat-bottom ofboth the above-mentioned models and unrnistakably
HC decoration at both prow and stem. The HC decorations on this object are aniong the earliest,
and exhi bit a !ikewise early relationship between the symbo! and sea-faring craft. The decoration
ofprows and stems with homed projections are observable in the !ater representations of ships
on seals (e.g. 45, 46, 49. 50, 53) and may also be corre!ated to the boat-shaped NL bowi listed
above (2). The presence ofboats and boat models within ftinerary contexts find local and extra
insular parallels (e.g.15, 87, 137, and Cat. B), and are prominent in Crete. This suggests that
boats are invoïved in the passage ofthe dead to the next world in the mmd of the BA Cretan, a
notion well suited to an island civilization.13
17. EM Double-headed bu!! figurine; terracotta; from a Peak sanctuary; Irakiion
Archaeological Museum # 16579
I suspect these double-headed figurines are related to ship building practices. The double-buil
possibly represents the practice of combining two or more bovid bides for the construction of
relatively larger vessels with high prows and stems, as suggested by the above example of a boat
with horned decorations in HC forrns at both prow and stem, as well as the twin peaked hoat
model (15a). in contrast to the smaller ernbarkation suggested by such models as (15b). A ftirther
parallel between HC and this type of figurine is the sadd!e-like curvature oftbe anirnal’s back, as
the same type of cuiwature is found on several HC examples from subsequent periods (e.g. 44,
54, 58. 6!, 66). Furthermore is the more obvious similarity in form between this figurine and HC,
the protrusions here being formed by the necks and heads ofthe beast. They may otherwise be, as
suggested to me by Dr. Vet. Jtirg W. Eite!, a fascination or veneration of animals born with this
13 Gnimach: 1968: 24 amI Kenna: 1969: 152
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particular deformity.’4
18. EM Pyxides and pouring vessel; tenacotta; from Lebena Tombs; a.) pot # 305, b.) 313,
e.) 325, d.) 317, e.) 29$, f.) 302, g.) 324, h.) 309; Alexiou and Warren: 2004
These vessels with their protrnsions at either end, their flat bottoms, or footed bases are flot
likely to be suspension pots. The perforations may simply allow the lids to be secured onto the
vase. Symbolically the securing string may have imitated rigging, as this type of container is
found to irnitate boat forms. Examples (a-g) are reminiscent of the boat model (1 5a), and the
pyxis (16), the latter both a pyxis and boat model. It should be noted that from the onset of boat
depictions on EM seals, mast and rigging are rarely absent.
The pouring vessel (h) is similar to the zoomorphic vessels listed as (33 a-c) and most
likely, like them, symbolically represents a boat or ship with a high prow as in example (15 b). It
(D would seem that boat models and boat shaped vessels constitute an important element within the
ftmerary paraphemalia of EM Crete.
19. EM “Sheep-Bells”; terracotta; Knossos; Irakiion Archaeological Museum; Niisson: 1971:
Fig. 89
These so called ‘sheep belis’ are decorated with painted bands reminiscent of textile decoration
on female anthropomorphic vessels and figurines, and are also decorated with small rounded
protrusions similar to the breasts on the said female anthropomorphic vessels (see 6, 26, 27).C These articles are also found with faces painted on a side or plain. Several examples, such as this
one. exhibit the peculiarity of being decorated with horned protnisions in die mariner of upraised
arms or horns, reminiscent ofHC forrns. Such bell-shaped objects have also been found with
bovid figurines applied to them.
20. EM Pitcher; with frontal profile ofa boat model; tenacotta; Lebena; Tornb II; Pot # 510;
Alexiou and Warren: 2004
Dr. Vet. Jûrg Eitel is head physician ofthe Moesano region Switzerland. based in Grono. Dr. itel is a capnd spcciahst and the
originator of hie first viable and successful goat Caesarian Section Technique.
c
We have here again an allusion to a boat or ship combined with the functionality of a ceramic
vesse! within a funerary context. The frontal profile is most similar to the pyxides (16) and (22).
21. EM I HC; terracotta; Mochios votive deposit; Irakiion Archaeological Museum;
Nilsson:1971: Fig. 88
This is the earliest recognized example ofa free-standing MC. It is conternporary to horn-rimmed
cups and bowis (see 4, 5, 23, 24, 43), as well as the boat model (1 5a) with which it also shares
provenance. It has been heralded as the prototype ofthe MC motif.15 This object however is
conternporary, even in EM 1, with the said horn-rimmed cups. These cups are decorated with MC
forms which find comparable examples in subsequent periods, whereas this asymmetrical
example finds few comparable types but for item (103) from LM.
A fiirther peculiarity ofthis object is its outwardly curved base, this curvature visually
marks it as one to be viewed frontally. Taken as a frontally oriented object, a striking sirnilarity
with other objects emerges; these are items (15a, 16 and 20), i.e. boat models or boat shaped
objects which all exhibit a curved base and pointed, peaked or horncd extremities. as does also
the aforementioned LM asynimetrical MC (103).
22. EM I ‘Suspension pot’ and lid; terracotta; Agios Nikolaos: Evans: 1964: I: f ig. 24
This vesse! is similar to (16) though simpler. Its flat bottom, like items (16) and (18), suggests
that this was not meant as a suspension pot. The perforations at the points ofthe vessel and lid
likely served the functional purpose of securing the lid to the vesse! and aesthetically creating the
aspect of a boat or ship complete with rigging.
23. EM 11 II Horn-rirnrned cups; terracotta; Agia Photia - Siteia Cemetery; Agios Nikolaos
Museum (# NA)
(sec 5)
24. EM Horn-rimmed cups; terracotta: Messara Graves; Mitsoukakis Collection; Khania
5 Nilsson: 188
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Archaeological Museum (# NA)
(see 5)
25. EM II Painted bowi with DA motif; terracotta; Mochios; Tomb II; Betancourt: 1985: 43
This is the earliest application of DA decoration on ceramics here catalogued, and exhibits a
cross-hatched pattem reminiscent of textile wares (e.g. 6b, 31, 35). These DAs lack a central
shaft, and ail that defines them as early DA examples is their twin triangular construction, to
which is later added the transecting hafi.
26. EM IIb “Snake Goddess ofKoumasa”; terracotta; Koumasa: outside a tholos tomb;
Xanthoudides:1971: # 4137
Like ifie “Goddess of Myrtos”(6 b) and others, the vessel is an abstracted female figure. The
o flap-like arms are folded in towards the breast, the lefi blanketing ajug. The breasts are again
small protrusions, but the painted decoration is more elaborate. Along the length ofthe arms is a
banded motiL whilst the front of the figure is decorated with vertical bands radiating from the
base between which are the breasts. further vertical bands with a twin-triangular pattern
bracketed by toothed lines run between the breasts. The neckwear consists of two plastic parallel
bands. The name ‘Snake Goddess’ derives from the banded decoration along the top of the ann
flaps, however, no snake head or tau is visible. The banding on the arrns may sirnply represent
banded textile decoration, as the same type ofbanded decoration is found on “La Parisieirne”
C fresco fragment from the West Wall, }ossos, by LM j16 As the rest of the painted hues and
bands on the body of the vessel are recognized as textile,17 an exception made for those banded
lines leading from the neck une down the arm flaps as representing snakes seems no more than a
desire to recognize the existence ofa ‘Snake Goddess’ for this early period.
The attributes of this vessel are the same as other vessels of its type: textile decorations,
neckwear, breasts, and either a pitcher or spouted breasts. It is a ‘Pitchered Lady’ found within
the most common context for stich a vessel: a firnerary site. It is, as others of its type, more hikely
Vasilakis: 200-l
17
Branigan: 1988: 89
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a ritual implernent, rather than an object of veneration. Furtherrnore the very term ‘Snake
goddess’, as applied to a number offemale figurines handiing snakes, has its own
interpretational problems discussed below (65).
27. EM 11/111 Female anthropomorphic figurine; terracotta; Petsophas; Evans: 1964: 1: fig.
111
These votive figurines with their bulbous bottom halves, small rounded breasts, and textile
decoration are reminiscent of the said ‘Pitchered Ladies’ but have siimmer waists. They are in
other respects similar to the later so called ‘Snake Goddesses’ but lack the snakes t see 65).
Curiously, this type of female figurine, complete with a broad headdress, is also common to
contemporary Anatolian sites.’8
c 28. EM III female anthropomorphic pouring vessel; terracotta; Mochios; lomb XXII;
Evans:1964: I: fig. 84
This vessel is classed as a ‘Pitchered lady’, thougli rather than holding a pitcher orjug, she holds
a spouted breast in each hand. The function, context and symbolism remains that ofa “Pitchered
Lady’. The vessel is decorated with horizontal lines above the breasts, vertical bands extending
below the arms, and an S spiral motif found at centre. These decorations are ail iikely of textile
derivation. The back of this vessel is equipped with a handle for pouring. The neck is decorated
with two horizontal bands as neckiaces. The facial features are plastically rendered, with the head
C crowned with a diadem which bas a flat disc-like application above the right eye representing
jewehy or some floral application, perhaps precursors ofthe more elaborate headdresses ofthe
Gazi idols (125).
Despite the spouted breasts and bulbous forrn it lias been suggested this vessel represents
a male.’9 However, its sirnilarity in fonn, decoration and fimction to other ‘Pitchered Ladies’
suggests it to be female, as do the spouted breasts.
0f particular importance is the geographical provenance ofthe vessel, linking the rittial
Schrnklt: 1932: Fronispiece: Fig. B 2056
9MarinatosS: 1960: 117
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paraphernalia of the Messara with that of the northern coast of Crete by EM III. As this sort of
‘side-spoutedjug’ was already popular in the tombs of Mochios as early as EM 11,20 they are thus
also contemporaly to the Messara and Myrtos examples.
An LM I votive21 fernale anthropomorphic terracofla figurine shares the feature of
holding a breast in each hand, and as noted above in Part II: C, a divine connotation can flot be
entirely discounted at present.
29. EM II / MM II Breasted or Horned pouring vesse! (Double spouted jug); terracotta;
Koumasa; Xanthoudides: 1971: # 4992
This object looks more like a pair ofhorns or pointed ears rather than breasts, but it shares
fttnction, general forrn and funerary context with the breasted pots ofKa!athiana (41), and may
be thus related to our ‘Pitchered Ladies’.
o
30. MM Double-headed bu!! figurine; terracotta; Choudetsi; Rutkowski: 1986: fig. 113
(see 17)
31. EM II/MM I Bull-sports rhyton; terracotta; Kournasa; Xarithoudides: 1971: #4126
Acrobats bang off of both of the bu!!’ s homs; over the back of the animal is a net-like decoration
expressed by cross-hatched unes. 0f note is the ftmnerary provenance ofthis vesse! and others like
it (e.g. 36), and the association of such an activity as bu!1-sports in association with the ftmerary
contexts in which they are found.
Tlwee questions arise:
1.) Do such depictions of Bull-sports represent actual rituals invotving bulis and acrobats, or are
they merely some metaphor invoiving bulls and acrobats?
2.) Is their funeraty provenance ofany significance?
3.) How can a ritual activitv or metaphor involving bulis and acrobats relate to a fiineraiy context?
20Soles: 1992:91
21
Platon: et. Al.: 1983: Fig. 147
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Question 1 is unanswerable as we lack evidence to suggest such sport was indeed
practiced, however we can flot exciude the possibility that it was. We may certainly assume that
these depictions of bull-sports had at least a metaphoric significance. This significance must be
related to ritual activity of a funerary nature as fttnerary contexts are their only find spots in EM.
From MM through CM, buli-sports are found within palatial contexts, primariiy Agia Triada and
Knossos,22 but their origins remain with the tombs of the Messara.
Pinsent23 states that in Spain are present modem bull-sports which include buli-leaping,
and suggests the very real possibility of such sport to have existed regardless ofthe danger
involved. Indeed, danger and the infliction of pain ofien form a part of ritual and/or cuit activity
to induce religious experience as noted by Renfrew.24 Both Pinsent and Boardman caution that,
‘even art historians can fali into the trap oftreating vase paintings as though they were tracings
ofphotographs from life, rather than conventional symbols for figures and acts drawn in a period
when realism and drawing from life had been barely conceived as either possible or desirable.”25
That said, Pinsent suggests:
“...the elernent of danger. indeed of likely death, was what vas important in any form of buil-sport,
vas even the crucial element, and that the real (if unadmitted) ‘object ofthe exercise’ vas to
ensure a death in circumstances in which it vas wilted responsibility of none but, if at ail. the
wflhing victim. who bas accepted at ieast the possibility, even likelihood, of bis own death.”26
In this way, depictions of bull-sports as indicative of a play with life and death, can be
reiated to their funerary contexts in which a death or deaths are being honoured an&or
celebrated. It is possible that this iife-threatening activity was a part ofthe games perforrned on
Marinatos: 1960: PLS. XVII, 96, 9?, 106. 107. b these we would add the Palaiokastro Kouros, ( Dickinson: PC. 5.19), as he isIikelv to have been part ofa buli-vaulting group considering the similarity in hit Stance with the figure holding onto the bufl’s horns on the
Knossian fresco, i.e. Marinatos: 1960: PC. XVII.
‘ Pintent: 983: 259
24 Renftew: 1994: 52
25
0• Cil.: Pintent: 260 and Roardman: 1980: 245: Journal ofHelleuic Siudtes: lOt)
Ibid.: 261
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the occasion ofa deceased community member’s funeral, or metaphorically represents the
precarious nature of life itself and the inevitability of death. Either way, representations of this
activity are certainly relatable to their funerary context and understandable therein. from MM to
LM representations ofbull-sports (e.g. 72) are no longer restricted to funerary contexts and may,
if practiced, have evoÏved into a rite of passage for the Minoan elite wïth the palace rather than
the tomb as focal point.
32. EM III MM I Pitchers with anthropomorphic figure attached on neck between handie and
beak; teiracotta; Koumasa; Xanthoudides: 1971: a.) # 4115, b.) 4116, c.) 4117
These acrobatie expressions doubtlessly make a metaphorie parallel with buil-sport rhyta by
combining an anthropomorphic acrobatie element to a pouring vesset. The pouring vesse! here
being a jug as opposed to a zoornorphic rhyton. further conneeting these to the bull-sports rhyta
C is their shared provenance, i.e. the tombs ofthe Messara. It would seem that both women and
livestoek may be fonried into saered or ritual pouring vessels, and in these partieular cases, even
pouring vessels themselves may be metaphors for livestock.
33. EM II / MM I Pouring vessels with zooinorphie spouts; terracotta; Koumasa;
Xanthoudides: 1971: a.)# 4123, b.) 4124, e.) 4142
These elliptie vessels. deseribed by Xanthoudides as boats, are equipped with a handie spanning
over the spine of the beasts, with spouts modelled in the fonri of horned rams, except for ©),0 which may be that of a bird.27 These vessels may be representative of the affixation of animal
crania or their horns to the prows of boats. the use of animal hides. or other parts therefrom. in
boat construction, as leather and skins are thought to have heen used,28 or related to a conception
of the ship as a sort of sea-faring animal. This conception is also illustrated on a seal from a
Moehiiote burial from LM lb (130).
34. MM Votive HC; terraeotta; Prinias, Siteia; Agios Nikolaos Arehaeologieal Museum
Sec Fvans: %4: 1:44: Fig. II for an NL example ofabird shaped poring vesse!.
28
Hucbeck. West and Hainsworth: 157
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This miniature example lias a bowi-like appliqué between the homed protrusions. 0f note is the
votive application of the symbol, as suggested by the miniature size and provenance from a peak
sanctuary.
35. MM I Pitcher with incised male and female figures; terracotta; Mallia; Van Effenterre:
1980: figs. 572-4
The female on the one side is shown with a triangular cross-hatched pubis. The male on the
reverse is sirnilar in stance to figures 1, 11, and 12 but with bis head in profile.
36. MM I Bull-sports rhyton tenacotta; Porti Tombs; Xanthoudides: 1971: # 5052
This buli stands on three legs and is shaped with the similar curves ofthe zoomorphic boat
o models (33 a-c) and (18 h), and thus also reminiscent ofthe boat on item: (130).
(See 31 above for a discussion of bull-sports and their significance within funerary ritual and
other sacred contexts.)
37. MM la Jugs with ‘Butterfly DA motif; terracotta; Knossos; Betancourt: 1985: PL. 5. I
Sec (25) for a discussion of cross-hatched DA motifs.
38. MM la Polychrome jug with decoration in DA-like pattem; terracotta; Knossos; Evans:
o 1964:1: Fig. 123
Similar to DA motifs. or at least an axe-like form. but as yet indefmable as either.
39. MM I SeaÏing with Leg. DA. Fish and Pillar motifs; clay; Knossos; Evans: 1964: I: fig.
144
Ibis is one arnong some of the earliest sealings with a representation of DA supplied with a
central shaft which date between EM II and MM I. 0f note is the presence of the symbol with
fish. also seen on items (51) and (97). It is an intermediate form between the twin triangular and
axe-like forms. Preceding examples ofDA (25, 37) are decorated with a cross-hatched motif
$4o
similar to the treatment of textiles and pubic triangles, seen again even in LM (e.g. 78). The
association between DA and aquatic motifs is increasingly observable towards and through LM
(e.g. 51, 74, 97, 108 a. and b.), but as Grumach29 notes, the combination ofDA with a fish or
sepia is already common between EM II and MM J, particularly within funerary deposits. It is
however notable that this example is a sealing, flot a seal deposited within a tomb, and as such
likely held some administrative and/or economic significance.
40. MM I Female anthropomorphic pouring vessel; terracotta; Mallia; Communal Grave;
Van Effenterre: 1980: PL. XIX: HM 8665
The breasts are spouted and the neck banded like other ‘Pitchered Ladies’. The body is decorated
with a net-like vegetai motif, which iikely represents textile. The base ofthe figure is decorated
with a horizontal hemming in the foi-m of a vegetal spray as mentioned above at (6b). As with
C (28), a connection between the forms ofrituat impiements in the Messara with those ofCrete’s
northern coast is notable. funerary rites from the Messara to Crete’s northem coast ail seem to
have involved liquid offering/consumption, ofien poured out of such feminine forms, at least
until MM 1/11.
41. MMI and II Breasted pouring vessels: Terracotta: Kalathiana; Xanthoudides: 1971: (a.)#
5704, (b.) 5703
These vessels are in the form of spouted breasts and supplied with a handie at back for pouring.
They undoubtedly carry the sarne metaphoric meaning as the ‘Pitchered Ladies’ (6a, 6b. 7, 8, 9.
26. 28. 40), and a pouring vessel ofsimilar shape (29). being mostly pouring vessels in feminine
forms within ftmerary or otherwise ritualized contexts. These vessels, along with (28) and (40)
are the last of their kind in Minoan Crete. The supposition for any of them to represent a goddess
or goddesses to the exclusion of others would deny their common fiinction, provenances, and
character. Either they ail represent a female divinity. a series of divinities, or are simply rituai
implements which served in the pouring of iiquids within sacred contexts. Their discontinuation
by MM III suggests that they were ritual pouring vessels, which disappeared as a result of
29 Grumach: 1968
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changing fashions in the ritual pouring vessels used within funerary rites, perhaps influenced by
the developing ritual practices ofnon-funerary character. The discontinuation of this type of
vessel within funerary contexts, and the abandonment of one such example at the site of Myrtos
does flot support a divine attribution. This is flot to say that these vessels were flot sacred objects,
but that they were not, strictly speaking, representations of a divinity or divinities. Their ritual
function, that ofpouring, was taken up by jugs, pitchers, vases and rhyta, according to the fashion
and styles which predominated after MM II, which seern no longer to have required the pouring
vessel to be shaped either like a woman or breasts.
42. MM II DA stamped motif on bottom oftripod vase; terracotta; Mallia; le sanctïtaire MM
fI voisin du Musée stratigraphique; Van Effenterre:1980: Fig. 585 :M 65/7
An example of an early hafied DA in isolation, and which as a stamped DA motif, can for the
c first time be said to represent a double-bitted axe. This development is contemporary with the
emergence ofpalatial centres. This DA is also contemporary to the earliest architectonic
application ofHC from the same site (54).
43. MM II Fragment ofa horn-rirnmed vessel; terracotta; Mallia, Town Shrine; Rutkowsld:
1986: Fig. 224
This is the latest example of a horn-rirnmed cup, and the first to be found outside of a funerary or
cave site. As of MM II we begin to sec more free-standing HC expressions, while on ceramic
O vessels. HC becomes n painted rather than plastic application. Item (21). ofEM I, may be said to
be the precursor of the free-standing MC, but as rernarked above. HC itself is rooted and well
represented in EM as a plastic ceramic application on ritual cups and bowis from primarily,
though not exclusively, funerary contexts (sec 4, 5, 23, 24). Atthough, this and item (4) are not
from fiineraiy sites, they are nonetheless from sacred sites.
44. MM 11h Architectural model fragments with HC; terracotta; Knossos; Evans: 1964: I: Fig.
166
By MM II, MC achieves a grander symbolic significance, as it is used as an architectonic element,
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as known from architectural models such as these, and actual vestiges (e.g. 54), as opposed to
strictly marking individual items such as cups. A symbol marking ftinerary paraphernalia thus
becomes a palatially oriented sacred marker. The emerging palatial order elaborates an existing
and recognizable sacred emblem into the architectural decor of buildings and shrines within its
sphere of influence. From MM II, HC will ofien, though not exclusively, be represented with the
exterior sides flattened and perpendicular to the base, the protrusions curved inwardly, and a
saddle-like interior section.3° The book-ended exterior sides, seem to have heen developed to
facilitate the continuous or contiguous placement of architectural HC elements such as these.
45. MM II Signet with ship; chalcedony; Mochios; Evans: 1964: I: Fig. 207 b
The shÏp depicted in the centre ofthe seal has a homed prow or stem, a mast, rigging, and
oars/paddles. The horned decoration ofthis and other ships is reminiscent of horned decoration
applied to early ceramic vessels and boat models (e.g. 2, 4, 5, 15, 16, 23, 24, 43). The glyphs to
right and lefi ofthe ship I dare flot attempt to define, but the decorative bands of $-swirls above
and below may certainly represent waves. The mast and rigging are of course evidence for the
use ofa sail.
46. MM II Sealing with representation of ship and vegetal sprays; clay Evans: 1964: I: Fig.
‘- I -
LI
The ship. as the previous example, bas a homed prow or stem. mast. rigging and oars/paddles.
The space above the ship is mostly filled with vegetal sprays, with an ingot shaped object to the
far Ïefi. These may represent the trade items in which the ship owner or trader deait in.
47. Unstratified Seal with two-manned fishing hoat and flsh:3’ Mallia; Van Effenterre: 1980:
f ig. 9$
This saddle-like form oC HC is comparable to the depiction oC a saddlc from a Terracotta figurine ofa horsc rider from post-palatial
Arkhanes. The common elcmcnt hetwecu hie saddlc as a horned objcct and horncd decorations on hoats is vehicular, i.e. movement or passage.
and material. i.e. aiumal hides. ( Vasilakis: 158-9)
Unknown date as this piece is documented by VanElïentcrre as having hecn, “anciemiement découvert à ,llallia ( Mélanges
DUSSAUD: I 122)”.
c
0f note are the peaked prow and stem, as well as the protrusion at the stem’s base similar b that
O
seen on items (15, 18 e, 86, 91.123). This boat is similar to the boat model (112). The ribbing on
the boat’s side may allude to the boat’s construction, possibly involving a wooden frame with a
hul! ofstretched hide. In general form, it is also similar to an LM HC (103).
48. MM/LM High-prowed boat model; terracotta; Mallia; lomb Lambda XVII; Van
Effenterre: 1980: fig. 100
$imilar to the boat mode! (15 b), and a carved depiction (49), and significant in that boat models
continue to be found within ftinerary contexts.
49. EM Prisrn-seal32 with ship on one of three sides, boar-like zoomorph on second, and
possible circular loornweights33 on third; white steatite; Mallia; Kenna: 1960: K 49
0f note is the horned prow ofthe ship, mast and rigging.
50. EM Prism-seal with two ships on one ofthree sides, zoomorph, and three
anthropomorphs seated in a row respectively on the other two sides; white steatite;
Mallia; Kenna: 1960: K 50
0f note are the horned prows ofthe ships. masts and rigging.
Contemporaiy to this seal is an amygdaloid ivory sea! from a !arger tho!os ossuary at
Platanos, il!ustrated in fig. 6. This latter ship is supplied with an elaborate rigging system
0 complete with mast and yards, and decorated with multiple horned motifs. These ‘horns’ forrn
both the prow and stem ofthe ship, with another horned object adjoined to the prow. The
steering oars are also formed into an inverted HC form. as wel! as the ships overali profile being
that of a horu. Iwo fish are seen beneath the ship. direct!y beneath the keel is a tunny fish with
fins fore and afi. but that beneath the ship’s prow is supplied with a single flipper’, a forked tau,
and beaked snout, like!y representing a doiphin. This doiphin carnes a quadruply peaked standard
in its mouth. or otherwise emerging from its head. which resembles one ofthe Predynastic
items 49-53 are from tise Ashinolean Coiicctiots and their dates are likeiv w fait soniewhere hetween MM and LM.
‘3Burke: 997
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symbols published by Newberry,34 and illustrated in fig. 12. Interestingly, these Egyptiar
symbols may be found to adom the mastheads of ships in Egypt,35 as the Minoan LIC is also
found to decorate seafaring craft in Crete.
51. EM Prism-seal with DA, Swastika and fish motifs; dark brown steatite; Kenna: 1960: K
20
The affiliation ofDA with fish. also seen at (39) and (97). is notable, as is the intermediate form
of DA bePveen the twin-triangular hafi-less forrn and that of a double-bitted axe. This DA is
composed oftwin trapezoids with a central shafi or hafi sirnilar to that of item (39).
52. EM Prism-seal with ship on one ofthree sides, zoomorphs, and two swastikas; white
steatite; Mallia; Kenna: 1960: K 55
0f note is the crescent shape ofthe vessel similar to other examples (e.g. 56-7, $7, 115, 131-7,
140) with peaked prow and stem, perhaps associating the crescent moon with a ship, and again
the ship with homns of sorne sort.
53. MM Prism-seal with ship on one ofthree sides, zoomorphs, and abstraction; black
steatite; Mallia; Kenna: 1960: K 59
0f note is the homed prow ofthe ship, mast and rigging.
54. MM II HC architectural decoration; terTacotta; Mallia: le $anctuaire aux cornes; Van
Effenterre: 1980: f igs. 593-4
The overlapping single horns ofthis shrine have more in common with hoat models with single
high prows (15 b, 48, 112). than they do with other HC examples. They are the only such
examples with a pronounced single hom to connote MC, and apart from boat moUds, are
comparable to littie else. The only comparison with other LIC variants can be made with items
(21) and (103). as one end is more pronounced than the other on these examples. This suggests
34Newberrv: 1908:24
Ibid.
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that these items may themselves be boat abstractions. These single-horned HC examples
represent the earliest extant architectural use of HC, apart from the models (44) and (61). As
there is no reason to consider these anything but HC examples, we must then accept that twin
‘homs’ is flot an exclusive defining element ofthe symbol HC, and also consider that the boat
plays some role in HC’s symbolism and definition.
55. MM II-III HC decoration; Seating; House E; Mallia; Van Effenterre: 1980: fig. $5
The HC on this seal is similar to those of items (106) and (113). The HC is one ofthree items
depicted above a bound and sacrificed buil resting on an altar table. The other two items seem to
be a spike or sword and a bucranium or conical vessel. A kilted figure, probably a male, stands
with his arms outstretched over the bull’s rump.
C 56. MM IIb Seal ofboat with high prow or stem; Mallia; l’atelier des sceaux; Van Effenterre:
1980: fig. $11
Notable is the high stem or prow, though incomplete it is likely the missing end mirrored the
extant side. Similar boat shapes are observable in other examples (e.g. 52). The space which
would be occupied by the sail is represented by rigging set triangtilarly out from the mast as in
several other examples: (45, 46, 49, 50, 52, 91, 115). and suggested by: (1$ a-g, 22, 84, and 97).
57. MM 11h Seal of boat with high prow and stem; Mallia; Ï ‘atelier des sceaux; Van
Effenterre: 1980: Fig. $13
A rare example of a ship with a hoisted (?) sail represented by two billowed triangular shapes. A
seal from Knossos36 dated to MM III is another example of a seal with a representation of a ship
with hoisted sail. The sail ofthis Knossian example is square and cross-hatched. a device known
from EM (sec 6b) to represent woven material.
58. MM II-III HC; limestone; Anemospelia; Arkhanes Archaeological Museum (#NA)37
36
Evans: 1964: 11: 243: fig. 140
Sec: SakeHarakis and Sakellarakis: 1980 for more on the site and its finds.
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This object certainly marks Anemospelia as a sacred site.
59. MM III (a.) Lentoid seal; steatite and (b.) Sealing; clay; Knossos and Zakros respectively;
Evans:1964: I: Figs. 312 a, b
0f note are the combinations of DA with women, and DA with textiles. As seal and sealing these
objects have an economic facet to them possibly related to textile production or the rimai use of
textiles. Symbolically they express a relation between DA, textiles, and wornen. The action is
possibly one in which the cloths are either made sacred or blessed. Item ta) lias a further textile
band stretching from the wornan’s leg towards the seal’s edge. It is one ofthe few instances in
which DA is heid by an individual, and, when this is the case, it is aiways held by a wornan.
When further similarities between textile and DA decorations are considered (e.g. 25, 37,
73, 78, 10$) the connections between DA, textiles and women cnn hardly be ignored. Those
textile parailels are generaliy from women’s clothing (i.e. textile cross-hatching and hemming on
‘Pitchered Ladies’, and the hemming and embroidering offlounced skirts and bodices
represented on Knossian fresco).38 A direct link between DA”s symbolism and textiles is thus
.highly plausible. Furthermore, the only extant depictions of actors in rituai handling DA are
women, therefore, DA must then aiso have some part of its significance directiy related to
women.
60. MM III Relief plaques of goat and kid, and cow and caif; faience; Knossos; Marinatos:
C 1960:PL7I
Ofthese Nilsson39 says,” Whether these objects per se have any religious significance seerns veiy
doubtftil, although Sir Arthur Evans cites in comparison the cow ofthe Egyptian goddess Hathor
and recognizes a marine aspect in the cult.”
At bare minimum, the fashioning of these animals in a iuxury material hints at the
importance played by such animais in the Cretan economy and ritual. As lias been suggested
0f particular inerest is The Ladies in Blue’ fresco from Knossos in relation to textile hanclings vith spiral dccorntions in
comparisonto items 72.95 and othersimilarexaniples.( Evans: 1964:547: Fig. 397)
Nilsson:1971: 84
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above, the marine aspect of certain zoornorphic figurines may rest with the use of hides in naval
construction.
61. MM III Models of sÏwines with HC; terracotta; Piskokephalo; Rutkowski: 1986: figs. 79,
80
Sec (44) and (54) for a discussion of IIC’s architectural use.
62. MM 11h Seal with DA; steatite; Mallia; Ï ‘atelier des sceaux; Van Effenterre: 1980: fig.
588
Similar to (39, 51, 78) in shape, this item is an example of an intermediate form of DA, coupling
twin-triangular and axe-like forrns. The top and lower portions ofthe central shaft on this object
and those of items (39, 51) are roughly of an equal length. Indeed, which is the top and which the
Q bottom haif is flot here discernible. By LM, DA will increasingly be placed atop pillars (e.g. 59,
70, 86), or otherwise with a well differentiated top and bottom, i.e. a knob-like cap at top (e.g.
73, 74, 76), or planted into a ground or stand as early as MM I (e.g. 39, 73, 89).
63. MM III - LM la Sea-sheils; natural and faience; Knossos; Temple Repositoiy; Evans:
1964: I: figs. 377-8
These objects in a luxury material, i.e. faience. like (4$) above, and the natural shelis and fish
vertebrae found within this sarne deposit, the latter unpublished hy Evans,° attest to the
C important role played by the sea in Minoan Crete. Several scholars admit that an Earth/Sea
dichotorny is more likely than an EartblSky dichotomy in Minoan religion.4’ lndeed. marine
iconography is far more prevalent on Crete than are symbols of the sky such as moons. suns,
stars, lightning or even birds. These celestial elements do form a part of the religious
iconography of Crete, but can by no means contend with the abundance of marine and teirestrial
40
Panagiotaki: 1993: 54: from the unpublishcd photograph takcn by Evans of temple reposilory linds with “snake goddess” shows
tise coiied placement of tish vertcbrae with a ferret skull for head, amongst the tinds which wcrc later eliminatcd. Eilher this represents Evans’
sense of humour or sm attempt b create a snake goddess cuit by tvhatever meaus available.
104: notable is tise considerahie emphasis on marine life among faience objects. flsh ami sheiis.
41
WarrenajidCodagan: 1981: 172,214
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elements.
64. MM III- LM Ta flying fish and shelis; faience; Knossos; Irakiion Archaeologicai
Museum; Evans:1964: I: f ig. 379
See (63) for ftuiher on marine elements and symholism.
65. MM III “Snake Goddess”; faience; Temple Repositories; Knossos; Iraktion
Archaeological Museum; Marinatos: 1960: PL. 70
Oflen taken as goddess figurines, these (65, 67-8) are more likely votive statuettes as suggested
by Marinatos and Hagg.42 They were found within a votive deposit among other objects of a
generally sacred character, including faience and natural sea-shelis, as well as fish vertebrae.43
The question stili remains as to what these votive statuettes represent. If not Snake Goddesses’,
why not more down to earth snake-handlers. Acrobats are represented to play with buils, and
hence with their lives witbin representations of ritualized settings, a pitting of Man vs. Beast no
different in the level of danger and metaphor than these snake-handlers. The two, buli-sport and
snake-handling, are the sarne sort of death defying ritual which involves the control of an animal
which can potentially mortally wound the participant. The bufl gores, the snake bites, the resuit is
the same. It would seem, that some Minoan rituals involved the peril of death, fear, control of
that fear, and the mastery of animais to induce the focus necessaiy in the inducement of religions
experience through extreme measures. In both cases, the audience would share in the excitement,
anxie and peril ofthe actors if these, buil-sport and snake-handling, represent actual ritual
activities rather than metaphoric expressions.
66. MM - LM Quintuple sacral horns: Plaster; Petsophas: Agios Nikolaos Archaeological
Museum # 6805; Marinatos: 1993: fig. 86
A unique exarnple of HC, illustrating the concept of redundancy as applied to cuit paraphernalia,
42
Marinatos and t-Itlgg: 1983: 195
Op. CiL: Panagiotaki. Tise presence ofa ferret skull in this votive deposit, as well as tise nurnerous lrret tigurines from the Peak
Sanctuarv ofPetsophas, ( Rutkowski: 199!). rnav attest to ferreting practices in Minoan Crete.
o
though Marinatos caïls this a sbrine model.
67. LM la “Snake Goddess”; faience; Knossos; bakiion Archaeological Museum; Marinatos:
1960: PL. XXIV
$ee (65)
6$. LM la Fragments of”Snake Goddesses”; faience; Knossos; Irakiion Archaeological
Museum; Evans: 1964: 1: fig. 377
See (65)
69. LM la Seal impression; the “Lady ofthe Beasts”; clay; Knossos; Irakiion Archaeological
Museum; # 160 1! 2 Rutkowski: 1986: Fig. 114
The authoritarian female figure atop the hill at centre, has led many to consider her a goddess,
particularly due to the heraldic felines or canines. The male figure has not been so considered
though his relative size is twice that ofthe fernale. The male’s stance is that ofwhat is considered
belonging to a votary, with fist raised to the forehead.44 To the lefi ofthe hill upon which the
female stands, is a scaffold-like construction made up of HCs and pillais. The female figure
holds out a staff in the same fashion as the authoritative male figures on the Chieftain Cup. the
male figure in item (71) below, and the Khaniote ‘Master Impression’.45 Authority is certainly
expressed by this female figure, but whether she be representative of a divinity is best lefi for
future discussions and research.
70. LM I DA decoration; terracotta vase; Goumia; Nilsson: 1971: Fig. 95
The DA here is raised on a siender pole. the top ofwhich is knobbed. The placement ofDA atop
a siender pole is illustrated no earlier than MM III (59b). but becomes increasingly common as of
LM (e.g. 82, $3, 87).
Rutkowski: 1986: Figs. 55. 56. 67,68 and Marinatos: 1960: PL. 108
Andreadaki-Vlasaki: 21
o
71. LM I Seal ring; gold; Knossos; Rutkowski: 1986: Fig. 12$
This seal ring shows a scene which is a reverse of item (69). Here it is a female who is the votary
ami a male who holds a staff before him in an authoritative stance. The scene here is made up of
a siim pillar before a building, perhaps a sbrine, with the female figure standing on a paved way
leading to the pillar. The male figure lias been taken by sorne to represent a male sky divinity,
but as we have seen with item (69), this interpretation of a staff bearer with divinity is debatable.
72. LM I Bull-sports scene; fresco; Knossos; Marinatos, S.: 1960: PL. XVII
Early parallels are found with items: (31, 36), while the Boxers and Buli-sport rhyton from Agia
Triada is contemporary.46
Bull-sports have been discussed above (31), as well as their relation to snake-handling
c (65). The sex ofthe snake-handlers is unquestionable, they are women, whereas that
acrobats is debatable. The point of contention is the colour applied to the figures on the fresco.
sorne are red-ochre and others are white. Attempts to apply the general rule in the Eastern
Mediterranean Basin for red representing men, and white women, has been primarily hampered
by this fresco,47 because young women would not have participated in this sort of masculine
activity. This reason seems more sexist than logical. Representations of bulI-sports in which
gender can be distinguislied are scarce, the rhyton from Agia Triada mentioned above is the only
example for which a male can be specifically identified as being gored by a bull. In the fresco, it
O is in fact the red figure who is actually on the buII’s back. the white figures assist the actobatics
at their peril but are not teclmically vaulting.
One scholar bas surmised that each figure represents a different moment of the sarne
performance, and that the only ‘real’ figure is the dark figure, while the white figures represent a
before and afier, thus the picture would be a representation of buil-leaping dynamics. in which
skin colour introduces a notion oftime into the image,48 but if this be true. it would be the only
46 Marinatos. S.: 1960: PIs (06-7
Indelicato: (988: 39-47
Indelicato: 1988: 43
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example of such a temporal device in the entire Eastem Mediterranean Basin. The principle
problems with this theory are: firstly, in other buli-vaulting depictions, primarily the earliest
ceramic rhyta, two to three anthropomorphic figures are depicted in the sport as in the fresco,
hence the sport is flot so much an individual one, but a cooperative effort. Secondly, the sex of
vaulters in other depictions are rarely discernible, and we therefore must forgo passing a
judgement on the issue for the time being. Thirdly, why we should continue to think up reasons
to exciude young women from buil vaulting, when in other Minoan frescoes (e.g. the Agia Triada
Sarcophagus, and the bulk of Knossian fresco) the differentiation between the sexes is in fact
achieved through a dark and light contrast, is beyond the present author’s comprehension.
As the fresco is a palatial creation, and the earliest representations of bull-sports are EM
rhyta, we have an example of a funerary oriented iconography incorporated into a palatially
organized 011e, i.e. a rite of passage associated with that ofthe dead becornes applied to a rite of
C passage possibly designed for the youths of a Minoan elite, and plausibly involved both young
men and wornen.
73. LM I DA between HC-like motif; from a basket-shaped vase; terracotta; Pseira; Nilsson:
1971: Fig. 96
The DAs depicted on this vase are of various shapes, this diversity of forrn within a single
object’s decoration is flot uncommon. What is consistent on this arid other vase decorations
which include DA is that throughout the BA, DA is consistently treated as either a textile and/or
vegetal element, suggesting a strong connection to textiles and vegetal matter.
In its vegetative fonn DA grows from some soil to bloom. and as represented on this
example, HC often provides that metaphoric soil by LM I. The cross hatching on certain
examples (e.g. 25, 37, 78), is equivalent to the cross hatching employed to denote clothing or
netting in Minoan art (e.g. 6 b, 26, 27, 31, 126). The type of banded decoration observable on
metal DA’s (e.g.1 08), are also reminiscent of boarders and hems on Minoan textiles depicted in
fresco.49 and early ‘Pitchered Ladies’. with cross-hatched patterns. handing and vegetal sequences
(e.g. 6h, 8, 19, 26-8, 40. 59. 69, 71. 87, 126). It may be possible that DA was in part a metaphor
Evajis: 1964: 547: Fig. 397
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for a plant used for the production of sorne textile,50 likely flax for the linen that was of such
great econornic importance by the LBA as attested by Linear B tablets, in which its production
was by then a speciality trade of some communities and taxed separately.5t This special status
attests to both the importance of linen production and to the probable antiquity of its organization
and administration. The industry could flot have been of such importance in the LBA without a
history and tradition of cultivation and transformation of flax into cloth,52 and would explain why
vegetal and textile motifs are interwoven into the fabric of DA’s symbolism.
74. LM I Lid/Bowl; terracotta; Pseira; Niisson: 1971: fig. 97
A ship occupies the centre of this bowi, the image surrounded by watery unes53 out ofwhich
stem the siim supporting staffs ofomate DAs. This object expresses sorne coirnection between
DA, water and ships. As noted above (2, 15, 16, 45), HC is also related to ships, and we thus
C have a symbolic coimection between HC and DA besides their generally sacred application and
conjunction into [HC+DA] onwards from LM I.
75. LM I DA motif; tenacotta urn strainer; Goumia; Niisson: 1971: fig. 9$
0f note is the vegetal expression ofDA.
76. LM I DA motifs; terracotta arnphora; Pseira; Nilsson: 1971: fig. 99
The banded decoration on the main DA on this vase is reminiscent ofthat on metal DAs and
textiles (see 73, 10$). A ftirther DA motif with a crocus-like flower sprouting from its top is
found on this vase between the horns of a bucranium, but strangely it is flot connected to the skull
Sec Cat. B: FOLN-!ike stock stipporting DA. and compare to Frontispiece: Fla. Note the leaves upwardly pointcd ofithe stock.
51 Dickinson: 1994: $2
52 Stotit: 1970: 75: quoting W.F. Leggett: “It is truly impossible to leam wluch ofthe many natural fibres wcre first used for textile
purposes. or even to be sure how thac pariicular liber came to be used. but ofthe four chief textile fibres. wool. cotton. silk and Jlax. the lasI is
tmqucstionably the most ancient. Some anthropologists evcn declare that it is possible that linen had its origin flot long aller 10e advent of man.
11 s known that linen cloth vas prodtmced in Egypt lon2 enough ago to 0e n well-dcveloped art by 3400 B.C. fhis faet is attested by the linen
cloth in a numnbcr ofvarieties and textures found in the tombs ofthe dynasties which ended about that tirne. Sec also Barber: 1990 and 1994
This type ofwavy line decoralion is eommonly tised either as a stylized representation ofwaves or of tOc tcntacles ofoctopods in
Minoan iconographv. See: Grumach: I 96$: 24-25
c
ofthe animal by a hafi or shaft of some sort. Similar to this latter composition is another example
of a DA motif placed between a bucranium from an MM III jar from Palaiokastro54 where the DA
is clearly represented in suspension between the homs rather than emerging from the bull’s
forehead as DA is seen to do in combination with HC.
77. LM I DA decoration; terracotta vase fragment; Gournia; Nilsson: 1971: fig. 100
DA is here portrayed with a vegetal ioop or garland. The garland may also be found in the form
of a ‘sacral knot’ which forrns an ankh-Iike motif55
78. LM I DA decoration; terracotta vase fragment; Goumia; Nilsson: 1971: fig. 101
0f note is the vegetal expression of DA with a cross-hatched interior, which combines the
vegetal element directly with the textile, and combines early forms ofthe object (i.e. the cross-
hatched twin triangles) with a more contemporaiy axe-like form.
79. LM I DA decoration; terracotta vase; Mochios; Niisson: 1971: f ig. 102
0f note is the vegetal expression of DA.
80. LM I DA decoration; terracotta vase; Zakros; Niisson: 1971: Fig. 103
The DAs represented on this vase are again vegetal elements
o 81. LM I Votive tablet; bronze; Psychro cave; Evans: 1964: 1: fig. 470
0f note is the depiction of HC with vegetal elements sprouting from it, the presence of a bird
(dove) perched on one ofthe sprouting HCs, as well as fish, and one ofthe few representations of
sky elements besides birds: sun and moon.
Evans rernarks that its double border of short bars represent a pattern of textile derivation.56 The
stalks seen growing out ofHC may very well be representations offlax, or an abbreviated tree
Bosanquet and Dawkins: 1923: PL. Xli
Ibid.: Fig. 109
Evans, A.: 1964: vol. I: 632 and corroborated bt Burke: 1997. Barber 1990 and 1994. and Branigan: 1988
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Figure 10: MaIe Anthropomorphs
symbol. The placement ofa perched bird between HC or atop a stalk sprouting from HC, may be
representative of a symbolic interchangeability between DA and birds at some level.
$2. LM I Monumental DAs; bronze; Nirou Khani; Irakiion Archaeological Museum; Evans:
1964: I: Fig. 313
Four ofthese were found in this ‘domestic sanctuary’ or warehouse.57 Their size is notable, with
lengths of approxirnately 1.2 m, and widths of 24 cm at centre and 60 cm at extremities. They
would have been visible at great distances if placed out ofdoors, serving as advertisernent, or in
the focusing of attention during ritual and festive occasions. They were however found in what
was either storage, or fallen from an upper storey room thought to have contained a sanctuaiy
from MM lIIb - LM la.58 The exhibition of DA out of doors, within ritual settings, is testified by
their depiction on the Agia Triada Sarcophagus (87), and suggested by stands such as that found
C in the Psyclwo cave with a bronze DA near to it ($3).
83. DA; Bronze; Psychro; Iraklion Archaeological Museum; Evans: 1964: I: Fig. 315
This DA was found in the cave shrine and had Ïikely been there displayed as a steatite stand with
socket was found with it.
$4. LM I - III HC; terracotta; Patsos Cave; Iraldion Archaeological Museum; Rutkowski:
1986: Fig. 61
This example is much in line with HC representing a boat or ship, with the perforations on the
sides ofthe object as well as at the tips ofthe homed protrusions possibly serving, like in items
(12, 22), for the passing of string imitating rigging. attached in this case not to a lid but to the
staff inserted into the object as representative of a mast. The ioops on either side may have served
the sanie purpose, or are otherwise representations ofrowlocks, as might be the similarly placed
central protnisions on the boat model (1 5a). This is an incomplete symbol, in that the staff/mast
which would have been inserted into its socket is missing, likely having been made of a
Rutkowski: 1966: 27
56
Ibid.
o
perishable material.
85. LM II DA motif; terracotta jar; Knossos; Irakiion Archaeological Museum; Betancourt:
19$5:PL. 25A
0f note is the vegetal expression of DA on the vase generally. The DA illustrated in Plate VI is a
shaft-less, though seemingly socketed example, with watery spirals as decorations. This type of
wavy S-spiral has been noted on the seal with a ship (45), and connected to textile patterning (59,
73).
86. LM III {HC+DA] motifs; pyxis; telTacotta; Kalamia; Khania Archaeological Museum;
Marinatos:1993: Fig. 109
The composition includes: Birds, Water, Kithara, and Kithara Player. Example (b.) in the
illustrations, is similar in form to the ship in item (91) with its protrusion at the base, a feature
shared with the boat models (15 a, b) and the pyxis (1$ g), but a resemblance in form between
HC and the Kithara is also notable on this object.
$7. LM III Agia Triada painted lirnestone sarcophagus; Chamber Tomb; Agia Triada
Necropolis; Marinatos: 1960: PLS. XXVII
- XXX
The exhibition of DAs set upon pillars is notable in relation to items such as: ($2, $3), as these
likely served such a function. Furthermore, the presence of this symbol, as well as HC, within a
ftinera;y context. and within depictions ofritual activity, including procession, sacrifice, libation.
music, and gifi offering, certainly ties these symbols directly to these activities.
On one long side ofthe lamax, two activities are represented. apparently directly related
to fiineraiy rites. On the lefi is being perforrned a libation ritual to the sound ofa kithara moving
towards the lefi. The woman at far lefi pours the contents of a basket-like vessel into a larger
container placed between the bases oftwo pillars which bear each a DA atop them which are
crowned with birds. likely crows. To the right ofthis woman is another who cairies two basket
like vessels on her shoulder by virtue of a staff passed through their looped handies. Behind her
is the male kithara player. On the right panel of the same side is a procession of three men
0 100
moving towards the right. Their destination is a male figure standing before the hint of a
building, likely the entrance into a tornb structure. The three men would then be bearing gifts to
the deceased, the leader carnes a boat model,59 while the others carry what are either calves, or
bovid models. The male figure before the building, most likely the deceased, passively receives
the gifis. We say passively for two prirnary reasons: firstly, the figure’s arms and hands are
hidden beneath his cloak which expresses muteness, and secondly, his feet are hidden from view
contrary to the other figures. The feet are not hidden beneath the cloak as are the arms, but rather
by a change in Jevel, the deceased stands on a floor that is lower than the rest ofthe company.6°
The significance ofthese points, the differentiated planes upon which the active figures stand,
and the hidden limbs of the defunct, are a key element in the proper interpretation of the scene.
The receiver of the gifis is a passive recipient, who does flot actively participate in the ritual as lie
would have in life, but through a symbolic presence akin to a cult object or effigy. He has
C becorne the object of ritual rather than a participant therein. Being dead, lie receives rimai gifis
and rites accorded to the dead, and is relegated to the passivity and inactivity ofthose who no
longer exist on the same plane as the living community, the actors in rimai, and metaphorically
relegated to an off stage’ existence.
The parallel scene on the other long side ofthe lamax shows, on the lefi. four figures in
procession towards the right. In the centre fielU is a table upon which is a sacrificed bovid who’s
blood pours into a vessel similar to those carried on the first side except for the loop handles.6’
Beneath the table are two passive goats likely awaiting their demise, whule behind the table a
male musician plays the pipes. The right field is occupied by a fernale figure performing a rite
before an altar structure. Above this altar are a pitcher and a basket, these containing probable
offerings of food and drink. Following these is a DA on a pillar and stand with a crow perched
atop it, followed by a second. larger altar structure crowned with two sets of two pair of HC.
0f this ofiering ofa boat model Evans says:” The other side cf the sarcophagus is partly occupied by a scene cf offering, including
a votive boat or ship. te a personagc, who had evidcntly heen a Sea Captain.”; Evans, A.:1964: 1: 438. Considering the profusion cf boat models
within the funeran’ contcxts ofCrete. it is more likcly that tIses’ have a svmholic or metaphoric signiflcance for Minoans in gencral as opposed to
spcciflcally denoting a specific trade.
605cc item (13) fora comparable use of ibis device to connote a possibly deceascd individual as early as 1M.
61 Sakellarakis and Sakellarakis: 1980: 181: Figs. 4. 5: connect a vase found at Anemospelia with the sort depicted for the collection
ofsaeriflcial blood on this lamas
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Between the two sets of sacral horns is a small tree or plant. This scene is parallel to the first,
and likely represents the rites of sacrifice and food preparation comiected to the funerary rites of
the deceased on the first side.
The lateral sides ofthe sarcophagus exhibit a chariot scene each. One represents what is
most certainly an otherworldly pair, whose chariot is pulled by griffins, and accompanied by a
raptor-like bird. The other short side is more down to earth in that there is a panel above the
charioteers depicting a procession of three or four individuals, the extant figures being kilted.
The charioteers on this processional side, pulled by donkeys or mules, likely forms part ofthe
procession involved in the funerary rites ofthe deceased.62
A notable peculiarity in the two chariot scenes, is the treatment ofthe chariots
themselves. The bodies ofthe chariots are both made with the mottled hides ofbovids,63 as are
the cabin-like enclosures found on the ships depicted on Theran frescoes from the West House.
Akrotiri,64 establishing a connection between bides and the construction of vehicles, as well as
the versatile use ofthe bovid hide. Also of note, is the depiction of chariots involved with
ftinerary rites, also found on Mycenaean Chariot Kraters from as far as Cypms and the Levant,
with their chassis also depicted with a rnottled pattern, suggestive ofhide construction.65
b conclude on this object; the playing ofrnusic, kithara on the first side and pipes on the
second. general ritual activity: i.e. bearing ofgifis. pouring of libation, sacrifice, procession,
prayer, music and preparation related to funerary rites on either side, I believe to be in direct
juxtaposition to the mute inactive figure on the first long side who draws attention to himself due
to that very passivity. much like the central figure of item (1 3).
88. LM III Terracotta larnax with HC and DA decoration, including a griffon-like anirnaI
Palaiokastro; Marinatos: 1960: PL. 127
62
The depiction of chariots used within ftinerary contcxts becomes popular in the subsequent Proto-geoinetric and Geornetric in the
Aegean. but alrcady popular towards the end of the BA.
Dickinson: 1994: 125: PL. 5.7 and Muhly: 2005
63 l-luebeck. West and l-lainsnorth: 1988: 1: 238 : for 1-loineric relation hebveen chariots, bides and ships
61 Marinatos. N.: 1984: 47
65
Dickinson: 1994: 125 and Muhly: 2005:45
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0f note is the elaborate vegetal expression ofboth DA and MC
89. LM HC and DA motifs; tenacotta larnax; Kydonia; Khania Archaeological Museum
it22608
The HC from a short side ofthe larnax, illustrated as ($9 b) in Plate VI, is reminiscent ofthe
horns on item (4), the boat model (15 a), and other Outwardly Splayed variants of MC. Notable
on this, and other items (e.g. $6 and 90), is the mixture ofvaiying MC types on a single object.
90. LM MC and DA decoration; terracotta larnax; from short sides; Khania Archaeological
Museum # 1711
The long sides ofthe laniax are decorated with representations of Squid, furthering the
connection between MC, DA and death, and marine elements.66 We again have a variety of MC
expressions applied to a single object.
91. LM Painted ship; teliacotta larnax; Irakiion Arcbaeological Museum; Vasilaki: 181
Aquatic Birds as well as the ship are painted on the long sides, on the short sides are ox-hide
shapes. The association of death with a ship is of course notable, as well as the ox-hide which
innately denotes both bide and ingot. If the imagery were to represent the particular individual
entombed, perhaps the trade for copper is suggested by the ship and the ingots. however it should
O
by now be apparent that ships, boats and both aquatic and vegetal elements are generally a part of
Minoan ftmeraiy iconography and need flot denote an individual’s trade. The form ofthe ship,
particularly the protrusion at its base, is common to depictions of boats and ships as well as LM
MC expressions (e.g. 15. 1 $ e., $6 b). Furtbering the connection between ships and HC is the
obvious similarity ofthis ship’s hom-like prow and stem to the motif, as well as the mast in
relation to such slirn pillars or vegetal stalks found in [HC+DAJ depictions.
92. LM Larnax witb Aquatic Motifs: Terracoffa: Pachyammos: Marinatos: 1993: Fig. 234
Items (92) to (95) are listed as further examples of aquatic elements coming from fiineraiy
66
On the partictilar Importance of cephalopods in connection 10 ftmerary symbolism and in connection to DA sce: Grumach:1968,
103
contexts, specifically larnakes. 0f this sort of iconography applied to these ftmnerary chests
Marinatos67 comments, “... that the sea is meant to receive the dead is shown by the fact that fish
are painted on the interior surfaces ofthe larnakes.” Given that Crete is an island, and
considering the extent to which the Minoans are attested to have used, needed, venerated and
frequented the sea, it follows that a certain number of Minoans were lost and buried at sea per
annum in the course of the exploitation of that vast resource. for the Minoan, both the land and
sea may conceptually and actually serve as final resting place. Aquatic motifs are flot the
exclusive decoration for larnakes, but prominent. We have seen that boats as votive gifis were
brought to the deceased from the earliest tombs (e.g. 15, 16) right through to LM III (e.g. $7,
91). Aquatic elements on these lamakes ami the votive boat offerings found within tombs suggest
that the recently departed were believed to need boats in order to cross the waters that separated
the world of the living from that of the dead, or that the world of the dead was a wateiy one.
o
93. LM Larnax with aquatic motifs; terracotta; Messi; Marinatos: 1993: fig. 235
94. LM Larnax with aquatic motifs; terracotia; Piskokephalo; Marinatos: 1993: fig. 236
95. LM Illa Larnax with fish and aquatic birds; terracotta; Vasilika Anogeia; Marinatos:
1993: fig. 237
C 96. LM Illa [HC+DAJ motif; terracotta larnax: Armenoi Rethymnes; Rethymno
Archaeological Museum; Betancourt: 1985: PL. 26G.
Bovids with Crescent shaped objects (moons. boats, HCs?) over their backs are also represented
on the long sides. DA is here a vegetal element which sprouts out of ETC.
97. LM 11fb [HC+DA], fish and algae motifs; cerarnic fragment; Iraklion Archaeological
Museum # 4443; Evans: 1964: 11: fig. 390
This fragment depicts DAs sprouting from HCs, and these in juxtaposition to the images of fish
67 Marinatos, N.: 1993: 231. For ftirther on tins saine opinion sec Grurnach: 196$: 24
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and algae, a combination of motifs known from other artefacts (e.g. 39, 51 and $1).
hi LM, HC is ofien a base from which the vegetal element sprouts and blooms into DA.
HC may atso provide the metaphoric soi! and fttnctional socket for a vegetal stalk and/or staff
without DA (e.g. 107, 123), and at tirnes with a bird instead ofDA (e.g. 81).
98. LM III HC with socket; terracotta; Knossos; Irakiion Archaeological Museum;
Dickinson: 1994: fig. 8.6.8
This example with its particularly siim proportions and tau horns with a steep inward curvature is
ofthe type most commonly depicted as adorning architecture in Knossian fresco.68
99. LM IiI HC; stone; irakiion Archaeologica! Museum # 277
The provenances ofthis and the following example, (100), are flot indicated at the museum.
These ohjects would have visually dorninated the space they occupied as they are both rather
large stones (40-50 cm in length. 35-40 cm in height, 10-15 cm in width). They demonstrate that,
even into LM III, HC is stiil an iconographically potent and important symbol.
100. LM III HC; stone; Irak!ion Archaeologica! Museum # 563
(see above)
C 101. LM III HC; terracoffa; Knossos. Shrine ofthe double-axe; Iraldion ArchaeologicalMuseum # 2875; Evans: 1964: II: fig. 189
There were two socketedHCs in this shrine. found on the bench that ran a!ong the back wall. On
this same benched-altar were votive figurines which included bell-skirted female figurines, and a
miniature steatite DA. The shrine also included ai offering table and various ceramic vessels.
102. LM Object with HC motif; stone; Irakiion Archaeo!ogical Museum # 2895
0f note is the redundant application of HC fonning a movement of rising and falling. wave-wise.
as sequences of HC are apt to produce.
68 Rutkowski: 1986: 145
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103. LM HC with bird between; terracotta; Agia Triada; Irakiion Archaeological Museum #
18660; Kanta: 199$: 114
This HC is asymmetrical and similar to the boats of items (47) and (112), as weil as to the HCs
from the Mailla shrine (54) and the earliest free-standing HC (21). The bird, judging by its
profile, is likeÏy a dove, and has thus a symbolic companion in item ($1).
104. LM III HC element; from a terracotta ‘Dancing Group’; Karnilari Circular Tomb; Irakiion
Archaeoiogicai Museum # F.59 2634: Rutkowski: 1986: Fig. 164
The group is composed of four anthropomorphs wearing tau peaked hats. They are set, facing
inwards, in a circular ‘vat’, apparentiy dancing in a circle within it. The four HCs represented are
set on the rim ofthe vat aiternating between the dancers. The figures are possibiy grape stompers,
the dance and rimai plausibly revoiving round wine production. The HCs that decorate this
object are sirnilar in forrn to the EM boat model (15a) and other Outwardly Splayed variants of
HC.
105. LM HC sequence: from the rim ofa teiracotta circular shrine model; Gournia; Irakiion
Archaeoiogical Museum # 8404
HCs rise and fail round the rim of what may represent the roof of a shrine. Again we have a
repetitious application ofthe symbol weil suited to HC’s function as a sacred marker, attention
focusing device and architectonic element.
106. LM III HC from the bread making scene’; Kamiiari Circular Tomb: Irakiion
Archaeoiogical Museum # 15079: Marinatos: 1993: Fig. 22
The scene is set in a circular encÏosure. At centre is a kneeling figure who seems to be kneading
dough or grinding grain. Behind ber is a post and untel construction similar to the entrances to
circular tombs. A littie figure, possibiy a child, peers in at this entranceway. The HCs, three total,
are rather crudeiy shaped and of the Bergt}pus variant.
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107. LM HC motif; from the seal ofthe triton sheil blower; gem; Idaean cave; Niisson: 1971:
Fig. 61
The HC rests on a stand next to a triton sheil blower. Notable here is die application of a vegetal
sprout between the horns, without DA atop it. Two other ofthesc vegetal sprouts flank the HC.
10$. EM
- LM Votive DA’s; gold; Arkalochori cave; Nllsson: 1971: fig. 91
The period to which these objects belong is problematic as they are from a deposit covering EM
to LM. The crested waves, banded unes and vegetal bands that decorate these examples have
already been rnentioned above in relation to other DA examples and hand woven textites.
As DA seems predominantty a feminine symbol, and ofien decorated with textile
patterns, an involvement in the production and trade of such material by women may be
reflected, elucidating the apparent socio-econornic, as well as religious empowerment of Minoan
o
The Arkalochori cave contained other DA examples of bronze and silver as well as
nurnerous other metallic objects and scrap metal which combines to form what is likely to be the
largest metal hoard in the BA Mediterranean.69 As one particular DA within the deposit was
found inscribed, read as Da-Ma-Te. and interpreted as Demeter.7° a further feminine quality to
the symbol DA is added.
109. LM DA motifs; terracotta fragments; Phaestos; Nilsson: 1971: Fig.92
Example (a) in the plates is an odd forrn rerniniscent of the type illustrated as (3$). The DA
illustrated as (b) is set on a siim pole like several other examples (e.g. 59 b, 70). which ma)’
suggest the symbol was used as an emblem or standard.
110. LM DA motif; terracofta vase; Gournia; Nitsson: 1971: Fig. 106
Similar to that of(77), this DA has an ankh-like garland or ribbon in the stead ofa central shafi.
If a garland, we have a ftirther vegetative association to DA; if a ribbon, we then have a further
69
Rehak and Younger in: CuIlen: 2001: 416
70 Rutkowski: 1986: 240: n. 50
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association to textile.
111. LM Incised DA; fragment of terracotta disc; Phaestos; Niisson: 1971: fig.93
It is an asymmetrical ‘butterfly’ shaped axe with a curved central shaft.
112. LM Boat model; terracotta; Iraklion Archaeological Museum #3141: Vasilakis: 154
The high prow and flat bottom ofthis mode! is similar to the EM model (15 b), and that depicted
on a seal (47), exhibiting a continuity flot onïy in the shape ofboats, but also in the creation of
such models.
113. LM IlIb HC appliqué; terracotta tubular stands; Gournia; Betancourt: 1983: PL. 32 A, B
These HCs are similar to those listed as: (99- 101).
o
114. LM 111e [HC+DAJ motif terracotta vase fragment: Vrokastro; Betancourt: 1983: fig.125
J
Notable is the application ofcurvy lines to the shaft which supports DA. possibly connoting
vegetation and/or rope. A similar motif is applied to certain tubu!ar stands (e.g.113).7’
115. LM Arnygdaloid seal ofboat; Mallia; Van Effenterre: 1980: Fig. $45
0f note are ffie vegeta! elernents added to the ship, also seen on item (49), possibly representing a
product oftrade. The ship itselfhas a rnast. steering oars. as wel! as oars or padd!es.
116. LM {HC+DA] motif; terracotta fragment; Mallia: Van Effenterre: 1980: PL. XXXI
0f note is the abstracted DA variant between HC which could be vegetal or perhaps
representative ofa mast with yards.
117. LM HC; stone; Zakros; Siteia Archaeological Museum #30$6; Platon: 1971: 17
This is a ftagmentary object which might have been formed into any number of HC variants. but
Also: Gaerte: 1922: Ei. 5
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certainly architectural as evidenced by its book-ended construction.
11$. LM Socketed HC; stone; Pachyammos; tornb; Irakiion Archaeological Museum #299
$imilar to item (119), its funerary provenance illustrates the continuity on Crete concerning the
use ofHC symbols within ftinerary contexts.
119. LM Socketed HC; stone; Irakiion Archaeological Museum #3 136
Compared with items (84, 118), this type of HC with its outwardly splayed peaks is evocative of
an abstracted sea-faring vessel.
120. LM HC; stone; Siteia Archaeological Museum #437: Gaerte: 1922: f ig. 3
This form ofHC has been taken by Gaerte to be representative of HC’s mountainous essence, but
as demonstrated, HC and mountains are not as easily equatable as are HC and boats.
121. LM UC; (reconstructed); Knossos; East Hall; Evans:1964: III: Fig. 367
Objects such as these found in the Palace of Knossos reinforce the palace’s sacredlreligious
character, but as this is a reconstniction, like (117), it could have been formed into any number of
HC variants.
122. LM [HC+DAJ motif; incense bumer; terracotta; Agios Nikolaos Archaeological Museum0 #1929
0f note are the vegetal and abstracted expressions of DA, and the repetition of HC round the
vesse1.
123. LM HC motif; terracotta larnax; Khania Archaeological Museum (#NA)
0f note is the vegetal expression between HC and the protrusions at the base, reminiscent of
items (15, 18 e, 47, $6, 91). The notion ofredundancy as applied to sacred symbols is here
notable, partieularly since lamakes are often decorated with sequences of HC, DA and [HC+DA]
motifs.
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124. LM MC motif terracotta larnax lid; Agios Nikolaos Archaeological Museum (#NA)
HC is here more rigid, composed of straight siopes. The notion ofredundancy as applied to
sacred symbols is again noteworthy.
125. LM III HCs; headdress decorations; terracotta; barrel skirted female figures; Gazi;
Irakiion Archaeotogical Museum; Marinatos: 1960: PLS. 128,129,136,137
0f note are the affiliations of HC with birds (doves), the possibility of a fish tau variant of MC,
and the LM III developrnent in which MC is appÏied to anthropomorphic forms, suggesting these
figures were sacralized representations of either priestesses or divinities.
126. LM Lady with DAs in hand; from a mould; Palaiokastro; Nilsson: 1971: f ig. 112
The figure here represented is possibly dancing and chanting, wearing the traditional Minoan
ftounced and banded skirt. She holds a DA in each hand. As in items (59). it is a woman who
bears the object, whether ritual participant, priestess or goddess.
127. LM MC elements; from a steatite rhyton: ‘Sanctitary Rhyton’; Zakros; Platon: 197 1:165-8
The positioning ofthe symbols attract the eye to the more central MC, as it is larger. The notion
of a redundant application of sacred symbols is here notable, as not oniy are HCs placed on the
lower walls ofthe structure, which are those illustrated in the plates and reminiscent ofthe
balustrade HCs from Mallia (54), but they also adorn the rooftop ofthe shrine which is occupiedO by lounging goats. At the boom of what seem to be the steps leading to the main building. a
further isolated 1-IC is set on an altar-like stand with a vegetal spray placed over it.
The HCs which flank the rooftop. a pair on each side, have birds placed on them. which
bring to mmd the crows perched on DA examples from the Agia Triada Sarcophagus (87) and
other MC expressions with the sarne composition (e.g. 81, 103). The bird on the lefi is perched
between a set oftwo HCs, while that on the rightis in take off position just above another set of
two HCs. The birds and HCs heraldically bracket the four goats on the roofofthe structure. By
their profile. i.e. wing shape, tau length, and head shape, these birds are most likely magpies, (Pie
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Bavarde! Black Billed Magpie, Pica pica ),72 a crow family member.
Both HC and DA are thus associated with birds, usually crows or doves, a typical duo
known to the Epic of Gilgamesh in the tablets relating the tales of Atrahasis/Ziusudra,73 and
elsewhere in the Old Testament tale ofNoah’s Ark.74 Both tales it should be noted refer to a
cataclysmal flood, and a ship which carnes the survivors above the destructive waters. The birds
are the scouts, surveyors, and eyes ofthe ship’s crew searching for land and home. In Crete, these
birds have been taken to represent epiphanies of some divinity,75 but whether this divinity be
chthonic, ouranic or marine is one ofthe great unknowns. What we can state is that either dove
or crow appear between or atop HC motifs, as well as atop DAs. We might suggest, in relation to
the ftmnerary and generally sacred coimection of birds with DA and HC. that the bird may have
been seen as a guide for the dead to the next world and for the living to a sacred state ofrnind
just as easily as representing the epiphany of some divinily.
128. LM HC elements; from steatite rhyton fragments; Gypsadhes; Rutkowski: 1986:(a.) Fig.
95, (b.) Fig. 135
This combination of pillar and HC within an architectural seffing, (a), is also fourid in item (69).
The outwardly splayed HC, (b), is observable as early as EM (4), and also in the treatrnent of
boats (15a).
129. LM HC; terracotta; Mallia; Irakiion Archaeological Museum # $647
Similar to that of (9$) and (124) in form.
130. LM lb Signet ring; gold; Mochios; Burial: Souvinou-Inwood: 1973: PL. I
Notable is the association of some cuit. trade or social position involving a boat and vegetation,
officiated by a wornan, if woman she be. The antliropomorph wears what appears to be a long
72 Sec: La Grande Encyclopedie des Oiseaux: Karel St’astny: traduction Dagmar Doppia: GrQnd: Paris: 1992: 408
Dalley: 1989: 114: Gilgamesh Xl: iii
The t-{oI Bible contaitung the Old and Nets’ Testaments with Apocr’phat/ Deuterocananical Books: 1989: 7: Genesis 8: 6
Rutkowski: 1986: 109
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skirt and sits at the boats stem. At midship is a plant.
131. MM/LM Makrigialos Seal with woman in sailing boat; Agios Nikolaos Archaeological
Museum; # 4653: Marinatos: 1993: fig. 184
As above, a figure who is likely a woman is here represented on a sailing vessel. 0f note is the
sali on this item substituting for the vegetation of the preceding boat, or vice versa, suggesting
that perhaps a plant, or sorne sort of vegetation, may at times symbolically be a substitute for the
sail.76
B: Extra-insular Material Evidence
132. Late Uruk ©. 3300 - 3000) Cylinder seai with boat, ‘priest-king’, and bovid; Aruz and
O Wa!lenfells: 2003: Fig. 111
Notable is the vegetal nature ofthe ship with its prorninently peaked prow and stem, as well as
the bovid with the boat
133. ©. 3000) Boat mode! with high stem and prow; cia)’; Fara, grave offering: Bass: 1972:
fig. 2
Notable are the shape of the mode!, evocative of HC variants and boat modeis from Crete, as
well as the offering of boat models at funerary sites.C
134. 4th milleirnium; fishing scene; terracoffa vase; Egyptz Bass: 1972: Fig. 4
0f note is the crescent shape ofthe boat and depiction of fishing nets. This type of vase and
iconography is common to flinerary contexts of the period.
135. e. 3000 Egyptian vase with potential funerary scene involving a boat; ArchaeoÏogy;
2004: November/ December:13: Courtesy Harrogate Museums and Arts: 1-larrogate
76 Marinatos intcrprets the composition as a boal transporting u palm trcc excrnplifying thc common atirihutes in Minoaniconography bcttveen rnaSts. sails, and plants.
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Borough Council
0f note is the early ftineraiy affiliation ofthe boat.77 The ship’s involvement in ftmeraiy rites in
Egypt was elaborated by the 301 1201 centuries as illustrated in the Book of the Dead.78
136. 3rd to 2’ millennium Circular seal with boat motif: Guif region, Balwain, Karrana; Aruz
and Wallenfells: 2003: fig. 220b
Ihe boat is similar to those represented by (133-35, 137); essentially crescent shaped and/or with
a peaked prow and stem.
137. Early Dilmun ©. 2000-1800) Square seal with boat scene; Guifregion, FaÏaika, f6 758;
Aruz and Wallenfells: 2003: fig.221
The shape ofthis boat is similar to Cretan examples ofboth boats and HC, as well as to item
Q (131). The prow or stem ofthis boat also has a horned application, as several Cretan boat
depictions do.
13$. Harappan ©. 2000-1900) Pendant with bovid and sailboat-model; Steatite; Indus Valley.
Mohenjo-daro, DK 8063; Aruz and Wallenfells: 2003: Fig. 295a
The animal represented on this and the following item has been interpreted as a unicom and the
object in front ofthe beast as a ‘ritual stand’. The beasts here represented may however be
bovids, and the ‘ritual stands’ are evocative ofrounded boats ofthe quffli type with added square
sails. Given the econornic function ofseals, it is possible that the represented bovids were ofa
type used in the shipping industiy for the construction of hide boats or parts thereof At bare
minimum, the pendant or medallion, more so than the seal beÏow, has certainly a string of
prestige and wealth tied to it. Iikely related to socio-economic status.
Fora further example: Midmit-Reynes: 2005: 27
78The Egyptian Book ofthe Dead: Papyrus ofAni: Thebes: New Kingdorn: 19’ dynasty 1295-1186 BC: BA 10470/5 f cat. lOi ): tOc
sareopliagus is Ocre placcd in n boat which is ptilled on a sledge by four bovids. Also lA 10470/35 ( cat. 103 ) for tOc use ofboats in 10e aflcriilèin tins Egyptian contcxt.
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139. Harappan c. 2000-1900; SeaI with bovid and sailboat-model; Steatite; Indus Valley,
Harappa, 8796-01; Aruz and Wallenfells: 2003: Fig. 295b
(As above)
140. Harappan ©. 2600-1900) Three-sided moulded tablet with a boat; Indus Valtey,
Mohenjo-daro, MD 602; Aruz and Wallenfells: 2003: Fig. 299
A sirnilar embarkation is seen on item (52), while the ‘cabin’ is reminiscent ofthose on the
Theran fresco from the West House made of hides, and the Ox-hides represented on the larnax
with the ship: (91).
C: Catalogue B: Material Evidence by Genres and Motifs
G Acrobatie Anthropomorphic appliqués and fresco: 31, 32, 36, 72
Aquatic motifs with HC and/or DA: 39, 51, 74, 81, 85, 89, 97, 103, 108 a and b, 125 b
Aquatic motifs from Knossos79: 63, 64
Aquatic motifs on Larnakes: 89, 92-5
Boat images80: 15, 16, 20, 33, 45- 50. 52, 53, 56, 57, 84, 87, 91, 103, 112, 130-140
Boat and HC variants with Protrnded bases: 15, 1$ e, 47, 26 b.. 91
bat Shaped Ceramics: 2. 15, 16, 18, 20. 22, 33, 48, 84. 103, 112. 133
Boat Shapes with HC andlor Horned Protrusions: 15, 16, 18, 22, 33, 45, 46, 48- 50, 84, 86 b., 91,
$9b, 103, 104, 112, 132- 135, 137
Double-headed Bulis: 17, 30
female Anthropomorphic representations: 6-9, 13. 14, 19,26-29,35.40.41,59,65,67-8,71.
125. 126, 130, 131
Flax-like stock supporting DA: 78, 97
fragmentary examples ofHC: 24, 121
Mso: The Ladies in Blue’ fresco from Knossos; in
relation to textile bmidings with blue spiral decorations in comparison to items 72, 95 and other similar examples. fvans. A.:l964: 547: fig. 397
80 Also: Evans, A.: 1964: 1:438. fin 3: “In a tomb ofthe Zafer Papoura Cemetery a small ivory boat was found with ahigh prew.”(Preh. Tomhs of Knossos, Archaeologia, lix, p. 27, Fig. 22.)
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Headdresses with HC: 125 a, b, c
Male Anthropomorphic representations: 1, 11, 12, reverse of 35, 47,69, 71, $1, 132, 134, 137
Men near HC and]or DA: 69, $1, $7, 12$
Objects fiorn fiinerary contexts: 1-3, 5-10, 14- 16, 18- 26, 28, 29, 31-3,36,40,41,48. 81, 86,
88-91,96,104,106,107,112,123,124,135
Objects from non-fiineraiy contexts: 4,11- 13, 17, 34, 42-4, 47, 54, 58, 60- 2, 66, 70, 73, 74, 84,
85,97- 103, 105, 116- 122, 125, 127
Pillars, shafis, staffs, and masts: 39, 42, 46, 59, 62, 69- 71, 73- 6, 78, 79, 81, 84, 86, 88- 91, 96-
8,107-9,111,114,49-53,56,57,115-9,122,123, 128a, 140
Pillars, shafis...with Banded and/or Knobbed decorations: 71, 73, 74, 76. $5, 97, 108
‘Pitchered Ladies’ and Breasted Pots: 6 a, b, 7, 8, 9, 26, 28, 29, 40, 41
Supposed ‘suspension pots’: 18 a - h, 22
Surrnised boat representations: 17, 18 a - h, 21, 30- 33, 36, 54. 86, 97, 116, 118, 119, 138. 139
Textile decoration: 6 b, 8, 13, 19, 25- 28, 31, 35- 37, 40, 56, 57, 59, 69, 71, 76, 78, 81, 85, 10$.
126, 138, 140
Women holding DA: 59, 126
Wornen near HC and/or DA: 59, 69, 87, 125, 126
Zoomorphic figurines and vessels: 3, 10, 17. 18 h, 30, 31, 33, 36, 103, 125 a and b, 130
D: Observations:
o
As mentioned in Catalogue A. items (39. 51. 62. 78) represent intermediate forms of DA
between its simple shaft-less twin triangular expression (e.g. 25) to its eÏaborated axe-like forms
(e.g. 42. 59, 70, 85, 108) as depicted on ceramics, but metal DAs are also known from tornbs of
mid to late EM and early MM and hence both actual double axes and abstract representations of
them exist simultaneously in the archaeological record from the start ofthe motif s/object’s
appearance in the tornbs ofMinoan Crete. Even into LM. DA motifs that hearken back to early
forms (e.g. 76a, $6) exist, suggesting DA represents something more than a double-bitted axe.
though predominanfly expressed as such. DA’s significance relates to a series ofthings; the
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dominant associations are namely death, fish, textile patterns, vegetation and women. The
secondary and more general associations ofthis symbol are to domestic livestock, birds, ritual,
sacrifice, power and wealth. By MM I1I-LM I, ftirther connections arise, as it is then also found
suspended over bucrania and connected to HC by its hafi or pole.
HC makes ils initial appearance as a plastic ceramic application, predominantly within
funerary contexts (e.g. 5, 23, 24), develops into an architectonic element by MM (e.g. 44, 54),
and by LM, is elaborated into a socketed form which supports a vegetat eletuent ofien coupling it
to DA (e.g. 73, $4, 26, 89), as the expression [HC+DA]. Its earliest use, fttnerary paraphemalia of
EM, is also the most consistent throughout the RA. However, even in EM there is evidence for a
non-funerary application, though stili within sacred locations (e.g. 4, 21). A particuiarly
significant occurrence of HC in this early period. is its application on a boat model pyxis from a
tomb in the Messara (16). As both boats and HCs have a consistent funerary application from
C EM through LM, as well as sharing their very forms with each other, the two must be sornehow
related to each other.
HC. like DA. may thus take a number ofvariational forms. The significance and
applications of both motifs attained a level of formalization within a Minoan symbolic language
without a strict adherence to any particular outward forrn. This sort of loose formaiity, seen in
microcosm within the context oftwo individual motifs. can also be observed in the greater
monumental expressions of Minoan culture, the Palaces. Palatial structures across the island can
be recognized as such by virtue of common elements such as courtyards, magazines, shrine
rooms. workshops, etc.. .placed in predictable areas. but stili, no two palaces are exactly alike.
Freedom of expression and variability, if flot diversity, within cornrnonly accepted or
recognizable forrns seems to have been the Minoan way in ail things, from the monumental to flic
miniature.
E: Underlying Premises
Having established the symbols’ sacred contexts and connotations, we need now to
concentrate upon what made them so. The underlying prernises are:
o 116
(1.) For these symbols to have been sacred they must have represented things worthy ofsacrality
within the Minoan world.
(2.) They were flot empty abstractions, but rather abstract representations ofthings known, useful
and necessaiy to the Minoan, whether practicalty, conceptually or both.
(3.) These known, usefiut and necessary things were deemed by the Minoans to be weB adapted to
their beliefs about the passage ofthe dead to the next world, generally for the passage ofritual
actors into a communicable space with that other world, and meaningftil enough to be used as
sacred inarkers and attention-focussing devices within sacred areas.
(4.) When applied to palatial structures or fabricated in precious materials, they possessed added
political and economic nuances.
(5.) How Minoan Crete was ordered politically and religiously is largely unknown, and as Moody
states, “...l don’t believe we can distinguish secular and sacred forms ofpower and prestige in
Minoan society; nor do I think it likely they existed as separate spheres in the Minoan world,
especiatly in the Proto-palatial Period (i.e. MM).”8’ Our symbols then, need to be relatable as
rnuch to religious or spiritual concems, as to the practical and mundane.
Our aim has been to identify what eÏements ofthe material or mundane world endowed
these motifs with their sacred significance, and allowed them their versatility, continuity,
variability. and seemingly unbounded application within sacred contexts. In this way. our hope is
to be pennitted a glirnpse into the stratigraphy of their metaphoric nuance and implicit
transcendent qualities. What remains to be done is to see where, if, and how our motifs can be
linked together into an understandable whole.
C
SI Moody: 1987:241
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Part VI: A: HC and DA: Final Analysis
As is evident from an examination ofthe figures and Plates, it is difficult to choose a
single type of either symbol to represent the whole, or even enough categories into which eveiy
variant can be placed. We have done our best to keep it as informative and comprehensive as
possible by basing the typologies on the more conspicuous features ofthe motifs. Clearly, within
the bounds of a tradition, there existed a certain liberty of expression in the Minoan arts and
symbolism which made this variability possible, acceptable, and of course intelligible.
Without a doubt, these symbols are Cretan creations, with roots in a tradition dating back
as far as NL for HC, and EM for DA.We may note that:
1.) DA is at once found as a shaft-less twin-triangular motif a hafled trapezoidal form and in its
metallic doubte-bitted axe form as early as EM 11/111.
2.) There are marked increases from EM through LM ofboth the variability offorms, and contexts
within which both HC and DA may be found.
3.) A socket is added to HC in LM.
4.) HC and DA are unified in LM to form [HC±DA].
5.) The unification does flot render the individual motifs obsolete, but creates a third which
incorporates the two.
6.) By LM. DA is often represented as a vegetal element that sprouts out ftom lIC.
7.) HC is that from which the vegetal element emerges, but functionally speaking. as a freestanding
C object it is a base into which a staff may be inserted.8.) When HC is provided with a socket, its symbolic meaning is incomplete, as [HC+DA] or at
least, lIC with staff or veetal element. is intended.
9.) The symbol [HC+DA] plausibly infers a difference in nuance and/or meaning from the
individual symbols lIC and DA.
ID.) The symbol [HC+DA] likely combines elements of lIC and DA deerned either compatible or
otherwise complementary.
As we have observed, HC is most comrnonly found in funerary contexts of EM, but non-
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ftrnerary contexts also occur,1 with at least one possible NL antecedent.2 Generally speaking,
objects decorated with HC, DA, or [HC+DA] are usually intended for some sacred sphere of
activity, as these objects corne predominantly from burial sites, cave and mountain sanctuaries,
shrines and palatial centres, i.e. locations of explicit or potential ritual activity. The motifs HC
and DA actively designate or demarcate sacred zones and objects, whether ritual implements,
cuit paraphernalia, votive offerings or architectural spaces. It must however be remembered that
‘sacred’ or religious contexts are flot without theïr political andlor economic nuances. When DA
is found in gold or monumental bronzes, and HC frnmd applied to architectural spaces or
otherwise monumentalised, levels of wealth, prestige, authority and sanctity are reflected of
either an area, individual, social group, politico-economic entity, divinity or any combination of
these.
HC predates DA in ftinerary or other sacred contexts, and is well established in cuit
C) paraphemalia and symbolism by EM L3 DA makes its appearance at least by EM II, within
funeraiy contexts as bronzes or carved motifs on seals deposited in tombs such as those of
Platanos, Mochios and Phoumi.4 By MM both motifs are commonly found within ail types of
sacred zones and contexts. With the emergence ofpalatial centres the symbols are incorporated
into their iconography and applied to the structures and shrines therein to differing degrees from
palace to palace. Throughout LM. HC. DA and [HC+DA] are found profusely and redundantiy as
painted motifs on larnakes, (i.e. comrnonly in repetitive rows and/or sets), and other sacred
O objects, with a constancy that can not be regarded as insignificant.
The most prominent and consistent context for our symbols from EM through LM is
funeraiy. and the most expressive of Minoan funerary articles illustrating this, is the Agia Triada
Cat. A: 4
2 Cat. A: 2
e.g. Cat. A: 4.5. 16.21.23.24
Soles: 1992: 239. Dietrich: 1988: 3 and Grumach: 1968:9 respectively.
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Sarcophagus. The painted lirnestone lamax ofLM hic5 from Agia Triada,6 is ofien taken to
represent the ideal find on which to base interpretations of cuit activity and objects found within
sacred contexts, due to the graphic nature ofthe images there depicted. its late date however, is
cause for caution. Whether it should be regarded as an idealized expression of Minoan ritual
activity which no longer existed at this late date, a ‘realistic’ rendering of cuit activity
surrounding fiinerary ritual at the time, or cuit activity generally is debatable. Whatever the case,
the iconography on the larnax relates well with the early finds from EM tombs and may thus be
considered part ofa Minoan funeraiy tradition. The similarities between the scenes depicted on
the larnax and early ftmnerary cuit are:
1.) In EM, we have funerarv or otherwise ritual ceramics decorated with HC;7 on the sarcophagus,
we have HC decorating the aitar area where a ritual is performed.
2.) In EM, we begin to find DA decorations on funerary ceramics and as votive gifts within tombs;8
on the larnax, DA is found on eveiy pillar.
3.) In EM, the tombs are equipped with ceramics for cooking, eating, drinking and libations; on the
iarnax. we have rituals involving sacrifice, libation and food offering suggestive ofconsumption.
4.) In EM, bovid as well as sheep and goat models were offered as gifts at the tombs;9 on the
larnix, caives or buil-models are brought to the deceased and both the goat and bovid are
represented as sacrificial animais.
5.) In EM, boat models were offered as funeraty gifts;’° on the hmestone lamax, a boat moUd is
the lead gifi brought as an offering to the supposed deceased.
Notable, above ail else. is the consistency of a boat or something representative of a boat
Personat conversations with members of La Missione halja,za o Fesgos, headed hv Profs. V. La Rosa . P. Carrinci and P. Militello.
are the source ofthe attribution ofthis 11e date. It would scem that sorne 1M hic skotelli ( cups ) were fotind within the svall construction ofthe
tomh enclostire which had held the larnax. ( .luIy — Auust 2001
6 Cat. A: 87
e.g. Cat. A: 4, 5. 23.24
e.g. Cal. A: 25
e.g. Cat. A: 3 . 33. 36
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being required in the final rites accorded a comrnunity member from EM through LM, i.e. for
nearly two millennia. This boat may be decorated with HC, look like HC,12 or crescentshaped
with twin pealcs.13 The conception and offering ofthese boat models may have been deemed
both natural and necessary by the very geography ofthis civilization, as well as a basic beliefthat
the next world lay over some watery horizon. To this other world beyond the seas may be
attributed the name Etysion,14 which has long been connected to BA Crete through the traditional
presence ofthe mythic Rhadamanthys on that blessed isle.’5 This Elysion is in contrast to the
Greek conception of a shadow-Iike Hades, but is well in harmony with fiinerary monuments and
finds ofMinoan Crete.16 However, even Hades is reached by fenying across the $tyx in Charon’s
boat. It would seem thatjust as the original NL settÏers and BA inhabitants of Crete needed to be
mariners of a sort, so too the Minoan deceased. As the end is oft reflected in a beginning, we see
that as Minoan ancestiy lies elsewhere than on Crete within the greater Eastern Mediterranean
fD Basin, and so too does the Minoan afterlife lie elsewhere beyond some sea’s horizon.
As extra-insular parallels also exist in the use ofboat models as offerings within funerary
contexts, hence a belief in the attainment of the next world by crossing a body of water, whether
river, lake or sea from the fourth and third millennia,’7 it is not surprising to find the saine within
the context ofthis island culture. A Minoan belief may then be imagined in which death’s
journey was taken by boat, or that a boat was required in that other world, consistently from EM
through to the final phases of LM. Funerary practices seem to have changed littie, at least
conceptualÏy, throughout these periods despite changes in the forrn oftombs and society itself. If
the Minoan Elysion was as restrictive as the Greek understanding of it, i.e. a land for exceptional
Cal. A: 16
l Cat. A: 15
13 Cat. A: 87
Sec Btirkeri: 1961: fora discussion of EIysions ctymologv.
IIueheck. West and Hainsworth: [:227
16 Ibid.
17
Cal. A: 133. 135. 137
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individuals rather than a general land ofthe dead, then perhaps Sir Arthur Evans’ interpretation
of the deceased individual on the Agia Triada Sarcophagus as a Sea Captain may flot be so off
the mark.’8 However, as boat models are flot restricted to wealthy burials, it seems more likely
that we are dealing with a general conception ofa land ofthe dead, rather than a Vaihalla of
some sort, though the latter, and concepts of ment and judgrnent involved in the access to such a
land, cannot be presently discounted.
With this concept of a final voyage over the sea, the iconographie affiliation of the
symbols HC, DA and [HC+DA] with the sea, as represented by boats, fish, mollusks, algae,
watery spirals, and aquatic birds within ftinerary contexts is understandable, given the economic
importance ofthe sea for its bounty (i.e. fish and fruit), navigation (i.e trade and exploration), the
direct connection between the exploitation ofthis watery element and death caused by the natural
dangers and unavoidable losses per annum of work upon it, as welI as its constant presence.
HC’s maritime affiliation is the clearest of ail, as it is not only directly applied to boat models,
but boat models and depictions themselves take HC forms.
Within ftmnerary sites from EM to LM, boat models may also be present in abstracted
forms. whether as pyxides, zoomorphic pouning vessels, or homed cups. Boat models are found
in HC forms with peaked prows and/or stems within the variational bounds ofHC,19 and as early
as EM I even found decorated with HC symbols at prow and stem.20 Given this, the decoration of
ships from EM III onwards with horned stems or prows depicted on seals are not fortuitous
decorations,2’ as not only is one ofthe earliest boat rnodels22 decorated with HC at both ends, but
as eanly as EM II pouning vessels irnitating boats are found decorated with horned crania at the
prow.23 Added to this is the similanity between the homned ships depicted on seas and early boni
Evans: 1964: 438
19CaLA: 15,47.91
20Cat. A: 16
7
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rimmed cups.24 being both aesthetically and conceptually horned-vessels. Altogether, there are
more links between HC and the boat or ship than exist between HC and any other ‘thing’
including animal horns. If HC need remain the horns of some animal, that animal may likely be a
conceptual one, such as that of a sacred boat perhaps thought of as a navigable 1UfFO.
Furthering this analogy between HC and the sacred hoat are the earliest architectural
examples from Mallia with their single-horn construction.25 The single pronounced peaks of
these objects, as noted above, are comparable, if not equivalent to boat models with single high
prows,26 which are more sirnilar to these examples of HC than even most other HC variants. The
closest HC variants to them are the asymmetrical examples from EM Mochios and LM Agia
Triada,27 which accentuate one horn more than the other in a similar fashion. These
asymmetricals themselves are however also comparable to other boat depictions for their
asymmetrical peaking, profiles and curved bases.28
In EM. DA is predorninantly a haft-Iess twin-triangular motif, which when cross
hatched,29 is evocative of depictions of textiles on contemporary anthropornorphic and
zoornorphic vessels and figurines.30 Between EM and MM. the earliest hafted examples appear,
and though they are more recognizable as axes,3’ are not quite axes. These twin trapezoidal
expressions, though from ftmnerary contexts. may also have had an economic significance. DA is
already a part of ftmeraiy paraphemalia and symbolism between EM and MM 1,32 and by MM II,
o
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we have our earliest double-bitted axe DA motif applied outside of a ftmerary context.33 The
decorative motifs applied to DA by LM, illustrate both marine and vegetal affiliations, with a
continued connection to textile patterning. The presence ofthis axe-like motif within ftinerary
symbolisrn and deposits is suggestive of a concept relating to the severing of life, but its vegetal
relation suggests the motif is also one ofrenewal, continued life afier death, or a cycle of life and
death.34
By MM IiI, DA is iconographically connected with wornen rather than men,35 as oniy
women are seen to hold the symbol in hand, suggesting that its representative power falis within
a feminine jurisdiction. That feminine jurisdiction was certainiy expressed within rimai activities
by having women preside over rites, whether fimerary or other, but the source ofthe
empowerment of women within the religious sphere likely had sorne social, economic and!or
political basis. DA is seen to have had some sort of economic significance by its presence on
C seals and sealings, as well as a socio-political nuance in terms of its production in materials of
prestige and incorporation into a palatial iconography, and of course a religious application. As it
is linked to a feminine sphere of influence. that sphere must have been equalÏy of an economic,
political and religious nature. VvThat links ah these aspects ofDA’s associations together is
possibly reflected through its connection to textile. Textiles flot only served in the fabrication of
clothing for local use, whether elaborately decorated fine wares of prestigious quality or day to
day work clothes, but was also an article of export which couÏd be traded for such things as gold
and tin. furthermore, this textile industry would have been essential to trade and fishing by the
very fact that without sails, ropes. stays and nets, those two maritime industries would suffer.
Within this scheme. not only is DA’s coirnection to the sea and sea life colToborated, but even
DKs vegetal essence can be included, as vegetal fibres. nameiy flax. are not only transformable
into cÏoth. but also better suited than wool to a naval application.
Variability not withstanding. HC and DA are recognizable symbolic expressions.
regardless of the particuÏar fonu of any single occurrence, as easily as are ail representations of
Cat. A: 42: PC. III
for an extended discussion ofDA as a synibol ofrcnewal sec: Dietrich: 1988
e.g. Cat. A: 59. 126
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boats and ships whatever the vessel’s particular forrn. Whatever the variotis forms HC, DA or
boats take, tbey are nonetheless recognizable as what they are. whether to the modem
archaeologist or BA Minoan. There seerns to have existed a substantial leeway within the artistic
renderings of these symbols, suggesting a less centralized and formalized symbolic language than
rnight be found in contemporaiy Egypt or Mesopotarnia, where power, wealth and iconography
were held within the hands of single individuals or groups.36 Perhaps, each variant has its own
significance, creating a complexity of hidden metaphors, but the generalizations made above are
in hue with our present evidence.
B: HC and DA Defined
HC may then be identifiable with a sacred horned boat which conveyed the deceased to
c the next world, and by metaphoric extension, ritual participants into the reaim ofreligious
experience for five primary reasons:
1.) Boats, as painted, plastic, or metaphoric forms within funerary contexts throctghout the BA, are
found in similar forms as HC.37
2.) A pyxis in the form ofa flat-bottom boat,38 with avariant ofFlC at both prow and stem,
connects it with ships depicted on seals with horned applications at either prow or stem, as well as
connecting HC decoration with boats as early as EM I. and binding boats and HC together within
funerary paraphernalia from that early period onwards.
3.) Ships depicted on seals with homned decorations at stem or prow39 are also comparable to early
ceramic vessels tvith the sanie type ofhorned decoration,3° and again comiect HC variants with
vessels.
4.) As HC is so ofien present in ftinerary contexts. it must represent something which links the
36
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dead to the next world; while, its further connection to ships suggests a metaphoric vehicular
connotation. The creation of an illusory motion achieved through thejointed or slightly spaced
repetition ofthe symbol,4’ also accords with this idea ofthe symbol as representative ofa boat,
where that repetition would represent the abstraction’s movement as opposed to abstracted waves
or mountains.
5.) Aquatic motifs are seen in ritualistic and sacred locations, and are closely associated with HC
and death related iconography.
Taken congruously, these points express an association between 1-IC and passage to, or
communication with, some ‘other world’ by means ofa metaphoric vehicle, the sacred boat. The
use of a boat as conveyer of the deceased to the next world is well attested in the Eastern
Mediterranean Basin,42 and only more natural in a place which is surrounded by water, dependant
on the sea as grove, hunting ground, highway, and for rnany a sailor served as place ofburial.
C DA may plausibly be identified with a Minoan textile industry, which was in ail practical
and metaphorical aspects. one of the civilizations main life-lines, for six primary reasons:
1.) DA’s early appearance on seals and sealings give it a potential economic significance.
2.) DA shares decorative motifs with textiles, and is found represented with textiles.43
3.) DA’s vegetal expression is relatable to its textile associations,34 as vegetal matter can be used to
produce fabric.
4.) DA’s marine affiliations and decorations, which include a direct iconographic relation with
ships,45 do flot detract from this textile connection but rather further the case.
5.) DA is literally seen in the hands ofwomen, who may at the sanie tirne be holding textile.
6.) Even less abstract examples of DA, as cast metal double-bitted axes, may be found with incised
textile motifs. whether bundles or sacral knots.
41
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HC, DA and [HC+DA], may then each represent a combination of technologies and
useful things necessaiy to these BA islanders. which are also in une with a likely EartblSea
dichotomy46 evident within the iconography. Naturally, as HC and DA are cornbined into a single
motiL the question arises as to what could a motif which combines aspects of a textile industiy
with that ofa sacred boat signify. We may again cite the importance of textiles in terms oftrade,
but as noted, cloth, sheets and ropes also have a more direct application and use upon ships. 0f
course, we would require a third elernent in order to join our sacred boat, HC, to a possible
representation ofthe sail, DA, and that is a mast. One wonders then, whether the vegetal sprigs
which offen sprout out ofHC, and likewise, those sprigs which support a DA atop or arnidst
them, were flot intended to represent such a rnast. One might muse upon the significance of
certain variants ofthe possible ‘piHar cult’ noticed by Evans47 in this light, and corne to the
conclusion that pole-like pillars were flot so much revered in and of thernselves, but as
c representations ofthe mast.48 The mast may in this way find a relation with the Slirn-trunked tree
or vegetal sprig found between LM examples of HC.49
At present, we see that the connections between the buli, goat or ram with both HC and
boats, incorporate several particularly important industries together, narnely herding, tarnring, the
fishe;y, and overseas trade. Industries connected to DA include agriculture, textile production
and even rnetallurgy, which thernselves also include aspects ofthe fisheiy and trade.
The explicitly intimate interrelatedness between the sea. pasture, field and technology
expressed through the symbols HC, DA and [HC+DAJ symbolically involves several aspects of
f
soclety. the natural world, and rndustry of the cornmurnty at large. These motifs also reflect
aspects ofpower and authority pertaining to a Minoan Palatial elite. or sirnply an ordered society
with a common metaphoric tongue. interests and dependancies.
In short, HC is better defined as an abstracted representation of a sacred boat rather than
homs, a horned or horniike object: DA is also better defined primarily as an abstracted
46 Warren and Codagan: 1981:172, 214
Evans: 190!: 72-3
e.g. Cat. A: 71: PL. V
e.g. Cat. A: 123
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representation of textile and/or its industry, but whether it may be representative of a raised sail
or an emblematic masthead is unclear, though possible, as {HC+DA], which is yet to be
recognized as a separate symbol from its constituents, would be then definable as a sacred
sailing vessel. 0f course, this latter interpretation would depend on the unified symbol {HC+DA]
to be formed flot of two symbols. but of a trinity: HC as a traditional/sacred boat, DA as linen
sail, and the connective ‘mast’ element permitting that unification. By LM, that trinity would
incorporate nurnerous industries into a single motif, and reveal the significance behind its
relationship witli the dead by serving as the metaphoric vehicle to the next world, a sacred sailing
vessel.
C. Surnmary:
HC and DA have been long recognized as sacred symbols of Minoan Crete. They are two
of the most easily recognizable Minoan symbolic exports to the Aegean, with evidence of their
application in the Cyclades, the Greek mainland and within the Eastern Medite1Tanea1 Basin as
far as Cypms.5° The significance and reasons for which these sacred symbols were of such
potency in Crete for the entire BA, and for which they rnight have been adopted by other cultural
areas within the Aegean and Eastem Mediterranean Basin, have long been shrouded in a veil of
abstraction. and open to interpretation and debate, but just as Minoan origins are to be
understood primarily in Cretan terrns, so too is the significance ofthese symbols to be
understood within a Minoan frarnework, as testified by their use, application and associations in
BA Crete.
Both HC and DA are found within a variety of sacred contexts throughout the BA and
across the greater part ofthe island. It may be inferred that a certain socio-religious cohesion
existed in BA Crete with both a common symbolic language to express ideas of sacrality, as weIî
as a general belief system. A less centralized or forrnalized symbolic language is however
suggested by the variety of fonns of either motif from EM through LM, allowing for an
expressive diversity in outward forms without loss of intrinsic significance or recognizability.
Gacrte: 1922 and Nilsson: 1971
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Naturally, the symbols’ significances would have had their nuances across the island, but the
observable constants throughout the island and the BA, particularly within the funerary and
palatial spheres, suggest a common understanding and usage ofthese motifs.
The EM I pyxis from a tomb ofthe Messara,5’ offers the earliest due to HC’s
significance. As other HC examples are also relatable to boats, and a relation exists between
boats and sirnilar ritualized and/or sacred contexts as EC, including shared fomis, suggests the
HC motif may be an abstraction ofthe boat. HC would then be significant not only as a
representation of a utilitarian thing, but also of the industries involved in boat construction, and
those industries which depended on navigable vessels. By extension, the ‘sacred boat’ provided
the dead with the necessary transport to the next Ïife.
By EM II, DA is already representative of other industries, narnely textile production and
metallurgy. from MM into LM, it becomes apparent within the iconography that the textile
(D represented, being connected and interchangeable with vegetation, was more probably derived
from vegetal fibre. DA’s use increases in MM, reaching its apogee in LM when it is also united
with HC, which coincides with the rise of the palatial centres. as well as a substantial increase in
trade between Crete and other parts of the Eastem Mediterranean Basin.
DA is found exclusively handled by women;52 it’s symbolic power and authority must
then fail within a feminine jurisdiction. Its decorative elements are primarily derived from textile
pattems and it is ofien depicted as a plant of some sort. This vegetal essence is easily relatable to
its textile patteming, and in turn associable to a feminine jurisdiction. The syrnbol’s fabrication
in metal, whether gold. bronze or silver, must sornehow also be congruent to the whole. Metal is
a prcstigious material and representative ofpower, wealth, and authority. This is due to its
relative rarity, cost. strength and utility. as weIl as the skill and organization required at ail leveis.
from extraction to trading, srneÏting and working. As metal production and the importation of
51 dat. A: 16
e.g. dat. A: 59, 128
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precious rnaterials,53 such as tin,54 were likely controlled by the palaces to a large degree,55 that
power, prestige and authority, was likely linked to these palatial centres. When metallic objects
are fashioned into sacred symbois, as is DA, those objects, made of an already prestigious
material, allain a sacred nuance. As DA is directly associated with women56 rather than men, and
iimately an object of prestige when made ofmetal, it may represent sorne social, political,
religious and economic empowerment ofwomen within the Minoan dite. Women depicted with
DA in hand, and at tirnes with added textile-like motifs,57 may be representative ofthe control of
a prosperous and essentiai textile industry, affording them the power and authority to influence
not only other industries and trade in precious materials, but also certain aspects of society which
include religious authority and rimai activity.
If DA was indeed representative of power and authority due to its attachrnent to a textile
industry which produced fabric for use both at home and for export, and upon which sailing
depended, it follows that a particular social group within the Minoan elite controlled or were
responsibie for that industry which also facilitated other industries such as fishing and trading. It
is in part from these practical concems and economic realities that the symboÏ’s reÏigious
implications possibly emerged, culminating in the coupling of DA to HC. 0f course, DA was
already a part of fiinerary assemblages in its metallic fonn by EM, so it is flot so surprising to
find two traditional motifs, HC and DA, cornbined by LM within their traditional findspots.
C
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Part VII: Conclusion
Sea-faring technology not only permitted the settiing of Crete sometime in the eighth to
seventh millennia, but also afforded those sefflers and their descendants goods unavailable on the
island, foreign rnarkets for local goods, and of course a food supply. The boat thus had a
traditional and ancestral significance in 3A Crete related to origins, but coupled to an ever
present economic reality.
Until now, the only recognized iconographic evidence for the use and symbolic
application of sea-faring vessels have been boat models, representations of boats in painted
depictions, and seal stone carvings, mostty from funeraiy contexts. Within an economic setting,
representations of ships on seals are understandable, as extra-insular trade could only have taken
place over sea routes, but what ofthe boat models and painted depictions from funerary
Ç contexts? We rnight accept a simpÏified economic interpretation ofthese models, directÏy
associating them with the occupation ofthe deceased in life. such as sea captain, merchant or
fisherman, but it is argued they had a more symbolic application. having as much to do with
traditions and beliefs as they do with economy, and thus related to interests at sea as welI as in
the aflerlife.
The funerary use ofthe boat suggests there existed in BA Crete a concept of a sacred sea
faring vessel which transported the dead to the next world, and this from at least EM through
LM. Depictions ofthe sacred vessel were flot limited to realistic models but also took abstracted
forms. and it is here that HC acquires its significance.
The textile patterning ofDA, from EM through LM. lias long been overlooked. and no
atternpt. to the author’s knowledge. lias been made to coirelate this evidence with its evident
vegetal derivation. The significance ofeither women’s role within DA’s iconography, or that of
die sea. have likewise been sidestepped. It lias however been shown that DA was significant as a
representation of a textile industry, which was as important locally as it was for export, and
without which navigation would have been limited to paddling and rowing.
The combination ofHC and DA, into the symbol [HC+DA], may within this scheme
become entirely intelligible. If HC is accepted as an abstracted sacred vessel, then the
c 131
combinative symbol may naturally represent that sacred boat fitted with rnast and sail. This
interpretation allows for the incorporation of a multitude of BA industries and the symbols’
economic value, but most irnportantly it affords a glirnpse into both the pragmatic and spiritual
outlooks ofthe Minoans, who seem to have looked to the sea’s horizon both for their prosperity
and their final journey.
o
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